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Null Element Restoration
Abstract
Understanding the syntactic structure of a sentence is a necessary preliminary to understanding its semantics
and therefore for many practical applications. The field of natural language processing has achieved a high
degree of accuracy in parsing, at least in English. However, the syntactic structures produced by the most
commonly used parsers are less detailed than those structures found in the treebanks the parsers were trained
on. In particular, these parsers typically lack the null elements used to indicate wh-movement, control, and
other phenomena.
This thesis presents a system for inserting these null elements into parse trees in English. It then examines the
problem in Arabic, which motivates a second, joint- inference system which has improved performance on
English as well. Finally, it examines the application of information derived from the Google Web 1T corpus as
a way of reducing certain data sparsity issues related to wh-movement.
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ABSTRACT
NULL ELEMENT RESTORATION
Ryan Gabbard
Supervisor: Mitch Marcus
Professor
Understanding the syntactic structure of a sentence is a necessary preliminary to
understanding its semantics and therefore for many practical applications. The field
of natural language processing has achieved a high degree of accuracy in parsing, at
least in English. However, the syntactic structures produced by the most commonly
used parsers are less detailed than those structures found in the treebanks the parsers
were trained on. In particular, these parsers typically lack the null elements used to
indicate wh-movement, control, and other phenomena.
This thesis presents a system for inserting these null elements into parse trees in
English. It then examines the problem in Arabic, which motivates a second, joint-
inference system which has improved performance on English as well. Finally, it
examines the application of information derived from the Google Web 1T corpus as
a way of reducing certain data sparsity issues related to wh-movement.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The field of natural language processing has achieved a high degree of accuracy in
parsing (assigning syntactic structures to sentences, as in Figure 1.1), at least in
English. Understanding the syntactic structure of a sentence is a necessary prelim-
inary to understanding its semantics and therefore for many practical applications.
However, the syntactic structures produced by the most commonly used parsers1 are
less detailed than those structures found in the treebanks the parsers were trained
on.
In particular, the parsers do not recover two sorts of information present in
all the Penn Treebanks (English, Arabic, Chinese, and historical). The first are
annotations on constituents indicating their syntactic or semantic function in the
sentence (Gabbard et al., 2006). For example, the parser will label a noun phrase in
its output as simply NP, but the treebank annotation would distinguish an NP-SBJ
acting as the subject of a sentence from an NP-TMP (e.g. “tomorrow,” “next week”)
acting as a temporal adjunct.
The second kind of information, which the proposed dissertation will focus on,
are tree nodes which do not correspond to overt (written or pronounced) words. Such
1In particular, this is true of Collins (1999), Bikel (2004), and Charniak (2000), which are very
commonly used. Parsers designed for richer formalisms like LFG, TAG, and CCG do generally
provide more detailed output, but they lie outside the scope of this work.
1
NP
NP
DT
the
NN
man
SBAR
WHNP-1
-NONE-
0
S
NP
NNP
Sam
VP
VBZ t
likes
NP
-NONE-
*T*-1
Figure 1: A tree containing empty nodes.
in Figure 2 and modifies it by inserting empty nodes
and coindexation to produce a the tree shown in Fig-
ure 1. The algorithm is described in detail in sec-
tion 2. The standard Parseval precision and recall
measures for evaluating parse accuracy do not mea-
sure the accuracy of empty node and antecedent re-
covery, but there is a fairly straightforward extension
of them that can evaluate empty node and antecedent
recovery, as described in section 3. The rest of this
section provides a brief introduction to empty nodes,
especially as they are used in the Penn Treebank.
Non-local dependencies and displacement phe-
nomena, such as Passive and WH-movement, have
been a central topic of generative linguistics since
its inception half a century ago. However, current
linguistic research focuses on explaining the pos-
sible non-local dependencies, and has little to say
about how likely different kinds of dependencies
are. Many current linguistic theories of non-local
dependencies are extremely complex, and would be
difficult to apply with the kind of broad coverage de-
scribed here. Psycholinguists have also investigated
certain kinds of non-local dependencies, and their
theories of parsing preferences might serve as the
basis for specialized algorithms for recovering cer-
tain kinds of non-local dependencies, such as WH
dependencies. All of these approaches require con-
siderably more specialized linguitic knowledge than
the pattern-matching algorithm described here. This
algorithm is both simple and general, and can serve
as a benchmark against which more complex ap-
proaches can be evaluated.
NP
NP
DT
the
NN
man
SBAR
S
NP
NNP
Sam
VP
VBZ t
likes
Figure 2: A typical parse tree produced by broad-
coverage statistical parser lacking empty nodes.
The pattern-matching approach is not tied to any
particular linguistic theory, but it does require a tree-
bank training corpus from which the algorithm ex-
tracts its patterns. We used sections 2–21 of the
Penn Treebank as the training corpus; section 24
was used as the development corpus for experimen-
tation and tuning, while the test corpus (section 23)
was used exactly once (to obtain the results in sec-
tion 3). Chapter 4 of the Penn Treebank tagging
guidelines (Bies et al., 1995) contains an extensive
description of the kinds of empty nodes and the use
of co-indexation in the Penn Treebank. Table 1
contains summary statistics on the distribution of
empty nodes in the Penn Treebank. The entry with
POS SBAR and no label refers to a “compound”
type of empty structure labelled SBAR consisting of
an empty complementizer and an empty (moved) S
(thus SBAR is really a nonterminal label rather than
a part of speech); a typical example is shown in
Figure 3. As might be expected the distribution is
highly skewed, with most of the empty node tokens
belonging to just a few types. Because of this, a sys-
tem can provide good average performance on all
empty nodes if it performs well on the most frequent
types of empty nodes, and conversely, a system will
perform poorly on average if it does not perform at
least moderately well on the most common types of
empty nodes, irrespective of how well it performs on
more esoteric constructions.
2 A pattern-matching algorithm
This section describes the pattern-matching algo-
rithm in detail. In broad outline the algorithm can
Figure 1.1: A parse of the noun phrase “the man Sam likes,” without null elements
(Figure from Johnson)
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in Figure 2 and modifies it by inserting empty nodes
and coindexation to produce a the tree shown in Fig-
ure 1. The algorithm is described in detail in sec-
tion 2. The standard Parseval precision and recall
measures for evaluating parse accuracy do not mea-
sure the accuracy of empty node and antecedent re-
covery, but there is a fairly straightforward extension
of them that can evaluate empty node and antecedent
recovery, as described in section 3. The rest of this
section provides a brief introduction to empty nodes,
especially as they are used in the Penn Treebank.
Non-local dependencies and displacement phe-
nomena, such as Passive and WH-movement, have
been a central topic of generative linguistics since
its inception half a century ago. However, current
linguistic research focuses on explaining the pos-
sible non-local dependencies, and has little to say
about how likely different kinds of dependencies
are. Many current linguistic theories of non-local
dependencies are extremely complex, and would be
difficult to apply with the kind of broad coverage de-
scribed here. Psycholinguists have also investigated
certain kinds of non-local dependencies, and their
theories of parsing preferences might serve as the
basis for specialized algorithms for recovering cer-
tain kinds of non-local dependencies, such as WH
dependencies. All of these approaches require con-
siderably more specialized linguitic knowledge than
the pattern-matching algorithm described here. This
algorithm is both simple and general, and can serve
as a benchmark against which more complex ap-
proaches can be evaluated.
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NNP
Sam
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VBZ t
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Figure 2: A typical parse tree produced by broad-
coverage statistical parser lacking empty nodes.
The pattern-matching approach is not tied to any
particular linguistic theory, but it does require a tree-
bank training corpus from which the algorithm ex-
tracts its patterns. We used sections 2–21 of the
Penn Treebank as the training corpus; section 24
was used as the development corpus for experimen-
tation and tuning, while the test corpus (section 23)
was used exactly once (to obtain the results in sec-
tion 3). Chapter 4 of the Penn Treebank tagging
guidelines (Bies et al., 1995) contains an extensive
description of the kinds of empty nodes and the use
of co-indexation in the Penn Treebank. Table 1
contains summary statistics on the distribution of
empty nodes in the Penn Treebank. The entry with
POS SBAR and no label refers to a “compound”
type of empty structure labelled SBAR consisting of
an empty complementizer and an empty (moved) S
(thus SBAR is really a nonterminal label rather than
a part of speech); a typical example is shown in
Figure 3. As might be expected the distribution is
highly skewed, with most of the empty node tokens
belonging to just a few types. Because of this, a sys-
tem can provide good average performance on all
empty nodes if it performs well on the most frequent
types of empty nodes, and conversely, a system will
perform poorly on average if it does not perform at
least moderately well on the most common types of
empty nodes, irrespective of how well it performs on
more esoteric constructions.
2 A pattern-matching algorithm
This section describes the pattern-matching algo-
rithm in detail. In broad outline the algorithm can
Figure 1.2: A parse of the same noun phra e which includes null elements (Figure
from Johnson)
2
nodes are often (though not always) associated with other (overt or covert) nodes
in the tree by means of bearing common numerical indices (see figure 1.2).2 These
nodes serve several purposes (discussed in detail below), but the most important
is to indicate non-local relationships between words and phrases which cannot be
encoded the context-free constituent structure produced by the parser: the null
element indicates that the co-indexed constituent, which may be far away, should be
interpreted as if it were in the element’s position. As Levy and Manning (2004) point
out, since these non-local relationships are important for semantics, it is necessary
that either a way be found to enrich CFG parser output with this information or
else it will be necessary to move to parsers explicitly designed for deeper syntactic
frameworks (as they put it, the question is whether “the context-free parsing model
is a safe approximation”). This information is also of more immediate practical
value, with potential benefit for anything using predicate–argument structures of
some sort, including question answering and textual entailment.
In the remainder of this chapter, we will discuss the types of null elements found
in English. In the following two chapters we will address the tricky question of how
to evaluate this task and what approaches other researchers have tried. In the next
chapter, drawing on the insights of previous work, we will present a system for the
task in English. In the next chapter we will examine the problem in Arabic, which
motivates the creation of a new model for the problem which, in the next chapter,
we apply to English. We conclude with a chapter examining some ways of using a
large corpus of unlabeled data to mitigate parser errors which cause problems for
null element restoration.
3
Null element Frequency
(NP *) → NP 18,334
(NP *) 9,812
(NP *T*) → WHNP 8,620
*U* 7,478
0 5,635
(S *T*) → S 4,063
(ADVP *T*) → WHADVP 2,492
(SBAR *T*)→ S 2,033
(WHNP 0) 1,759
(WHADVP 0) 575
Table 1.1: The frequencies of the most common null elements in sections 2-21 of the
Penn Treebank (data from Johnson). Those of the form X → Y mean a null element
of type X co-indexed with an antecedent of type Y .
1.1 Null Elements in the Penn Treebank
1.1.1 Units
The unit element *U* is used to indicate null units of measure, especially monetary
ones (Bies et al., 1995, 4.5.1).3 Most often, they correspond to where a currency word
is placed when a text is read aloud, e.g. “$1,000,000 *U*” is pronounced “one-million
dollars.” There are a few more (relatively rare) complex cases for the placement and
usage of units (see the guidelines). Although they are the third most common type
of null element, some systems ignore them because they can be restored pretty well
by simple rules and do not create non-local dependencies.
2In the Treebank II format, the index is borne by the terminal symbol of the null element and
the non-terminal symbol of what it is coindexed with. In later versions of the annotation guidelines,
indices are always placed on non-terminal symbols.
3Unless it is stated otherwise, all references in this section are to the Treebank II Guidelines
(Bies et al., 1995)
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4 NULL ELEMENTS 73
4.3.4 Subjects of infinitival clauses
With coindexation
1. VP complement clauses.
Note that from the perspective of the annotator, it is not necessary to distinguish between Raising
and Control structures, etc. In each case, the annotator simply coindexes the empty subject of the
infinitival with whatever lexical NP it is associated with.
(a) “Raising” constructions.
(S (NP-SBJ-3 Everyone)
(VP seems
(S (NP-SBJ *-3)
(VP to
(VP dislike
(NP Drew Barrymore))))))
(b) “Object control” constructions.
(S (NP-SBJ Ford)
(VP persuaded
(NP-1 Zaphod)
(S (NP-SBJ *-1)
(VP to
(VP run
(PP-CLR for
(NP president)))))))
(c) “Subject control” constructions.
(S (NP-SBJ-1 Zaphod)
(VP promised
(NP Ford)
(S (NP-SBJ *-1)
(VP to
(VP run
(PP-CLR for
(NP president)))))))
(d) Semi-auxiliaries.
Semi-auxiliaries occur in constructions with infinitival to, (e.g, supposed to, ought to, have to).
They are annotated with full infinitival structure and have a (NP-SBJ *) subject, coindexed as
appropriate.
(S (PP Of (NP course))
,
(NP-SBJ-1 regulators)
(VP would
(VP have
(S (NP-SBJ *-1)
(VP to
(VP approve
(NP (NP Columbia ’s)
Figure 1.3: An exampl of (NP *) i a ra sing construction. Here the (NP *) marks
that the proposition which seems to be the case is “everyone dislikes Drew Bar-
rymore.” (This and all following xamples in figures in this section are from the
annotation guidelines)
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4.3.4 Subjects of infinitival clauses
With coindexation
1. VP complement clauses.
Note that from the perspective of the annotator, it is not necessary to distinguish between Raising
and Control structures, etc. In each case, the annotator simply coindexes the empty subject of the
infinitival with whatever lexical NP it is associated with.
(a) “Raising” constructions.
(S (NP-SBJ-3 Everyone)
(VP seems
(S (NP-SBJ *-3)
(VP to
(VP dislike
(NP Drew Barrymore))))))
(b) “Object control” constructions.
(S (NP-SBJ Ford)
(VP persuaded
(NP-1 Zaphod)
(S (NP-SBJ *-1)
(VP to
(VP run
(PP-CLR for
(NP president)))))))
(c) “Subject control” constructions.
(S (NP-SBJ-1 Zaphod)
(VP promised
(NP Ford)
(S (NP-SBJ *-1)
(VP to
(VP run
(PP-CLR for
(NP president)))))))
(d) Semi-auxiliaries.
Semi-auxiliaries occur in constructions with infinitival to, (e.g, supposed to, ought to, have to).
They are annotated with full infinitival structure and have a (NP-SBJ *) subject, coindexed as
appropriate.
(S (PP Of (NP course))
,
(NP-SBJ-1 regulators)
(VP would
(VP have
(S (NP-SBJ *-1)
(VP to
(VP approve
(NP (NP Columbia ’s)
Figure 1.4: An example of NP *) in a subject control construction. Here the (NP
*) captures that Zaphod is promising that Zaphod (not Ford) will run for resident.
1.1.2 Null Complementizers
In English, complementizers (roughly, words that introduce subordinate clauses)
can often be omitted; these omitted complementizers are annotated as 0 (4.4). For
example, you can say “I hope that dinner is ready” or “I hope 0 dinner is ready.”
Like units, null complementizers are not especially interesting because they do not
mediate non-local dependencies. However, there is an interesting and important
subset of null complementizers, the null wh-words, which will be discussed below
(1.1.4) with wh-movement.
1.1.3 PROs
The most frequent null element in the English treebank, (NP *) (which we will call
PRO), has many uses. The simplest (arbitrary PRO) is as the subject of imperatives
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4 NULL ELEMENTS 73
4.3.4 Subjects of infinitival clauses
With coindexation
1. VP complement clauses.
Note that from the perspective of the annotator, it is not necessary to distinguish between Raising
and Control structures, etc. In each case, the annotator simply coindexes the empty subject of the
infinitival with whatever lexical NP it is associated with.
(a) “Raising” constructions.
(S (NP-SBJ-3 Everyone)
(VP seems
(S (NP-SBJ *-3)
(VP to
(VP dislike
(NP Drew Barrymore))))))
(b) “Object control” constructions.
(S (NP-SBJ Ford)
(VP persuaded
(NP-1 Zaphod)
(S (NP-SBJ *-1)
(VP to
(VP run
(PP-CLR for
(NP president)))))))
(c) “Subject control” constructions.
(S (NP-SBJ-1 Zaphod)
(VP promised
(NP Ford)
(S (NP-SBJ *-1)
(VP to
(VP run
(PP-CLR for
(NP president)))))))
(d) Semi-auxiliaries.
Semi-auxiliaries occur in constructions with infinitival to, (e.g, supposed to, ought to, have to).
They are annotated with full infinitival structure and have a (NP-SBJ *) subject, coindexed as
appropriate.
(S (PP Of (NP course))
,
(NP-SBJ-1 regulators)
(VP would
(VP have
(S (NP-SBJ *-1)
(VP to
(VP approve
(NP (NP Columbia ’s)
Figure 1.5: An example of (NP *) in an object control construction. Here the (NP
*) captures that Ford persuaded Zaphod that Zaphod (not Ford) should run for
president.
(“(NP *) Go away!”)4 and in constructions where there is an understood pronoun
of arbitrary reference, like “It is tough (NP *) to think carefully about St. Anselm’s
ontological argument.” The second and most common use is to mark passivization,
as in “(NP-1 Dante) was led (NP *-1) by Virgil.” The third primary use of PRO
is in what linguists c ll co trol and raising constructions, for which see figures 1.3,
1.4, and 1.5. For the less common uses of PRO, see section 4.3 in the guidelines.
1.1.4 Wh-movement
Traces of wh-movement ((NP *T*) with antecedents of category WHNP, WHADVP, WHADJP,
and WHPP) are used in the closely-related instances of questions and relative clauses
to indicate in which argument or adjunct position the wh-word should be interpreted
(4.2). For examples, see figure 1.6.
Closely related to them are those instances of null complementizers that replace
wh-words in relative clauses (see figure 1.7).5 Determining that there is a missing
wh-word is not hard, but determining if it is nominal or adverbial is a challenging
problem for null element restoration systems.
4School grammar sometimes calls this the “understood you.”
5These null wh-words also occur in some places overt wh-words cannot, such as infinitival rela-
tives (see Figure 1.7)
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(ADVP-PRP *T*-54)))
?)
4.2.2 Relative clauses
Relative clauses are adjoined to the head noun phrase. The relative pronoun is given the appropriate WH-
label, put inside the SBAR level, and coindexed with a *T* in the position of the gap. (Note that relative
clauses di!er from (direct) wh-questions in that they contain an SBAR rather than an SBARQ.)
wh- and “that” relative clauses. Relative clauses introduced by that are annotated just as relative
clauses introduced by a wh-word: that is given the appropriate WH-label, put inside an SBAR level, and
coindexed with the *T* in the position of the gap.
• NP trace
(NP (NP answers)
(SBAR (WHNP-6 that/which)
(S (NP-SBJ-3 we)
(VP ’d
(VP like
(S (NP-SBJ *-3)
(VP to
(VP have
(NP *T*-6)))))))))
• ADVP trace
(NP (NP the place)
(SBAR (WHADVP-2 that/where)
(S (NP-SBJ I)
(VP put
(NP the book)
(ADVP-PUT *T*-2)))))
Zero relatives. Relative clauses introduced by a null complementizer are annotated in a similar fashion,
this time with a null complementizer ‘0’ inside SBAR labeled with the appropriate wh-category and coindexed
with a *T* in the position of the gap.
• NP trace
(NP (NP answers)
(SBAR (WHNP-3 0)
(S (NP-SBJ-4 we)
(VP ’d
(VP like
(S (NP-SBJ *-4)
(VP to
(VP have
(NP *T*-3)))))))))
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(ADVP-PRP *T*-54)))
?)
4.2.2 Relative clauses
Relative clauses are adjoined to the head noun phrase. The relative pronoun is given the appropriate WH-
label, put inside the SBAR level, and coindexed with a *T* in the position of the gap. (Note that relative
clauses di!er from (direct) wh-questions in that they contain an SBAR rather than an SBARQ.)
wh- and “that” relative clauses. Relative clauses introduced by that are annotated just as relative
clauses introduced by a wh-word: that is given the appropriate WH-label, put inside an SBAR level, and
coindexed with the *T* in the position of the gap.
• NP trace
(NP (NP answers)
(SBAR (WHNP-6 that/which)
(S (NP-SBJ-3 we)
(VP ’d
(VP like
(S (NP-SBJ *-3)
(VP to
(VP have
(NP *T*-6)))))))))
• ADVP trace
(NP (NP the place)
(SBAR (WHADVP-2 that/where)
(S (NP-SBJ I)
(VP put
(NP the book)
(ADVP-PUT *T*-2)))))
Zero relatives. Relative clauses introduced by a null complementizer are annotated in a similar fashion,
this time with a null complementizer ‘0’ inside SBAR labeled with the appropriate wh-category and coindexed
with a *T* in the position of the gap.
• NP trace
(NP (NP answers)
(SBAR (WHNP-3 0)
(S (NP-SBJ-4 we)
(VP ’d
(VP like
(S (NP-SBJ *-4)
(VP to
(VP have
(NP *T*-3)))))))))
Figure 1.6: Examples of nominal and adverbial wh-traces.
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• ADVP trace
(NP (NP the place)
(SBAR (WHADVP-2 0)
(S (NP-SBJ I)
(VP put
(NP the book)
(ADVP-PUT *T*-2)))))
Infinitival relatives. See section 14 [Infinitives] for more information.
• trace as object
(NP (NP a movie)
(SBAR (WHNP-1 0)
(S (NP-SBJ *)
(VP to
(VP see
(NP *T*-1))))))
• trace as subject
(NP (NP bloodhounds)
(SBAR (WHNP-4 0)
(S (NP-SBJ *T*-4)
(VP to
(VP trail
(NP the assassins))))))
• trace as adjunct
(NP (NP time)
(SBAR (WHADVP-1 0)
(S (NP-SBJ *)
(VP to
(VP go
(ADVP-TMP *T*-1))))))
4.2.3 Fronted elements
Fronted elements are placed inside the top clause level (e.g. S, SINV, SQ, SBAR). (Only certain fronted
elements are tagged -TPC: (i) constituents associated with a *T* in the position of the gap and (ii) left-
dislocated constituents (those associated with a resumptive pronoun in the position of the gap).) (See
section 1 [Overview of Basic Clause Structure] for more details on the treatment of fronted elements.)
4 NULL ELEMENTS 64
• ADVP trace
(NP (NP the place)
(SBAR (WHADVP-2 0)
(S (NP-SBJ I)
(VP put
(NP the book)
(ADVP-PUT *T*-2)))))
Infinitival relatives. See sectio 14 [Infinitives] for more information.
• trace as object
(NP (NP a movie)
(SBAR (WHNP-1 0)
(S (NP-SBJ *)
(VP to
(VP see
(NP *T*-1))))))
• trace as subject
(NP (NP bloodhounds)
(SBAR (WHNP-4 0)
(S (NP-SBJ *T*-4)
(VP to
(VP trail
(NP the assassins))))))
• trace as adjunct
(NP (NP time)
(SBAR (WHADVP-1 0)
(S (NP-SBJ *)
(VP to
(VP go
(ADVP-TMP *T*-1))))))
4.2.3 Fronted elements
Fronted elements are placed inside the top clause level (e.g. S, SINV, SQ, SBAR). (Only certain fronted
elements are tagged -TPC: (i) constituents associated with a *T* in the position of the gap and (ii) left-
dislocated constituents (those associated with a resumptive pronoun in the position of the gap).) (See
section 1 [Overview of Basic Clause Structure] for more details on the treatment of fronted elements.)
Figure 1.7: Examples of null wh-words. On the top is an ordinary relative clause
and on the bottom is a infinitival relative.
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Arguments.
Fronted argument noun phrases are coindexed with a *T* in the position of the gap:
(S (NP-TPC-3 This)
(NP-SBJ every man)
(VP contains
(NP *T*-3)
(PP-LOC-CLR within
(NP him))))
(S (NP-TPC-4 Our dull unsystematic youth)
(NP-SBJ we)
(VP let
(S (NP-SBJ *T*-4)
(VP stray
(PP-DIR into
(NP philanthropy))))))
If the fronted argument is an instance of left-dislocation (i.e, associated with a resumptive pronoun), there
is no coindexation between the fronted argument and the pronoun:
(S (NP-TPC John)
,
(NP-SBJ I)
(VP like
(NP him)
(NP-ADV a lot)))
Other fronted arguments (such as the main VP, a predicate, the locative complement of put , etc.) are also
tagged -TPC, and their identity index matches the reference index on the *T* inserted in the position of the
gap.
(S (ADVP-PUT-TPC-1 There)
,
(NP-SBJ I)
(VP put
(NP the book)
(ADVP-PUT *T*-1)))
(S (SBAR-ADV (VP-TPC-2 Shout
(PP-CLR at
(NP Eichmann)))
though
(S (NP-SBJ he)
(VP might
(VP *T*-2))))
the prosecutor could not establish...)
(S (SBAR-ADV (ADJP-PRD-TPC-5 Wrong)
though
(S (NP-SBJ the policy)
(VP may
4 NULL ELEMENTS 65
Arguments.
Fronted argument noun phrases are coindexed with a *T* in the position of the gap:
(S (NP-TPC-3 This)
(NP-SBJ every man)
(VP contains
(NP *T*-3)
(PP-LOC-CLR within
(NP him))))
(S (NP-TPC-4 Our dull unsystematic youth)
(NP-SBJ we)
(VP let
(S (NP-SBJ *T*-4)
(VP stray
(PP-DIR into
(NP philanthropy))))))
If the fronted argument is an instance of left-dislocation (i.e, associated with a resumptive pronoun), there
is no coindexation between the fronted argument and the pronoun:
(S (NP-TPC John)
,
(NP-SBJ I)
(VP like
(NP him)
(NP-ADV a lot)))
Other fronted arguments (such as the main VP, a predicate, the locative complement of put , etc.) are also
tagged -TPC, and their identity index matches the reference index on the *T* inserted in the position of the
gap.
(S (ADVP-PUT-TPC-1 There)
,
(NP-SBJ I)
(VP put
(NP the book)
(ADVP-PUT *T*-1)))
(S (SBAR-ADV (VP-TPC-2 Shout
(PP-CLR at
(NP Eichmann)))
though
(S (NP-SBJ he)
(VP might
(VP *T*-2))))
the prosecutor could not establish...)
(S (SBAR-ADV (ADJP-PRD-TPC-5 Wrong)
though
(S (NP-SBJ the policy)
(VP may
Figure 1.8: Examples of topicalization of NP and VP.
1.1.5 Topicalization
A *T* with other sorts of antecedents (e.g. NP, ADVP, VP, etc.) is used to indicate
topicalization (4.2.3). Roughly, this is when an element is displaced from its usual
position and put at the front of a sentence (see figure 1.8 for examples).
A particularly important subset of topicalization traces are the sentential traces,
(S *T*), used to indicate when an S or SBAR from another part of a sentence oc-
cupies an argument slot. They are used frequently for either direct ((S-1 ”I saw
it yesterday”) she said (S *T*-1)) or indirect speech ((S-1 The files were lost),
he claimed (SBAR 0 (S *T*-1))). Note that in the case of indirect speech, the
structure is complicated by the trace being wrapped in an SBAR together with a null
complementizer (this is easy to understand if you “detransform” the sentence to “He
claimed (SBAR that (S the files were lost)).”). Following Johnson, the whole SBAR
in the indirect speech case is often treated as one big null element.
Identifying when one or the other of these two types of sentential traces should
occur is not terribly difficult, but results for their recovery are depressed because
they are not distinguished very consistently in the treebank (as Levy and Manning
(2004) note).
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5 Pseudo-Attach
5.1 Types of pseudo-attach
The pseudo-attach function is used for (1) structural ambiguity, (2) attachment in more than one place
simultaneously, as with shared constituents, (3) indicating that something should be attached elsewhere, as
with discontinuous dependencies, and (4) extraposed clauses. Each type of pseudo-attach is associated with
a di!erent type of null element (these are discussed in more detail in following sections; see also section 4
[Null Elements] for more information on indexing conventions):
1. Structural ambiguity *PPA* (“Permanent Predictable Ambiguity”)
Example: I saw the man with the telescope, where *PPA*-attach indicates an either/or interpretation
at the attachment sites.
(S (NP-SBJ I)
(VP saw
(NP (NP the man)
(PP *PPA*-1))
(PP-MNR-1 with
(NP the telescope))))
2. Shared constituents *RNR* (“Right Node Raising”)
Example: His dreams had revolved around her so much and for so long that..., where *RNR*-attach
indicates a simultaneous interpretation at the attachment sites.
(S (NP-SBJ His dreams)
(VP had
(VP revolved
(PP-CLR around
(NP her))
(UCP-ADV (ADVP (ADVP so much)
(SBAR *RNR*-1))
and
(PP-TMP for
(NP (NP so long)
(SBAR *RNR*-1)))
(SBAR-1 that...)))))
3. Discontinuous dependency *ICH* (“Interpret Constituent Here”)
Example: I saw a bear yesterday who was wearing really cool shoes, where *ICH*-attach indicates that
the relative clause is interpreted at the pseudo-attach site only.
(S (NP-SBJ I)
(VP saw
(NP (NP a bear)
(SBAR *ICH*-2))
(NP-TMP yesterday)
(SBAR-2 (WHNP-1 who)
(S (NP-SBJ *T*-1)
(VP was
Figure 1.9: Examples of a “permanent predictable ambiguity.” This is the classic
example where “with the telescope” could, without a disambiguating context, modify
“the man” or “saw.”
1.1.6 Ellipsed Predicates
*?* is used to indicate when it is not an argument or adjunct that has been moved
or deleted, but rather a predicate (4.6) like a VP, P -PRD, etc. This can happen
in comparatives (“Acting would help him better than talking (VP *?*),” which is
to say “Acting would help him better than talking would help him.”), conjunction
(“Dianna likes tea, and I do (VP *?*) too”), and a variety of other cases (“Dianna
likes tea, as do I (VP *?*)”). It is also used in some cases where the annotation
guidelines do not otherwise specify how to fill the gap (the guidelines in section 4.6.3
give as an example “The plant cost about 50 million Canadian dollars to build (NP
*?*)”).
1.1.7 Template gapping anti-placeholder
The last null element, *NOT*, is related to the interaction of gapping and coordi-
nation. It will not be discussed here, since it is complicated, extremely rare, and
probably impossible to recover automatically (4.7).
1.1.8 Pseudo-attachments
The annotation guidelines distinguish a certain class of null elements that represent
shared or ambiguous attachments, calling them pseudo-attachments instead (5.1).
There are four of these. First is *PPA* (permanent predictable ambiguity; figure 1.9)
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(VP saw
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indicates a simultaneous interpretation at the attachment sites.
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3. Discontinuous dependency *ICH* (“Interpret Constituent Here”)
Example: I saw a bear yesterday who was wearing really cool shoes, where *ICH*-attach indicates that
the relative clause is interpreted at the pseudo-attach site only.
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Figure 1.10: Examples of right node raising. Here the trailing SBAR should be
interpreted as modifying both “so much” and “so long.”
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(S (NP-SBJ *)
(VP to
(VP (VP tear
(NP *RNR*-1))
and
(VP gnaw
(PP-CLR on
(NP *RNR*-1)))
(NP-1 his bones))))))
5.4 *ICH* (“Interpret Consti uent Here”)
The most common type of pseudo-attach is *ICH*-attach, which is used to indicate a relationship of con-
stituency be ween elements separated by intervening material. For instance, *ICH*-attach is used in “heavy
shift” constructions when the movement results in a configuration in which it is impossible to attach the
constituent to the phrase it belongs with:
(S (NP-SBJ (NP a young woman)
(SBAR *ICH*-1))
(VP entered
(SBAR-1 (WHNP-2 whom)
(S (NP-SBJ she)
(PP-TMP at
(ADVP once))
(VP recognized
(NP *T*-2)
(PP-CLR as
(NP Jemima Broadwood)))))))
5.4.1 Word order
*ICH*-attach is never used solely to indicate word order; there must also be a di!erence in attachment
height . For example, the following example does not require *ICH*-attach of the NP containing a very nice
mermaid (here, because the sentence adverbial is attached in VP):
(S (NP-SBJ I)
(VP met
(PP-LOC at
(NP the dock))
(NP (NP a
(ADJP very nice)
mermaid)
(SBAR (WHNP-2 who)
(S (NP-SBJ-3 *T*-2)
(VP offered
(S (NP-SBJ *-3)
(VP to
(VP take
(NP me)
(PP-CLR for
(NP a swim)))))))))))
Figure 1.11: Examples of “insert constituent here.” Here, “a young woman whom
she at once. . . ” has been split by the verb “entered.”
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(VP wearing
(NP (ADJP really cool) shoes))))))
4. it-extraposition *EXP* (“EXPletive”)
Example: My teache said it was OK for me to use the notes on the test , where *EXP*-attach indicates
that the infinitive clause is the logical subject of the sentence.
(S (NP-SBJ My teacher)
(VP said
(SBAR 0
(S (NP-SBJ (NP it)
(SBAR *EXP*-1))
(VP was
(ADJP-PRD OK)
(SBAR-1 for
(S (NP-SBJ me)
(VP to
(VP use
(NP the notes)
(PP-LOC on
(NP the test)))))))))))
5.2 *PPA* (“Permanent Predictable Ambiguity”)
This form of pseudo-attach is reserved for those cases in which one cannot tell even from context where a
constituent should be attached. The default is to attach the constituent at the more likely site (or if that
is impossible to determine, at the higher site) and then to pseudo-attach it at all other plausible sites.
Here, on the printer could modify either the forms, the class or the forms, or it could go directly under VP
as a PP adverbial. The PP in question is adjoined to the NP the forms and *PPA*-attached to the other
interpretation sites.
(S (NP-SBJ *)
(VP Use
(NP this option)
(SBAR-TMP (WHADVP-2 when)
(S (NP-SBJ the operator)
(VP changes
(NP (NP (NP the class)
or
(NP (NP the forms)
(PP-LOC-1 on
(NP the printer))))
(PP-LOC *PPA*-1))
(PP-LOC *PPA*-1)
(ADVP-TMP *T*-2))))))
Here, for the maintenance of COBOL may modify procedures or it may function as a purpose clause attached
under VP:
Figure 1.12: Examples of an expletive it. The null element indicates that this sen-
tence is (basically) a rearranged version of “My eacher said for me to use the notes
on the test was OK.”
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which is used to indicate places where, even using the context, the annotator cannot
distinguish the correct attachment of a constituent. It is used only where the different
attachments actually change the meaning of the sentence (as opposed to “benign”
ambiguities). It is rare and very unlikely to be automatically recoverable. Second,
is *RNR* (right node raising; figure 1.10) which is used when a constituent needs to
be interpreted in multiple places in the same sentence. Third and most common is
*ICH* (insert constituent here; figure 1.11), which is used when a constituent is split
by other material being inserted into it. The last, *EXP* (expletive; figure 1.12) is
used when a clause has been displaced with an “it” present where the clause should
be interpreted.
1.2 Elements Under Consideration
Although we have above described many types of null elements in the Penn Treebank,
many of them are quite rare. In this work, will will focus our attention (in English)
on the nine non-unit categories in Table 1.1, since they account for the vast majority
of the empty categories in the treebank.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
There has been a considerable amount of previous work on the topic of null element
restoration, beginning with Collins (1999) and Johnson (2002) and continuing in
several directions. In this chapter, we will survey this previous work by grouping it
by the four main approaches researchers have taken: patterns, parsing, rules, and
machine learning. We will conclude by framing the approach taken in this thesis
with respect to previous attempts.
2.1 Pattern-Matching
The seminal paper on the general null element problem is Johnson (2002). John-
son’s approach, which he notes “may be regarded as an instance of . . .Memory-based
Learning,” consists of extracting patterns from the Penn Treebank and then match-
ing them against the trees we wish to restore null elements to. Johnson defines a
pattern as a “minimal connected tree fragment containing an empty node and all
nodes co-indexed with it.” A pattern P matches a tree T if T is an extension of P
ignoring P’s empty categories.
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SBAR
WHNP-1
-NONE-
0
S
NP VP
VBZ t NP
-NONE-
*T*-1
Figure 4: A pattern extracted from the tree displayed
in Figure 1.
accuracy of transitivity labelling was not systemati-
cally evaluated here.
2.2 Patterns and matchings
Informally, patterns are minimal connected tree
fragments containing an empty node and all nodes
co-indexed with it. The intuition is that the path
from the empty node to its antecedents specifies im-
portant aspects of the context in which the empty
node can appear.
There are many different possible ways of realiz-
ing this intuition, but all of the ones tried gave ap-
proximately similar results so we present the sim-
plest one here. The results given below were gener-
ated where the pattern for an empty node is the min-
imal tree fragment (i.e., connected set of local trees)
required to connect the empty node with all of the
nodes coindexed with it. Any indices occuring on
nodes in the pattern are systematically renumbered
beginning with 1. If an empty node does not bear
an index, its pattern is just the local tree containing
it. Figure 4 displays the single pattern that would be
extracted corresponding to the two empty nodes in
the tree depicted in Figure 1.
For this kind of pattern we define pattern match-
ing informally as follows. If p is a pattern and t is
a tree, then p matches t iff t is an extension of p ig-
noring empty nodes in p. For example, the pattern
displayed in Figure 4 matches the subtree rooted un-
der SBAR depicted in Figure 2.
If a pattern p matches a tree t, then it is possible
to substitute p for the fragment of t that it matches.
For example, the result of substituting the pattern
shown in Figure 4 for the subtree rooted under SBAR
depicted in Figure 2 is the tree shown in Figure 1.
Note that the substitution process must “standardize
apart” or renumber indices appropriately in order to
avoid accidentally labelling empty nodes inserted by
two independent patterns with the same index.
Pattern matching and substitution can be defined
more rigorously using tree automata (Gécseg and
Steinby, 1984), but for reasons of space these def-
initions are not given here.
In fact, the actual implementation of pattern
matching and substitution used here is considerably
more complex than just described. It goes to some
lengths to handle complex cases such as adjunction
and where two or more empty nodes’ paths cross
(in these cases the pattern extracted consists of the
union of the local trees that constitute the patterns
for each of the empty nodes). However, given the
low frequency of these constructions, there is prob-
ably only one case where this extra complexity is
justified: viz., the empty compound SBAR subtree
shown in Figure 3.
2.3 Empty node insertion
Suppose we have a rank-ordered list of patterns (the
next subsection describes how to obtain such a list).
The procedure that uses these to insert empty nodes
into a tree t not containing empty nodes is as fol-
lows. We perform a pre-order traversal of the sub-
trees of t (i.e., visit parents before their children),
and at each subtree we find the set of patterns that
match the subtree. If this set is non-empty we sub-
stitute the highest ranked pattern in the set into the
subtree, inserting an empty node and (if required)
co-indexing it with its antecedents.
Note that the use of a pre-order traversal effec-
tively biases the procedure toward “deeper”, more
embedded patterns. Since empty nodes are typi-
cally located in the most embedded local trees of
patterns (i.e., movement is usually “upward” in a
tree), if two different patterns (corresponding to dif-
ferent non-local dependencies) could potentially in-
sert empty nodes into the same tree fragment in t,
the deeper pattern will match at a higher node in t,
and hence will be substituted. Since the substitu-
tion of one pattern typically destroys the context for
a match of another pattern, the shallower patterns
no longer match. On the other hand, since shal-
Figure 2.1: The pattern resulting from doing pattern extraction on Figure 1.2 (Figure
from Johnson)
2.1.1 The Training Phas
During the training phase, the system goes through each tree in the corpus and, for
every null element, extracts the minimal connected tree which contains it and every
node co-indexed with it (a pattern; see figure 2.1). If there are no nodes co-indexed
with it, then its parent and siblings are extracted. At this point we have a list of
patterns and how many times the each occurred (indicated by cp for a patter p).
This results in about 11,000 patterns.
Next, the system counts how many times each pattern matches in the treebank,
called the match value (mp). Note that si c matching ignor empty categories in
the pattern, a pattern may match places in the treebank which are identical to it
except for null elements. There are a number of ways to count the patt rn matches
for determining the match value. The simplest is just to count how many times each
pattern matches when applied as often as possible without regard to other patterns.
However, if one pattern is a sub ree of another pattern (ignoring null elemen s), bo h
will match, but it is not the case that both could actually be applied. Therefore
the naive approach tends to favor “shallow” trees over “deep” trees. T fix this,
the system walks through the nodes in a pre-order traversal, attempting to match
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patterns at each. Afterward, it chooses whatever pattern would have been correct
to apply, if any, and applies it, inserting the appropriate null elements (see section
2.1.2). The presence of these null elements may then block shallower patterns from
being applied within the “domain” of this deeper pattern. Johnson notes that this
change has a large effect on performance.
Having calculated the counts and match values, patterns are now pruned. This
is necessary because some patterns would insert null elements incorrectly more often
than they would correctly (that is, the success probability cp/mp <
1
2
). For each
pattern, a statistical technique is used to throw out those patterns we cannot be
confident truly have a success probability greater than a half (this is needed because
some rare patterns may have such a success probability observed in our training
sample by accident). After pruning, about 9,000 patterns remain.
Finally, if more than one pattern can apply at a node, which should be chosen?
The patterns are ranked by depth, and the system at runtime will prefer to apply
deeper patterns before shallower ones. Johnson also notes that he tried ranking
patterns by success probability with very similar results.
2.1.2 The Application Phase
To restore empty categories to a tree, the system does a pre-order traversal. At each
node, it checks which patterns, if any, match and applies the highest ranked one. To
apply a pattern, it replaces the matching subtree with the contents of the pattern,
renumbering null element indices if necessary to prevent accidental collision with
coindexation already in the tree.
2.1.3 The Preprocessor
Before both training and runtime, the trees are modified slightly. First, the part-of-
speech tags for auxiliary verbs are changed to match those produced by Charniak’s
parser. This is simply for convenience and seems to have little effect on performance.
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Empty node Section 23 Parser output
POS Label P R f P R f
(Overall) 0.93 0.83 0.88 0.85 0.74 0.79
NP * 0.95 0.87 0.91 0.86 0.79 0.82
NP *T* 0.93 0.88 0.91 0.85 0.77 0.81
0 0.94 0.99 0.96 0.86 0.89 0.88
*U* 0.92 0.98 0.95 0.87 0.96 0.92
S *T* 0.98 0.83 0.90 0.97 0.81 0.88
ADVP *T* 0.91 0.52 0.66 0.84 0.42 0.56
SBAR 0.90 0.63 0.74 0.88 0.58 0.70
WHNP 0 0.75 0.79 0.77 0.48 0.46 0.47
Table 3: Evaluation of the empty node restoration procedure ignoring antecedents. Individual results are
reported for all types of empty node that occured more than 100 times in the “gold standard” corpus (sec-
tion 23 of the Penn Treebank); these are ordered by frequency of occurence in the gold standard. Section 23
is a test corpus consisting of a version of section 23 from which all empty nodes and indices were removed.
The parser output was produced by Charniak’s parser (Charniak, 2000).
Empty node Section 23 Parser output
Antecedant POS Label P R f P R f
(Overall) 0.80 0.70 0.75 0.73 0.63 0.68
NP NP * 0.86 0.50 0.63 0.81 0.48 0.60
WHNP NP *T* 0.93 0.88 0.90 0.85 0.77 0.80
NP * 0.45 0.77 0.57 0.40 0.67 0.50
0 0.94 0.99 0.96 0.86 0.89 0.88
*U* 0.92 0.98 0.95 0.87 0.96 0.92
S S *T* 0.98 0.83 0.90 0.96 0.79 0.87
WHADVP ADVP *T* 0.91 0.52 0.66 0.82 0.42 0.56
SBAR 0.90 0.63 0.74 0.88 0.58 0.70
WHNP 0 0.75 0.79 0.77 0.48 0.46 0.47
Table 4: Evaluation of the empty node restoration procedure including antecedent indexing, using the mea-
sure explained in the text. Other details are the same as in Table 4.Table 2.1: The performance of Johnson’s system, by his metric (Table from Johnson)
More importantly, the part-of-speech tags of transitive verbs have a “ t” ap-
pended to them. A verb is determined to be transitive if more than half the time
it is followed by a noun phrase which does not carry a function tag marking it as a
non-argument. Johnson notes than experiments on the development test set showed
a small improvement from this annotation.
2.1.4 Evaluation
Results from the system can be see in table 2.1. The relative performance of the
different null elements set the basic pattern for future work. Units, non-wh null
complementizers, and sentential traces are recovered relatively well; nominal wh-
traces moderately well; and adverbial traces and null wh-words poorly. (NP *)
proves easy to insert, but very difficult to find the antecedent for. Results from
other systems, while having trouble in the same places, have generally been better.
In part, this is likely due to Johnson’s patterns being less robust – both against
parser errors and in the broader sense of generalizability – than later approaches.
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2.1.5 “Looser” Pattern-Matching
Another system which uses some form of pattern-matching is Jijkoun and de Rijke
(2004), which used memory-based learning. They will not be discussed in further
detail here since they operate only on dependency structures and report scores very
similar to Dienes and Dubey (2003b), who will be discussed next.1
2.1.6 Regular Expression Patterns
Filimonov and Harper (2007) present another pattern-based system which achieves
significantly more robustness than Johnson’s by means of handwritten patterns (with
automatically assigned probabilities) which are made more flexible in a manner
rather analogous to regular expressions. Since this system is both rather compli-
cated and very focused (limiting itself to only wh-traces with overt antecedents), we
will not discuss it in further detail here.
2.2 Parsing
It is appealing to attempt to recover null elements within the parser. After all,
finding null elements is properly part of the task of syntactic analysis the parser is
supposed to perform. Indeed, one of the seminal dissertations in modern parsing
(Collins, 1999) treated the recovery of wh-traces in its third, most complex model.
We will describe it briefly in this section under the assumption the reader is familiar
with Collins’s Model 2; for those who are not, we refer them to Collins’s thesis.
Model 3 begins by annotating the training trees with gap annotations in the
manner of Gazdar et al. (1985). For every non-terminal on the path between a
1It is not clear that their numbers are in fact comparable to those of Dienes and Dubey on
parsed data because the metrics used are not quite equivalent, particularly for (NP *)s: among
other differences, unlike Jijkoun and de Rijke’s dependency metric, Dienes and Dubey’s is sensitive
to the string extent of the antecedent node, penalizing them if the parser makes attachment errors
involving the antecedent even if the system recovered the long-distance dependency itself correctly.
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Figure 2.2: A diagram illustrating the idea of gap propagation as used in Model 3 of
Collins (1999). Every node between the trace and its antecedent is annotated with
+gap. Figure from Collins’s thesis.
trace and its antecedent, a +gap feature annotation is added. The parsing model is
then modified to take this into account: in addition to indicating whether the usual
constituents like NPs are expected, subcategorization frames can now also contain
gaps. These gaps may be discharged either by producing a trace or by producing an
ordinary non-terminal which has the +gap feature, and the node and head generation
probability models are modified accordingly. The question remains, however, of
whether a symbol looking for a gap below it should add it to the left subcategorization
frame, the right subcategorization frame, or neither (in which case the gap feature
would be passed on to the immediate head of the symbol). This is modeled by the
addition of a new probability distribution PG whose values are the three options
above and which is conditioned on the parent symbol, head symbol, and head word.
In more recent work, Model 3 has been extended by Dienes and Dubey (2003b),
which we will now consider. These authors propose two possible methods which we
might call partial and full parser integration. In partial integration, a finite-state
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method is applied to the surface string to insert null elements, and the sentence is
then parsed treating the null elements just like they were normal words. In complete
integration, there is no preliminary step, and null element insertion is done entirely
in the parser.
2.2.1 Partial Integration
The first step in this approach is to use a finite-state “trace tagger” to mark the
positions of the null elements in the surface string. Dienes and Dubey (2003a) had
previously presented such a tagger which achieves a 79.1% F-score on null element
detection. The tagger primarily employs three pieces of information:
• the part-of-speech tags in a five word window
• lexical features in a three word window
• non-local features which look through the string for signs of passives, to-
infinitives, gerunds, wh-words, and “that.”
They note that the first class of features is their most informative.
The second step of this approach is to use a parser to find the antecedents of
those null elements inserted in the first step. In order to do this they modify the
training trees for the parser according to a variation of the gap-propagation technique
described above: for every null element, every non-terminal node between it and (up
to but not including) its antecedent’s parent has gap+<gap-type> appended to its
label (for an example, see Figure 2.3). Note that a label may receive more than one
gap annotation.
At runtime, the parser is run on the output of the trace tagger, treating null
elements just like ordinary overt words. The results are then interpreted in the
opposite manner from the transformation of the training data: from a null element,
if you follow the path of nodes dominating it until you reach a node which does
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Type Freq. Explanation Example
NP–NP 987 controlled NP-traces Sam was seen *
WH–NP 438 NP-traces of A -movement the woman who you saw *T*
PRO–NP 426 uncontrolled PROs * to sleep is nice
COMP–SBAR 338 empty complementizer (that) Sam said 0 Sasha snores
UNIT 332 empty units $ 25 *U*
WH–S 228 trace of topicalized sentence Sam had to go, Sasha said *T*
WH–ADVP 120 traces of WH adverbs Sam told us how he did it *T*
CLAUSE 118 trace of a moved SBAR Sam had to go, Sasha said 0
COMP–WHNP 98 empty WH-complementizer the woman 0 we saw *T*
ALL 3310
Table 1: Most frequent types of EEs in Section 0.
2 Data
In the experiments we use the same train-
ing, test, and development data as in
Dienes and Dubey (2003), where non-local de-
pendencies are annotated with the help of empty
elements (EEs) co-indexed with their controlling
constituents (if any). The most frequent types of
EEs are summarized in Table 1. Thus, the example
sentence (1) will get the annotation:
(2) It is difficult PRO-NP to guess what she wants
NP-NP to buy WH-NP.
For the parsing and antecedent recovery exper-
iments, in the case of WH-traces (WH– ) and
controlled NP-traces (NP–NP), we follow the stan-
dard technique of marking nodes dominating the
empty element up to but not including the par-
ent of the antecedent as defective (missing an ar-
gument) with a gap feature (Gazdar et al., 1985;
Collins, 1999). Furthermore, to make antecedent
co-indexation possible with many types of EEs, we
generalize Collins’ approach by enriching the an-
notation of non-terminals with the type of the EE
in question (eg. WH–NP), using different gap+ fea-
tures (gap+WH-NP; c.f. Figure 1). The original non-
terminals augmented with gap+ features serve as
new non-terminal labels. Note, however, that not
all EEs have antecedents. In these cases, the gap+
feature does not show up in the dominating non-
terminal (Figure 2).
3 Detecting empty elements
Previous work (Dienes and Dubey, 2003) shows that
detecting empty elements can be performed fairly
reliably before parsing using a trace tagger, which
tags words with information on EEs immediately
preceding them. For example, the first occurrence
of the word to in our example sentence (2) gets the
tag EE=TT-NP , whereas the word wants is tagged as
having no EE. The trace tagger uses three main types
of features: (i) combination of POS tags in a win-
dow of five words around the EEs; (ii) lexical fea-
tures of the words in a window of three lexical items;
and (iii) long-distance cues (Table 2). An EE is cor-
rectly detected if and only if (i) the label matches
that of the gold standard and (ii) it occurs between
the same words. Dienes and Dubey (2003) report
79 1% labeled F-score on this evaluation metric, the
SBAR
WHNPi
what
S
NP j
she
VP
V
wants
S
NP
NP–NP j
VP
TO
to
VP
V
buy
NP
WH-NPi
Figure 1: Threading gap+WH-NP and gap+NP-NP.
Figure 2.3: An example of gap threading. The wh-trace on bottom (for DD, written
wh-np) is noted on every node above it until the parent of the wh-word is reached.
Similarly, the (NP *) (for DD, written np-np) is marked on every node above it
until the parent of the controller is reached. (Figure from DD)
not bear gap annotation for the element, you know that node should dominate its
antecedent. Knowing the node which dominates the antecedent is not quite the same
as knowing the antecedent, of course, so they use a simple deterministic algorithm
to choose the appropriate child. They note that on gold-standard trees stripped of
node indices this method had an F-score of 95% at finding the correct antecedent.
2.2.2 Full Integration
In this approach there is no trace tagger, and thus the parser is not informed of the
location of null elements. The authors try both unlexicalized and lexicalized parsers.
In the unlexicalized case, they use a parser of their own, while in the lexicalized case
they extend Model 3 from Collins (1999) with the idea of a “gapcat” frame analogous
to the subcategorization frames already used by the parser.
The gapcat frames work as follows.2 If a node should have a gap associated
2In this paragraph we again assume knowledge of Collins’ Model 2 (Collins, 1999).
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with it, that gap is part of its gapcat frame set. This set is treated analogously
to the subcategorization frame, but unlike subcategorization frames, which have
elements discharged whenever a complement modifier is generated, gapcat frames
have their elements only discharged when null element modifiers are generated (null
elements generated as complements will also discharge subcat frame items). Since
non-terminals have gaps indicated on them, the threading of gaps from one level
to another is effectively accomplished by the inclusion of the gapcat frame in the
conditioning of the modifier generation probabilities.
2.2.3 Evaluation
A parser-integrated approach must be evaluated in two respects: first, its perfor-
mance on the null element task itself, and second, on the overall performance of the
parser (both in accuracy and computational resources), since the approach will not
be useful if it impairs the overall parsing task. We will consider these two aspects of
evaluation in reverse order.
The authors find the fully-integrated approach to be entirely intractable for un-
lexicalized parsing (it cannot find any parse at all for 35% sentences in section 23),
so we will focus on the lexicalized case. The core challenge here, of course, is the
explosion (by a factor of 7) in the size of the the non-terminal alphabet due to
all the gap annotations. The authors claim that this results in the familiar sparse
data problem (that is, probabilities involving non-terminal symbols can no longer be
estimated as accurately because training instances which were formerly considered
together are “shattered” into different classes) and that it has a significant negative
impact on parsing performance in both the fully and partially integrated case. The
performance of the fully and partially-integrated cases is almost identical (86.6 and
86.4 F-measure, respectively), but this is a 12-13% increase in error relative to the
same parsing model without null elements (88.0).
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Relative # of Relative Bracketing
Condition Nonterminals Parsing Time
NOTRACE 1.00 1.00 88.0%
WH–NP 1.63 1.07 87.4%
PRO&WH 7.15 1.33 86.6%
TAGGER 7.15 0.95 86.4%
Table 6: INSERT model lexicalized parsing results
on Section 23.
Type EE detection Antecedent rec.
parser tagger parser tagger
NP–NP 80.4% 83.5% 70.3% 70.7%
WH–NP 81.5% 83.2% 80.2% 82.0%
PRO–NP 64.5% 69.5% 64.5% 69.5%
WH–S 92.0% 92.8% 82.2% 84.5%
WH–ADVP 57.9% 59.5% 53.0% 53.6%
Table 7: Comparison of pre-processing with lexical-
ized in-processing (F-scores).
missed parses precludes straightforward comparison
of bracketing scores, therefore we report the per-
centage of sentences where the parser fails. In the
case of the lexicalized parser, less than 1% of the
parses are missed, hence the comparisons are re-
liable. Finally, we compare EE detection and an-
tecedent recovery F-scores of the TAGGER and the
PRO&WH models for the overlapping EE types (Ta-
ble 7).
5.3 Discussion
As noted by Dienes and Dubey (2003), unlexical-
ized parsing with EEs does not seem to be viable
without pre-processing. However, the lexicalized
parser is competitive with the pre-processing ap-
proach.
As for the bracketing scores, there are two inter-
esting results. First, lexicalized models which han-
dle EEs have lower bracketing scores than the NO-
TRACE model. Indeed, as the number of EEs in-
creases, so does the number of nonterminals, which
results in increasingly severe sparse data problem.
Consequently, there is a trade-off between finding
local phrase structure and long-distance dependen-
cies.
Second, comparing the TAGGER and the
PRO&WH models, we find that the bracketing
results are nearly identical. Nonetheless, the
PRO&WH model inserting EEs can match neither
the accuracy for antecedent recovery nor the time
efficiency of the pre-processing approach. Thus,
the results show that treating EE-detection as a pre-
processing step is beneficial to both to antecedent
recovery accuracy and to parsing efficiency.
Nevertheless, pre-processing is not necessarily
the only useful strategy for trace detection. Indeed,
by taking advantage of the insights that make the
finite-state and lexicalized parsing models success-
ful, it may be possible to generalize the results to
other strategies as well. There are two key observa-
tions of importance here.
The first observation is that lexicalization is very
important for detecting traces, not just for the lex-
icalized parser, but, as discussed in Section 3, for
the trace-tagger as well. The two models may con-
tain overlapping information: in many cases, the lex-
ical cue corresponds to the immediate head-word
the EE depends on. However, other surrounding
words (which frequently correspond to the head-
word of grandparent of the empty node) often carry
important information, especially for distinguishing
NP–NP and PRO–NP nodes.
Second, local information (i.e. a window of five
words) proves to be informative for the task. This
explains why the finite-state tagger is more accurate
than the parser: this window always crosses a phrase
boundary, and the parser cannot consider the whole
window.
These two observations give a set of features that
seem to be useful for EE detection. We conjecture
that a parser that takes advantage of these features
might be more accurate in detecting EEs while pars-
ing than the parsers presented here. Apart from the
pre-processing approach presented here, there are a
number of ways these features could be used:
1. in a pre-processing system that only detects
EEs, as we have done here;
2. as part of a larger syntactic pre-processing sys-
tem, such as supertagging (Joshi and Banga-
lore, 1994);
3. with a more informative beam search (Charniak
et al., 1998);
Table 2.2: Comparison of null element performance for DD’s partially (tagge ) and
fully (parser) integrated systems. The format of the node types is antece ent-
element. pro-np indicates an uncontrolled (NP *), while wh-s (confusingly) in-
dicates a sentential trace. (Table from DD)
In terms of the relative performance of the tially and fully-integrated ap-
proaches on the null element task itself, the partial approach is consistently superior
(see table 2.2). The authors hypothesize that this is because the tagger’s five-word
window gives it access to useful lexical information which crosses phrase boundaries.
They provide a comparison only to Johnson (the only system available at the tim ),
whom they generally outperform by a significant argin (see section 2.4.2 for an
comparison to Levy and Manning).
2.2.4 Better Unlexicalized Results
Dienes and Dubey noted that unlexicalized parsing failed completely for their system,
presumably because the search space was insufficiently constrained without lexical
information. Schmid (2006) attempts to fix this probl m by using BitPar (Schmid,
2004) in order to exhaustively search all possible parses.
Schmid first annotates all trees with the features of Klein and Manning (2003)
and then adds several related to null element prediction, most notable the slash
features of Dienes and Dubey, certain function tags, subcategorization features, a
feature for object control verbs, features noting the words which commonly indicate
a relative clause with a null wh-word is adverbial, and a feature for expletive it. He
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also corrects some part-of-speech errors in the training data.
Parsing time for the test section3 was a bit less than three hours, which is a
good deal slower than the Collins parser. There is a considerable payoff for the
extra time in that the system achieves a state-of-the-art unlexicalized parsing score
of 86.6 and achieves very good null-element results (11% better than Dienes and
Dubey and 3% better than Campbell). However, as Schmid notes, the system’s
parsing performance still lags around three points behind the best lexicalized parsers,
which is a significant problem for practical applications. The work is nonetheless
interesting for demonstrating that null element restoration can in principle help at
least unlexicalized parsing (by roughly half a point).
2.3 Rules
2.3.1 Technique
The only published handwritten rule-based system for the null element problem is
that of Campbell (2004). Campbell’s approach is motivated by his observation that
the null element problem should differ from those for which data-driven methods have
been so successful since “for the most part, their location and existence is determined,
not by observable data, but by explicitly constructed linguistic principles which were
consciously used in annotation.”
Campbell’s system is straightforward. The system walks through a tree in pre-
order traversal, and at each node it attempts to apply the rules in Figure 2.4. Each of
these rules makes a decision based on a logical combination of linguistic predicates;
he mentions passivization, finiteness, headedness, function words, and syntactic func-
tion4 as particularly important pieces of information (for an example, see figure 2.5).
3The authors say their timing was done “on a Dual-Opteron system with 2.2 GHz CPUs.”
4Since function tags are not generally present in parser output, other rules are present to provide
them.
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results on the detection task alone (i.e., inserting 
empty categories into the POS-tagged string), as 
well as on the combined detection and resolution 
tasks in combination with their parser.2 
Higgins (2003) considers only the detection and 
resolution of WH-traces, and only evaluates the 
results given perfect input.  Higgins’ method, like 
Johnson’s (2002) and the present one, involves 
post-processing of trees.  Higgins’ results are not 
directly comparable to the other works cited, since 
he assumes all WH-phrases as given, even those 
that are themselves empty. 
4 The recovery algorithm 
4.1 The algorithm 
The proposed algorithm for recovering empty 
categories is shown in Figure 1; the algorithm 
walks the tree from top to bottom, at each node X 
deterministically inserting an empty category of a 
given type (usually as a daughter of X) if the 
syntactic context for that type is met by X.  It 
makes four separate passes over the tree, on each 
pass applying a different set of rules. 
 
1   for each tree, iterate over nodes from top down 
2       for each node X 
3 try to insert NP* in X 
4 try to insert 0 in X 
5 try to insert WHNP 0  or WHADVP 0 in X 
6 try to insert *U* in X 
7 try to insert a VP ellipsis site in X 
8 try to insert S*T* or SBAR in X 
9 try to insert trace of topicalized XP in X 
10 try to insert trace of extraposition in X 
11   for each node X 
12 try to insert WH-trace in X 
13   for each node X 
14 try to insert NP-SBJ * in finite clause X 
15   for each node X 
16 if X = NP*, try to find antecedent for X 
Figure 1:  Empty category recovery algorithm 
 
The rules called by this algorithm that try to 
insert empty categories of a particular type specify 
the syntactic context in which that type of empty 
category can occur, and if the context exists, 
specify where to insert the empty category.  For 
example, the category NP*, which conflates the 
GB categories NP-trace and PRO, occurs typically3 
                                                     
2 It is unclear whether Dienes and Dubey’s evaluation 
of empty category detection is based on actual tags 
provided by the annotation (perfect input), or on the 
output of a POS-tagger. 
3 NP* is used in roles that go beyond the GB notions 
of NP-trace and PRO, including e.g. the subject of 
as the object of a passive verb or as the subject of 
an infinitive.  The rule which tries to insert this 
category and assign it a function tag is called in 
line 3 of Figure 1 and given in pseudo-code in 
Figure 2.  Some additional rules are given in the 
Appendix. 
 
if X is a passive VP & X has no complement S 
if there is a postmodifying dangling PP Y 
     then insert NP* before all postmodifiers of Y 
 else insert NP* before all postmodifiers of X 
else if X is a non-finite S and X has no subject 
 then insert NP-SBJ* after all premodifiers of X 
Figure 2:  Rule to insert NP* 
 
This rule, which accounts for about half the 
empty category tokens in the PTB, makes no use of 
lexical information such as valency of the verb, 
etc.  This is potentially a problem, since in GB the 
infinitives that can have NP-trace or PRO as 
subjects (raising and control infinitives) are 
distinguished from those that can have overt NPs 
or WH-trace as subjects (exceptional-Case-
marked, or ECM, infinitives), and the distinction 
relies on the class of the governing verb.   
Nevertheless, the rules that insert empty nodes 
do not have access to a lexicon, and very little 
lexical information is encoded in the rules:  
reference is made in the rules to individual 
function words such as complementizers, 
auxiliaries, and the infinitival marker to, but never 
to lexical properties of content words such as 
valency or the raising/ECM distinction.  In fact, the 
only reference to content words at all is in the rule 
which tries to insert null WH-phrases, called in 
line 5 of Figure 1:  when this rule has found a 
relative clause in which it needs to insert a null 
WH-phrase, it checks if the head of the NP the 
relative clause modifies is reason(s), way(s), 
time(s), day(s), or place(s); if it is, then it inserts 
WHADVP with the appropriate function tag, rather 
than WHNP. 
The rule shown in Figure 2 depends for its 
successful application on the system’s being able 
to identify passives, non-finite sentences, heads of 
phrases (to identify pre- and post-modifiers), and 
functional information such as subject; similar 
information is accessed by the other rules used in 
the algorithm.  Simple functions to identify 
passives, etc. are therefore called by the 
implemented versions of these rules.  Functional 
information, such as subject, can be gleaned from 
the function tags in the treebank annotation; the 
rules make frequent use of a variety of function 
tags as they occur on various nodes.  The output of 
                                                                                   
imperatives; see below. 
Figure 2.4: Capmbell’s pipeline of rules. (Figure from Campbell)
results on the detection task alone (i.e., inserting 
empty categories into the POS-tagged string), as 
well as on the combined detection and resolution 
tasks in combination with their parser.2 
Higgins (2003) considers only the detection and 
resolution of WH-traces, and only evaluates the 
results given perfect input.  Higgins’ method, like 
Johnson’s (2002) and the present one, involves 
post-processing of trees.  Higgins’ results are not 
directly comparable to the other works cited, since 
he assumes all WH-phrases as given, even those 
that are themselves empty. 
4 The recovery algorithm 
4.1 The algorithm 
The proposed algorithm for recovering empty 
categories is shown in Figure 1; the algorithm 
walks the tree from top to bottom, at each node X 
deterministically inserting an empty category of a 
given type (usually as a daughter of X) if the 
syntactic context for that type is met by X.  It 
makes four separate passes over the tree, on each 
pass applying a different set of rules. 
 
1   for each tree, iterate over nodes from top down 
2       for each node X 
3 try to insert NP* in X 
4 try to insert 0 in X 
5 try to insert WHNP 0  or WHADVP 0 in X 
6 try to insert *U* in X 
7 try to insert a VP ellipsis site in X 
8 try to insert S*T* or SBAR in X 
9 try to insert trace of topicalized XP in X 
10 try to insert trace of extraposition in X 
11   for each node X 
12 try to insert WH-trace in X 
13   for each node X 
14 try to insert NP-SBJ * in finite clause X 
15   for each node X 
16 if X = NP*, try to find antecedent for X 
Figure 1:  Empty category recovery algorithm 
 
The rules called by this algorithm that try to 
insert empty categories of a particular type specify 
the syntactic context in which that type of empty 
category can occur, and if the context exists, 
specify where to insert the empty category.  For 
example, the category NP*, which conflates the 
GB categories NP-trace and PRO, occurs typically3 
                                                     
2 It is unclear whether Dienes and Dubey’s evaluation 
of empty category detection is based on actual tags 
provided by the annotation (perfect input), or on the 
output of a POS-tagger. 
3 NP* is used in roles that go beyond the GB notions 
of NP-trace and PRO, including e.g. the subject of 
as the object of a passive verb or as the subject of 
an infinitive.  The rule which tries to insert this 
category and assign it a function tag is called in 
line 3 of Figure 1 and given in pseudo-code in 
Figure 2.  Some additional rules are given in the 
Appendix. 
 
if X is a passive VP & X has no complement S 
if there i  a postmodifying dangling PP Y 
     then insert NP* before all postmodifiers of Y 
 else insert NP* before all postmodifiers of X 
else if X is a non-finite S and X has no subject 
 then insert NP-SBJ* after all premodifiers of X 
Figure 2:  Rule to insert NP* 
 
This rule, which accounts for about half the 
empty category tokens in the PTB, makes no use of 
lexical information such as valency of the verb, 
etc.  This is potentially a problem, since in GB the 
infinitives that can have NP-trace or PRO as 
subjects (raising and control infinitives) are 
distinguished from those that can have overt NPs 
or WH-trace as subjects (exceptional-Case-
marked, or ECM, infinitives), and the distinction 
relies on the class of the governing verb.   
Nevertheless, the rules that insert empty nodes 
do not have access to a lexicon, and very little 
lexical information is encoded in the rules:  
reference is made in the rules to individual 
function words such as complementizers, 
auxiliaries, and the infinitival marker to, but never 
to lexical properties of content words such as 
valency or the raising/ECM distinction.  In fact, the 
only reference to content words at all is in the rule 
which tries to insert null WH-phrases, called in 
line 5 of Figure 1:  when this rule has found a 
relative clause in which it needs to insert a null 
WH-phrase, it checks if the head of the NP the 
relative clause modifies is reason(s), way(s), 
time(s), day(s), or place(s); if it is, then it inserts 
WHADVP with the appropriate function tag, rather 
than WHNP. 
The rule shown in Figure 2 depends for its 
successful application on the system’s being able 
to identify passives, non-finite sentences, heads of 
phrases (to identify pre- and post-modifiers), and 
functional information such as subject; similar 
information is accessed by the other rules used in 
the algorithm.  Simple functions to identify 
passives, etc. are therefore called by the 
implemented versions of these rules.  Functional 
information, such as subject, can be gleaned from 
the function tags in the treebank annotation; the 
rules make frequent use of a variety of function 
tags as they occur on various nodes.  The output of 
                                                                                   
imperatives; see below. 
Figure 2.5: The rule for inserting (NP *). (Figure from Campbell)
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Notably, content words are hardly used at all.5
The only two structurally complicated rules are these for finding wh-traces and
the antecedents of (NP *). Both of these start from the known location (the wh-word
or (NP *)) and walk through the tree, node by node, until they find an appropriate
place to insert a trace or choose an antecedent, respectively.
2.3.2 Evaluation
Unfortunately, Campbell provides results broken down by type only for gold standard
data, which makes comparison more difficult. He does provide an aggregate number
of 76.7% across all null elements; this betters Johnson significantly (68.0%) and
Dienes and Dubey moderately (74.6%). This seems to support his contention that
learning-based methods are not clearly superior for this task. He does note two
cases where there seems to be room for a learning-based system to make use of lexical
information. First, in distinguishing between the placement of (NP *) and (NP *T*)
in certain infinitives.6 Second, in determining the antecedent (or lack thereof) of (NP
*), which he notes is a less rule-governed task, even in the annotation guidelines.
2.4 Machine Learning
Levy and Manning (2004) present the null element problem as a task of long-distance
dependency recovery.7 In particular, they note that while most “deep” syntactic
frameworks (e.g. “GB, CCG, HPSG, LFG, [and] TAG”) have a central context-
free component for representing “surface” syntactic structure, those frameworks also
recognize that such representations alone are inadequate for complete syntactic anal-
ysis. This could be a serious problem for current common CFG-based techniques in
5The one exception to this is that there are a small number of content words which, if they
precede a null complementizer, will indicate it is adverbial.
6These are the cases of raising, control, and exceptional case marking familiar from Intro to
Syntax.
7This same work is also presented in Levy’s dissertation (Levy, 2005).
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NLP unless there’s a way found to bridge the gap between the context-free “surface”
dependencies they can provide us with and the full representations with “hidden”
dependencies which are needed for proper modeling of language. As they put it, is
CFG parsing “a safe approximation” to a full, deep linguistic analysis?
A particularly notable aspect of this paper is that in addition to the usual Penn
Treebank WSJ evaluation, they consider the problem for the German NEGRA cor-
pus (Skut et al., 1997). NEGRA is primarily a dependency corpus, but there is a
version available which transforms it into a phrase-structure representation where
what would be discontinuous constituents are handled by using traces to mark part
of a phrase as dislocated.
2.4.1 Pipeline
This system structures null element recovery as a pipeline where each stage performs
operations based on the decisions of a maximum entropy classifier (see below). The
order of the pipeline is important for much the same reasons as already discussed
with respect to Campbell’s work. For English, the pipeline is as follows (each step
is done on all tree nodes before the next step is begun):
1. For every tree node, determine if a null complementizer should be inserted
under it (IdentNull). If one should be inserted, decide at what position and
place it in the tree (InsertNull).
2. Classify every tree node as to whether or not it is dislocated (IdentMoved).
Then, for each node which is dislocated, choose what node it came from (Re-
locMoved). Finally, insert the trace into the tree (InsertReloc).
3. For every tree node, determine if an (NP *) should be inserted under it (Ident-
Locus). If so, insert it in the appropriate position (InsertLocus). Finally,
determine what its controller, if any, is and co-index it appropriately (Find-
Controller).
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Due to the simpler annotation of German, only the second step is used on the
NEGRA corpus.
2.4.2 Learning
Each individual decision above is made by a maximum entropy classifier,8 but the
classification problem may take on slightly different forms. Choices with a yes or
no form are simple binary classifications done at each node. Choices among nodes
or locations (e.g. what is the controller of this (NP *)?) apply a binary classifier
to each probability and choose the option with the highest score for the positive
classification. In the particular case of finding controllers (where there may in fact
be no controller), a special dummy or null option is added.
The features used by their classifiers may be found in Figure 2.6. Two of them
require further information. Path is the sequence of categories on the path be-
tween two nodes, along with the direction the path is “moving” at each node. The
“# special” line indicates how many custom feature templates were made for that
classification task alone which were not shared with other classifiers.
2.4.3 English evaluation
The authors provide two evaluations and in neither is the technique particularly
effective. The first, according to Johnson’s metric, can be found in Table 2.3.9 On
parsed output from Charniak’s parser, their system is a significant improvement
over both Johnson and Dienes and Dubey for null complementizers.10 In all other
respects, though, the system is less impressive. For sentential traces, it lags both
of the other systems. While it modestly improves performance on (NP *)s over
Johnson, it lags significantly behind Dienes and Dubey. Most worrisome is its poor
8They used both feature thresholding and L2 regularization.
9For a discussion of metrics for this problem, see appendix A
10The system of Campbell had not yet been published.
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IDENTMOVED S
NP!it/there" VP
S/SBAR
Expletive dislocation
IDENTLOCUS S
VP
! "
VP-internal context
to determine null
subjecthood
INSERTNULLS S VP Possible null com-
plementizer (records
syntactic path from
every S in sentence)
Figure 3: Different classifiers’ specialized tree-matching
fragments and their purposes
uncoindexed empties or control loci. Correspond-
ingly, our NEGRA algorithm includes only phase
2 of the WSJ algorithm, step (c) of which is trivial
for NEGRA due to the deterministic positioning of
trace insertion in the treebank.
In each case we use a loglinear model for node
classification, with a combination of quadratic reg-
ularization and thresholding by individual feature
count to prevent overfitting. In the second and third
parts of phases 2 and 3, when determining an orig-
inating site or controller for a given node N, or
an insertion position for a node N# in N, we use a
competition-based setting, using a binary classifica-
tion (yes/no for association with N) on each node in
the tree, and during testing choosing the node with
the highest score for positive association with N.6
All other phases of classification involve indepen-
dent decisions at each node. In phase 3, we include
a special zero node to indicate a control locus with
no antecedent.
3.1 Feature templates
Each subphase of our dependency reconstruction al-
gorithm involves the training of a separate model
and the development of a separate feature set. We
found that it was important to include both a variety
of general feature templates and a number of manu-
ally designed, specialized features to resolve spe-
cific problems observed for individual classifiers.
We developed all feature templates exclusively on
the training and development sets specified in Sec-
tion 2.
Table 1 shows which general feature templates
we used in each classifier. The features are
6The choice of a unique origin site makes our algorithm un-
able to deal with right-node raising or parasitic gaps. Cases
of right-node raising could be automatically transformed into
single-origin dislocations by making use of a theory of coordi-
nation such as Maxwell and Manning (1996), while parasitic
gaps could be handled with the introduction of a secondary
classifier. Both phenomena are low-frequency, however, and
we ignore them here.
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TAG ! !
HD !
CAT!MCAT " !
CAT!MCAT!GCAT ! ! !
CAT!HD!MCAT!MHD "
CAT!TAG!MCAT!MTAG "
CAT!TAG ! !
CAT!HD "
(FIRST/LAST)CAT ! !
(L/RSIS)CAT ! !
DPOS!CAT !
PATH ! !
CAT!RCAT !
TAG!RCAT !
CAT!TAG!RCAT !
CAT!RCAT!DPOS !
HD!RHD "
CAT!HD!RHD !
CAT!DCAT ! ! ! !
MHD!HD "
# Special 9 0 11 0 0 12 0 3
Table 1: Shared feature templates. See text for template
descriptions. # Special is the number of special templates
used for the classifier. " denotes that all subsets of the
template conjunction were included.
coded as follows. The prefixes {#,M,G,D,R} in-
dicate that the feature value is calculated with re-
spect to the node in question, its mother, grand-
mother, daughter, or relative node respectively.7
{CAT,POS,TAG,WORD} stand for syntactic cate-
gory, position (of daughter) in mother, head tag, and
head word respectively. For example, when deter-
mining whether an infinitival VP is extraposed, such
as S-2 in Figure 1, the plausibility of the VP head
being a deep dependent of the head verb is captured
with the MHD!HD template. (FIRST/LAST)CAT
and (L/RSIS)CAT are templates used for choosing
the position to insert insert relocated nodes, respec-
tively recording whether a node of a given category
is the first/last daughter, and the syntactic category
of a node’s left/right sisters. PATH is the syntac-
tic path between relative and base node, defined as
the list of the syntactic categories on the (inclusive)
node path linking the relative node to the node in
question, paired with whether the step on the path
was upward or downward. For example, in Figure
2 the syntactic path from VP-1 to PP is [$-VP,$-
S,%-VP,%-PP]. This is a crucial feature for the rel-
ativized classifiers RELOCATEMOVED and FIND-
CONTROLLER; in an abstract sense it mediates the
gap-threading information incorporated into GPSG-
7The relative node is DISLOCATED in RELOCMOVED and
LOCUS in FINDCONTROLLER.
Figure 2.6: Feature used by LM. Along the top are the classifiers used and along the
sides are features templates. ⊗ means they used all subsets of that feature template.
The prefixes M, D, G, and R stand for “mother,” “daughter,” “grandparent,” and
“relative” (that is, antecedent), respectively. pos indicates the position of a node
among its mother’s children, while tag indicates the head word’s part-of-speech tag.
(Figure from LM)
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Gold trees Parser output
Jn Pres Jn DD Pres
NP-* 62.4 75.3 55.6 (69.5) 61.1
WH-t 85.1 67.6 80.0 (82.0) 63.3
0 89.3 99.6 77.1 (48.8) 87.0
SBAR 74.8 74.7 71.0 73.8 71.0
S-t 90 93.3 87 84.5 83.6
Table 2: Comparison with previous work using John-
son’s PARSEVAL metric. Jn is Johnson (2002); DD is
Dienes and Dubey (2003b); Pres is the present work.
style (Gazdar et al., 1985) parsers, and in concrete
terms it closely matches the information derived
from Johnson (2002)’s connected local tree set pat-
terns. Gildea and Jurafsky (2002) is to our knowl-
edge the first use of such a feature for classification
tasks on syntactic trees; they found it important for
the related task of semantic role identification.
We expressed specialized hand-coded feature
templates as tree-matching patterns that capture a
fragment of the content of the pattern in the fea-
ture value. Representative examples appear in Fig-
ure 3. The italicized node is the node for which
a given feature is recorded; underscores indi-
cate variables that can match any category; and the
angle-bracketed parts of the tree fragment, together
with an index for the pattern, determine the feature
value.8
4 Evaluation
4.1 Comparison with previous work
Our algorithm’s performance can be compared with
the work of Johnson (2002) and Dienes and Dubey
(2003a) on WSJ. Valid comparisons exist for the
insertion of uncoindexed empty nodes (COMP and
ARB-SUBJ), identification of control and raising
loci (CONTROLLOCUS), and pairings of dislo-
cated and controller/raised nodes with their origins
(DISLOC,CONTROLLER). In Table 2 we present
comparative results, using the PARSEVAL-based
evaluation metric introduced by Johnson (2002) – a
correct empty category inference requires the string
position of the empty category, combined with the
left and right boundaries plus syntactic category of
the antecedent, if any, for purposes of compari-
son.9,10 Note that this evaluation metric does not re-
quire correct attachment of the empty category into
8A complete description of feature templates can be found
at http://nlp.stanford.edu/˜rog/acl2004/templates/index.html
9For purposes of comparability with Johnson (2002) we
used Charniak’s 2000 parser as P .
10Our algorithm was evaluated on a more stringent standard
for NP-* than in previous work: control loci-related mappings
were done after dislocated nodes were actually relocated by the
algorithm, so an incorrect dislocation remapping can render in-
correct the indices of a correct NP-* labeled bracketing. Addi-
tionally, our algorithm does not distinguish the syntactic cate-
PCF P A ! P J ! P D G A ! G J ! G
Overall 91.2 87.6 90.5 90.0 88.3 95.7 99.4 98.5
NP 91.6 89.9 91.4 91.2 89.4 97.9 99.8 99.6
S 93.3 83.4 91.2 89.9 89.2 89.0 98.0 96.0
VP 91.2 87.3 90.2 89.6 88.0 95.2 99.0 97.7
ADJP 73.1 72.8 72.9 72.8 72.5 99.7 99.6 98.8
SBAR 94.4 66.7 89.3 84.9 85.0 72.6 99.4 94.1
ADVP 70.1 69.7 69.5 69.7 67.7 99.4 99.4 99.7
Table 3: Typed dependency F1 performance when com-
posed with statistical parser. PCF is parser output eval-
uated by context-free (shallow) dependencies; all oth-
ers are evaluated on deep dependencies. P is parser, G
is string-to-context-free-gold-tree mapping, A is present
remapping algorithm, J is Johnson 2002,D is the COM-
BINED model of Dienes 2003.
the parse tree. In Figure 1, for example, WHNP-
1 could be erroneously remapped to the right edge
of any S or VP node in the sentence without result-
ing in error according to this metric. We therefore
abandon this metric in further evaluations as it is
not clear whether it adequately approximates perfor-
mance in predicate-argument structure recovery.11
4.2 Composition with a context-free parser
If we think of a statistical parser as a function from
strings to CF trees, and the nonlocal dependency
recovery algorithm A presented in this paper as a
function from trees to trees, we can naturally com-
pose our algorithm with a parser P to form a func-
tion A ! P from strings to trees whose dependency
interpretation is, hopefully, an improvement over
the trees from P .
To test this idea quantitatively we evaluate perfor-
mance with respect to recovery of typed dependency
relations between words. A dependency relation,
commonly employed for evaluation in the statistical
parsing literature, is defined at a node N of a lexi-
calized parse tree as a pair "wi, wj# where wi is the
lexical head of N and wj is the lexical head of some
non-head daughter of N. Dependency relations may
further be typed according to information at or near
the relevant tree node; Collins (1999), for exam-
ple, reports dependency scores typed on the syn-
tactic categories of the mother, head daughter, and
dependent daughter, plus on whether the dependent
precedes or follows the head. We present here de-
pendency evaluations where the gold-standard de-
pendency set is defined by the remapped tree, typed
gory of null insertions, whereas previous work has; as a result,
the null complementizer class 0 and WH-t dislocation class are
aggregates of classes used in previous work.
11Collins (1999) reports 93.8%/90.1% precision/recall in his
Model 3 for accurate identification of relativization site in non-
infinitival relative clauses. This figure is difficult to compare
directly with other figures in this section; a tree search indi-
cates that non-infinitival subjects make up at most 85.4% of the
WHNP dislocations in WSJ.
Table 2.3: Performance of LM’s system (Pres) compared to Johnson (Jn) and DD
according to Johnson’s metric. (Table from LM)
Gold trees Parser output
Jn Pres Jn DD Pres
NP-* 62.4 75.3 55.6 (69.5) 61.1
WH-t 85.1 67.6 80.0 (82.0) 63.3
0 89.3 99.6 77.1 (48.8) 87.0
SBAR 74.8 74.7 71.0 73.8 71.0
S-t 90 93.3 87 84.5 83.6
Table 2: Comparison with previous work using John-
son’s PARSEVAL metric. Jn is Johnson (2002); DD is
Dienes and Dubey (2003b); Pres is the present work.
style (Gazdar et al., 1985) parsers, and in concrete
terms it closely matches the information derived
from Johnson (2002)’s connected local tree set pat-
terns. Gildea and Jurafsky (2002) is to our knowl-
edge the first use of such a feature for classification
tasks on syntactic trees; they found it important for
the related task of semantic role identification.
We expressed specialized hand-coded feature
templates as tree-matching patterns that capture a
fragment of the content of the pattern in the fea-
ture value. Representative examples appear in Fig-
ure 3. The italicized node is the node for which
a given feature is recorded; underscores indi-
cate variables that can match any category; and the
angle-bracketed parts of the tree fragment, together
with an index for the pattern, determine the feature
value.8
4 Evaluation
4.1 Comparison with previous work
Our algorithm’s performance can be compared with
the work of Johnson (2002) and Dienes and Dubey
(2003a) on WSJ. Valid comparisons exist for the
insertion of uncoindexed empty nodes (COMP and
ARB-SUBJ), identification of control and raising
loci (CONTROLLOCUS), and pairings of dislo-
cated and controller/raised nodes with their origins
(DISLOC,CONTROLLER). In Table 2 we present
comparative results, using the PARSEVAL-based
evaluation metric introduced by Johnson (2002) – a
correct empty category inference requires the string
position of the empty category, combined with the
left and right boundaries plus syntactic category of
the antecedent, if any, for purposes of compari-
son.9,10 Note that this evaluation metric does not re-
quire correct attachment of the empty category into
8A complete description of feature templates can be found
at http://nlp.stanford.edu/˜rog/acl2004/templates/index.html
9For purposes of comparability with Johnson (2002) we
used Charniak’s 2000 parser as P .
10Our algorithm was evaluated on a more stringent standard
for NP-* than in previous work: control loci-related mappings
were done after dislocated nodes were actually relocated by the
algorithm, so an incorrect dislocation remapping can render in-
correct the indices of a correct NP-* labeled bracketing. Addi-
tionally, our algorithm does not distinguish the syntactic cate-
PCF P A ! P J ! P D G A ! G J ! G
Overall 91.2 87.6 90.5 90.0 88.3 95.7 99.4 98.5
NP 91.6 89.9 91.4 91.2 89.4 97.9 99.8 99.6
S 93.3 83.4 91.2 89.9 89.2 89.0 98.0 96.0
VP 91.2 87.3 90.2 89.6 88.0 95.2 99.0 97.7
ADJP 73.1 72.8 72.9 72.8 72.5 99.7 99.6 98.8
SBAR 94.4 66.7 89.3 84.9 85.0 72.6 99.4 94.1
ADVP 70.1 69.7 69.5 69.7 67.7 99.4 99.4 99.7
Table 3: Typed dependency F1 performance when com-
posed with statistical parser. PCF is parser output eval-
uated by context-free (shallow) dependencies; all oth-
ers are evaluated on deep dependencies. P is parser, G
is string-to-context-free-gold-tree mapping, A is present
remapping algorithm, J is Johnson 2002,D is the COM-
BINED model of Dienes 2003.
the parse tree. In Figure 1, for example, WHNP-
1 could be erroneously remapped to the right edge
of any S or VP node in the sentence without result-
ing in error according to this metric. We therefore
abandon this metric in further evaluations as it is
not clear whether it adequately approximates perfor-
mance in predicate-argument structure recovery.11
4.2 Composition with a context-free parser
If we think of a statistical parser as a function from
strings to CF trees, and the nonlocal dependency
recovery algorithm A presented in this paper as a
function from trees to trees, we can naturally com-
pose our algorithm with a parser P to form a func-
tion A ! P from strings to trees whose d pendency
interpretation is, hopefully, an improvement over
the trees from P .
To test this idea quantitatively we evaluate perfor-
mance with respect to recovery of typed dependency
relations between words. A dependency relation,
commonly employed for evaluation in the statistical
parsing literature, is defined at a node N of a lexi-
calized parse tree as a pair "wi, wj# where wi is the
lexical head of N and wj is the lexical head of some
n n-head daughter of N. D penden y relations may
further be typed according to information at or near
the relevant tree node; Collins (1999), for exam-
ple, reports dependency scores typed on the syn-
tactic categories of the mother, head daughter, and
depend n daughter, plus n wh ther the dependent
precedes or follows the head. We present here de-
pendency evaluations wher the gold-st ndard de-
endency set is defined by the remapped tree, typed
gory of null insertions, whereas previous work has; as a result,
the null complementizer class 0 and WH-t dislocation class are
aggregates of classes used in previous work.
11Collins (1999) reports 93.8%/90.1% precision/recall in his
Model 3 for accurate identification of relativization site in non-
infinitival relative clauses. This figure is difficult to compare
directly with other figures in this section; a tree search indi-
cates that non-infinitival subjects make up at most 85.4% of the
WHNP dislocations in WSJ.
Table 2.4: Performance of LM’s system (A) compared to Johnson (J) and DD (D).
P indicates the Charniak parser and G indicates the gold-standard. J ◦ P indicates
running Johnson’s system on the parser output. (Table from LM)
performance on wh-traces, where it increases error over the other systems by a large
margin.11
In the second evaluation, they compare the systems by overall typed dependency
accuracy (Table 2.4). H re t y show a 5% im rove ent over Johnson and a large
improvement compared to Dienes and Dubey. However, as discussed in section A.3.1,
this is may well be due to the Charniak parser strongly outperforming the integrated
parser of the latte system, and not due to any superiority of the learning system at
the null element task (especially given the results of the first evaluation, although it
is true this second evaluation includes certain rarer null element types not addressed
in the first).
11However, the differences are ot quite as large as they appear in the paper itself, where they
compare aggregate statistics for certain elements for their system with non-aggregate statistics for
the other systems. This actually makes their system appear a bit worse than it is.
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2.4.4 German Evaluation
Since there are no other German system to compare their results against, the authors
provide a comparison of their system’s performance on German to its performance
on English. This is particularly interesting because they can compare only non-
relativization dislocations, which is to say precisely those aspects of the English task
generally given less attention in other papers. To do a fair comparison, they used
plain PCFG parsers for both languages (since state-of-the-art English Penn Treebank
parsing was much better than state-of-the-art German NEGRA parsing) and also
present results using for training a subset of the PTB WSJ corpus equal in size to
NEGRA’s training corpus (“WSJ(sm)”). In the results German lags English parsed
performance by 65% (increase in relative error) and English gold performance by
very large margin. However, as careful as the authors have been, they note that it
is still unclear how meaningful this comparison is since node dislocation simply may
be serving different purposes in the two languages.
We may still note two interesting things related to English from this data. First, it
is interesting that their English performance is so high for null element relations other
systems have generally found difficult. This may perhaps be due to the frequency
of relatively frequent and relatively easy sentential traces among the dislocations
they were considering, but it could also reflect the fact that their system models
dislocations more directly than others by classifying nodes according to whether or
not they appear to be out-of-place in their current location. Second, the results are
nearly identical for the system regardless of whether the large or small training set
is used, which lends support to Campbell’s claim that much of this task is more
fundamentally rule-based than learning-based.
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2.5 Conclusion
2.5.1 Division of the Problem
The general term null element encompasses a wide variety of syntactic phenomena,
so it is unsurprising that the systems split up the problem slightly differently. Some
methods attempt broad coverage through a “one-size-fits-all” technique, such as
Johnson’s patterns or Dienes and Dubey’s gap threading. However, other systems
vary their methods by individual types of null elements (Campbell) or classes of null
elements (Levy and Manning). We should expect the latter method to lead to better
results, and Campbell’s high-performing system provides some evidence for this.
On a related note, the reporting of aggregate results alone, as Campbell does
for his system on parsed data, should be discouraged since it makes it difficult to
determine where the performance improvement of his system relative to others is
coming from (performance differences on the gold standard are not always perfectly
reflective of performance differences on parsed data, which also reflects the robustness
of approaches). It also makes impossible comparison with specialized systems that
cover only a subset of null elements (Gabbard et al., 2006; Filimonov and Harper,
2007).
2.5.2 Annotation Inconsistency
Johnson and Levy and Manning both note inconsistent annotation in the treebank,
especially regarding three cases: antecedents of (NP *) are often not marked or are
marked incorrectly, the distinction between the two types of sentential trace is not
maintained consistently, and adverbial null wh-words are often not marked as such.
Correcting the treebank by simply checking relevant cases would be easy in the
last case, moderately difficult in the second case, and very time-consuming in the
first. However, a null element system itself could be useful both for finding annotation
errors and for preprocessing sentences to be annotated to increase both speed and
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accuracy. One later system is now in use for this purpose in new English annotation
(Gabbard et al., 2006).
2.5.3 Efficacy
What is the best approach to finding null elements? Of the options presented,
we can quickly eliminate Johnson’s pattern matching; while it was very valuable for
introducing the problem and setting a baseline, it is generally outperformed by all the
other approaches. That leaves three viable options: Campbell’s hand-written rules,
Levy and Manning’s machine-learning, and Dienes and Dubey’s parser integration.
Leaving aside the last for the moment, Campbell’s system is clearly superior in
performance to that of Levy and Manning. However, there remain a few reasons
to think machine-learning approaches might be the best way forward. First, as
Campbell notes, there are remaining cases where the lexical information available
from machine-learning approaches could be valuable. Second, any sort of linguistic
predicates and rules available to the rule-based approach can easily be integrated
into the machine-learning framework. While it might be somewhat inelegant to
learn from features what could be stated by rule, it is certainly possible and perhaps
preferable to trying to build a hybrid system. Finally, while writing hand-tuned
rules is fairly easy for English, it is more challenging in the case of a language the
researcher does not know and for which annotation guidelines may not be as detailed.
In this case, machine learning can make system development easier.
How do post-processing and parser-integrated approaches compare? While the
results of Schmid (2006) suggest that the parser-internal approach has the potential
for excellent performance on the null element task and perhaps even for a modest
improvement in overall parsing performance, no one has yet succeeded in integrat-
ing null element restoration into one of the leading parsing models (e.g. Charniak
and Collins) without hurting overall parsing performance, and few downstream users
are likely to trade several points of overall parsing performance for null elements.
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At this point, the advantage seems to lie with post-processing approaches. These
have the additional advantage that they can be applied to the output of any Penn
Treebank-style parser, which makes them more convenient for integration into exist-
ing pipelines.
2.5.4 Appendix: Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammar
As mentioned above (section 1), several syntactic frameworks more powerful than
CFG parsing deal with certain aspects of the null element problem in an integrated
way. While this dissertation will in general discuss only work in the CFG parsing
stream of research, in section 5.7 we will compare our results on wh-traces to one
recent representative of the more powerful frameworks, the Spinal Lexicalized Tree-
Adjoining Grammar (LTAG-Spinal) parser of Shen (2006). Describing LTAG-Spinal
is beyond our scope, and we refer interested readers to Shen (2006).
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Chapter 3
A Null Element System for English
In this chapter,1 we present a system for the null element problem in English which
seeks to combine the linguistic insight of Campbell (2004) with learning methods
similar to those of Levy and Manning (2004). We will begin by describing the
behavior of the system at runtime. We will then examine the feature set and discuss
how the model is trained. Finally, we will present the performance of the system
and discuss some possible ways to improve it.
3.1 Runtime
The algorithm applies a series five linear classifiers. Before presenting the pipeline
in detail, we will briefly mention each classifier:
• NullComp deals with 0.
• WHXPInsert deals with inserting (WHNP 0) and (WHADVP 0).
• WHXPDiscern deals with distinguishing between (WHNP 0) and (WHADVP
0).
• WHTrace deals with (NP *T*) and (ADVP *T*).
1An earlier version of this chapter was published as the second half of Gabbard et al. (2006)
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• NPTrace deals with placement of (NP *).
• PROAntecedent and Antecedentless deal with coindexation for (NP *).
The details of the application of the classifiers is as follows:
1. For each PP, VP, and S node in the tree, ask the classifier NPTrace to deter-
mine whether to insert an (NP *) as the object of a preposition, an argument
of a verb, or the subject of a clause, respectively.
2. For each node in the tree, ask NullComp to determine whether or not to
insert a 0 to the right.
3. For each S node in the tree, ask WHXPInsert to determine whether or not
to insert a null wh-word to the left. If one should be inserted, ask WHXPDis-
cern to decide if it should be a (WHNP 0) or a (WHADVP 0).
4. For each S which is a sister of WHNP or WHADVP, consider all possible places
beneath it (i.e. places c-commanded2 by the WHNP or WHADVP) where a wh-
trace could be placed. Score each of them using WHTrace, and insert a
trace in the highest scoring position.
5. For any S lacking a subject, insert (NP *).
6. For each (NP *) in subject position, look at all NPs which c-command it. Score
each of these using PROAntecedent, and co-index the (NP *) with the NP
with the highest score. For all (NP *)s in non-subject positions, we follow
Campbell in assigning the local subject as the antecedent.
7. For each (NP *), ask Antecedentless to determine whether or not to remove
the co-indexing between it and its antecedent.
2A node a c-commands a node b if a’s parent dominates b, but a does not dominate b.
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The sequencing of classifiers and choice of how to frame the classification decisions
closely follows Campbell with the exception of finding antecedents of (NP *)s and
inserting wh-traces, which follow Levy and Manning in using a competition-based
approach. Also, rather than introducing an extra zero node for uncontrolled (NP
*)s, we always assign a antecedent and then remove co-indexing from uncontrolled
(NP *)s using a separate classifier.
3.2 Feature Set
The following is the common feature set used by all the classifiers:
• the local features of the focus node and its daughters, left and right sisters,
mother, aunts, and grandmother (the local features of a node are its non-
terminal or terminal symbol, whether or not it is a non-terminal, its head
word and head part-of-speech, its function tags (see section 3.2.1), whether or
not it is an argument, and if an S or SQ, whether or not it has an overt subject)
• whether the focus node is the first or last daughter of its mother
• the number of daughters of the focus node which are arguments3
• the conjunction of the focus node’s head word with the number of its daughters
which are arguments
• the focus node’s great-grandmother’s non-terminal symbol
• whether the focus node is an S with a subjectless infinitive
• whether the focus node is a VP with a logical subject (i.e. a by-phrase)
• the token distance from the focus node to the last closing quotation mark
3Argument annotation is applied to training trees using the rules from Collins’s parser (Collins,
1999); on automatically parsed data, they are provided by the modified parser discussed in section
3.2.1.
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• whether the focus node is inside a parenthetical
• whether and how the quotation marks in the sentence match up
The following features are used for PROAntecedent only:
• the path between the (NP *) and its proposed antecedent
• the path length
• what non-terminal symbols are contained somewhere along the path.
The following features, each conjoined with the type of wh-trace being sought,
are used for WHTrace only:
• the sequence of categories found on the path between the trace and its an-
tecedent
• the path length
• which categories are contained anywhere along the path
• the number of bounding categories crossed and whether the trace placement
violates syntactic constraints on wh-trace extraction
• whether or not the trace insertion site’s parent is the first verb on the path
• whether or not the insertion site’s parent contains another verb beneath it
• if the insertion site’s parent is a verb, whether or not the verb is saturated.4
4To provide the verb saturation feature, we calculated the number of times each verb in the
training corpus occurs with each number of NP arguments (both overt and traces). When calculat-
ing the feature value, we compare the number of instances seen in the training corpus of the verb
with the number of argument NPs it overtly has with the number of times in the corpus the verb
occurs with one more argument NP.
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Syntactic Semantic
DTV Dative NOM Nominal EXT Extent
LGS Logical subj ADV Non-specific LOC Location
PRD Predicate Adverbial MNR Manner
PUT LOC of ’put’ BNF Benefactive PRP Purpose
SBJ Subject DIR Direction TMP Temporal
VOC Vocative
Table 3.1: A list of the function tags in the Penn Treebank which are of interest to
us. Adapted from a table by Seth Kulick (Gabbard et al., 2006).
3.2.1 Function tags
One of the most notable departures of this feature list from previous ones is in the use
of function tags (table 3.1) and argument markings, which were previously ignored
for the understandable reason that though they are present in the Penn Treebank,
parsers generally do not produce them.5 Function tags indicate whether constituents
(most importantly, noun phrases) are arguments such as subjects, direct objects, and
dative objects, or adjuncts of various types such as temporal, location, and manner
(Bies et al., 1995).
We gain access to function tags and argument markings through a modified ver-
sion of the Bikel implementation of the Collins parsing model (Bikel, 2004) provided
to us by Seth Kulick (Gabbard et al., 2006). Gaining access to argument markings is
very simple: they are used internally by the parser and deleted in a post-processing
step, so simply skipping this step is sufficient. Similarly, during the training of the
parser, function tags are normally stripped off of non-terminals; Kulick’s approach
is to remove this preprocessing step so that, for example, NP-SBJ and NP-TMP are
treated as separate atomic non-terminal symbols. While this presumably causes
some data sparsity, it appears to give a compensating improvement so that overall
5Jijkoun and de Rijke (2004) make use of function tags and Levy and Manning (2004) mention
their absence as inconvenient. Access to the argument information inside the parser may account
for some of the good performance of Dienes and Dubey (2003b).
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Category Pres LM J O
Combined 0 99.3 99.6 89.3 7,969
NP * 87.5 75.3 62.4 28,146
WHNP 90.9 77
WHADVP 71.6
Combined wh-trace 89.8 67.6 85.1 11,112
NP *T* 91.8 90 8,620
ADVP *T* 84.0 66 2,492
Table 3.2: F1 scores for our system (Pres), Johnson’s (J), and Levy and Manning’s
(LM) on gold standard trees from section 23 using Johnson’s metric, together with
the number of occurrences (O) of each category on sections 2-21.
parsing performance is basically unchanged. The accuracy of the function tags is
fairly good (95.8 on syntactic tags and 84.6 on semantic (Gabbard et al., 2006)), so
it is reasonable to rely on them as input features.
3.3 Training
Each of the classifiers was trained with Mallet (McCallum, 2009) using the max-
imum entropy method on sections 2-21 of the WSJ portion of the Penn Treebank.6
Section 24 was used for development testing while choosing the feature set and other
aspects of the system, and section 23 was used for the final evaluation.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Gold-standard data
For the sake of easy comparison, we first report our results using Johnson’s metric,
which is the most widely-used metric for performance on this task.7 On gold standard
6Two of the classifiers were instead trained using perceptron for historical reasons related to the
evolution fo the system. The difference does not appear to have any effect on performance. The
PRO antecedent model was trained on only sections 10-18 due to memory constraints at the time
of the system’s development.
7For a discussion of metrics for the null element task, see appendix A.
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Category Pres LM J DD
Comb. 0 87.8 87.0 77.1
COMP-SBAR 91.9 88.0 85.5
COMP-WHNP 61.5 47.0 48.8
COMP-WHADVP 69.0
NP * 69.1 61.1 55.6 70.3
Comb. wh-trace 78.2 63.3 75.2 75.3
NP *T* 80.9 80.0 82.0
ADVP *T* 69.8 56 53.6
Table 3.3: F1 scores comparing our system to the two PSLB post-processing systems
and Dienes and Dubey’s integrated system on automatically parsed trees from section
23 using Johnson’s metric.
trees from section 23 (table 3.2),8 our system’s performance compares favorably with
other post-processing systems (that of Levy and Manning and that of Johnson).
Most notably, it has the best performance of any post-processing system on the two
most numerous categories, (NP *)s and wh-traces, which together account for 83%
of the instances of the null elements under consideration. Compared to the other
approach it is very similar to with respect to learning technique (Levy and Manning),
it reduces error on these categories by 49% and 69%, respectively.
3.4.2 Automatically Parsed Data
F1 scores on automatically parsed sentences from section 23 are given in table 3.3.
Note that our system’s parsed scores were obtained using the modified version of
Bikel’s implementation of Collins’s thesis parser mentioned above, while the other
post-processing systems use Charniak’s parser (Charniak, 2000), which has higher
overall parsing performance, and Dienes and Dubey integrate null element recovery
directly into a variant of Collins’s parser. On these automatically parsed trees, our
8For both this table and the next, Levy and Manning report only aggregate results for wh-traces
and do not distinguish 0s, (WHNP 0)s and (WHADVP 0)s; Johnson’s aggregate scores are taken from
their paper.
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System Precision Recall F1
D&D 78.50 68.08 72.92
Pres 74.70 74.62 74.66
Table 3.4: Comparison of our system with that of Dienes and Dubey on automat-
ically parsed data from section 23 over the aggregation of all categories in table
3.3 excepting the infrequent (WHADVP 0)s, which they do not report but which we
almost certainly outperform them on.
Category Present Campbell
NP * 88.8 86.9
NP *T* 96.3 96.0
ADVP *T* 82.2 79.9
0 99.8 98.5
Table 3.5: A comparison of the present system with Campbell’s rule-based system
on gold-standard trees from section 23 using Campbell’s metric.
system outperforms other post-processing systems. On the most numerous cate-
gory by far, (NP *), our system reduces the error of the best learning-based post-
processing approach by 21%. Comparing our aggregate wh-trace results to the oth-
ers,we reduce error by 41% over Levy and Manning and by 12% over Johnson. We
also slightly improve over the best result on 0s, reducing error by 6% compared to
Levy and Manning.
Performance on automatically parsed data compared to the integrated system of
Dienes and Dubey is split. We reduce error by 25% and 44% on plain 0s and (WHNP
0)s, respectively and by 12% on wh-traces. We increase error by 4% on (NP *)s.
Aggregating over all the categories under consideration, the more balanced precision
and recall of our system puts it ahead of Dienes and Dubey’s, with a 6.4% decrease
in error (table 3.4).
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Classifier Features with largest weights
NPTrace daughter categories, function tags, argumentness, heads, and
POS tags, subjectless S. . .
NullComp is first daughter?, terminalness, aunt’s label and POS tag,
mother’s head, daughters’ heads, great-grandmother’s label. . .
WHXPInsert is first daughter?, left sister’s terminalness, labels of mother,
aunt, and left sister, aunt’s head. . .
WHXPDiscern words contained by grandmother, grandmother’s head, aunt’s
head, grandmother’s function tags, aunt’s label, aunt’s function
tags. . .
WHTrace lack of subject, daughter categories, child argument informa-
tion, subjacency violation, saturation, whether or not there is
a verb below, path information. . .
PROAntecedent antecedent’s sisters’ function tags, categories path contains,
path length, path shape, antecedent’s function tags, an-
tecedent’s sisters’ heads, linear precedence information. . .
Antecedentless mother’s function tags, great-grandmother’s label, aunt’s head
(e.g. “It is difficult to. . . ”), grandmother’s function tag,
mother’s head. . .
Table 3.6: A few of the most important features for various classifiers.
3.4.3 Comparison to Campbell
On gold-standard trees,9 our system out-performs Campbell’s rule-based system on
all four categories, reducing error by 87% on 0s,10 by 11% on (ADVP *T*)s, by 7%
on (NP *T*)s, and by 8% on the extremely numerous (NP *)s.
3.5 Discussion
We have shown that a post-processing approach can outperform the integrated ap-
proach of Dienes and Dubey (2003b). Given that their modifications to Collins’s
parser caused a decrease in local phrase structure parsing accuracy, our approach
9Only aggregate statistics over a different set of null elements were available for Campbell on
automatically parsed data, making a comparison impossible.
10Note that for comparison with Campbell, the 0 numbers here exclude (WHNP 0)s and (WHADVP
0)s.
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is therefore particularly appealing. We have further shown that our approach, us-
ing only simple, unconjoined features, outperforms Campbell’s (Campbell, 2004)
state-of-the-art, complex system on gold-standard data, suggesting that much of the
power of his system lies in his richer linguistic representation and his structuring of
decisions rather than the hand-designed rules.
We have also compared our system to that of Levy and Manning, which is based
on a similar learning technique, and have shown large increases in performance on all
of the most common types of null elements; this increase seems to have come almost
entirely from an enrichment of the linguistic representation and a slightly different
structuring of the problem, rather than any use of more powerful machine-learning
techniques.
We speculate that the primary source of our performance increase is the enrich-
ment of the linguistic representation with function tags and argument markings from
the parser’s first stage, as table 3.6 attests. We also note that several classifiers make
use of the properties of aunt nodes, which have previously been exploited only in a
limited form in Johnson’s patterns. For example, Antecedentless uses the aunt’s
head word to learn an entire class of uncontrolled PRO constructions like “It is
difficult (NP *) to imagine living on Mars.”
However, there remain a few areas for improvement. First, since decisions are
made in a pipeline of separate, unconnected stages, in some cases there can be prob-
lems with “cascading” errors. Second, conjunction is not handled well. Third, parser
errors sometimes make the correct insertion of null elements difficult or impossible.
The next chapter will discuss some steps for ameliorating the latter problem, while
the first two will be addressed in chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
A Joint Model for the Task in
Arabic
In this chapter we will look at the null element problem in Arabic. It is to some
extent inaccurate to call it “the null element problem” since, as we will show, the
nature and focus of the task shifts significantly due to the change in language. Some
of these differences, together with the shortcomings of our original model noted in
section 3.5, motivate us to create a new joint-inference model for the null element
task.
4.1 Null Elements in Arabic
The Arabic training section1 of the Penn Arabic Treebank (Maamouri et al., 2004)
contains 51,068 null elements, which is about the same as the number in the English
Penn Treebank despite the ATB’s smaller size. These primarily fall into four classes:
• Null complementizers, which are essentially the same as those in English (see
section 1.1.2), although denoted by *0* instead of 0.
1See section 4.3 for a discussion of our training/test split.
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Type Antecedent Primary Use in Arabic Arabic English
NP *T* WHNP Nom. Rel. Clause 30% 17%
NP * None Pro-Drop 24% 19%
NP *T* NP Topicalization 17%
WHNP *0* None Null wh-word 14% 3.5%
NP * NP Pro-drop, Passive 12% 36%
ADVP *T* WHADVP Adv. Rel. Clause 1.3% 5%
NP * SBAR Free relative antecedents 0.5%
Table 4.1: The relative distribution of the most common null elements in Arabic and
English.
• (NP *)s are used for several purposes in the ATB. Some of these, such as
passivization, are common to English (see section 1.1.3). Others are not, such
as indicating subject pro-drop.
• wh-traces (represented by (NP *T*) with, typically, a WHNP antecedent, which
could itself be a *0*) are used to represent traces in questions and relative
clauses, just as in English (see section 1.1.4).
• (NP *T*) with other antecedents (typically noun phrases) is used to indicate
topicalization (e.g., “(NP-1 The Settlers of Catan), Dianna cannot stand (NP
*T*).”). In particular, Arabic can have both VSO and SVO word order, and
all instances of SVO are annotated as the subject topicalizing and leaving a
trace below the VP.
The distribution of null elements in Arabic differs from English significantly. (NP
*) accounts for over half (54%) of the null elements in English, but only a third
(36%) in Arabic. Discovering the antecedents of (NP *) is a very difficult problem
in English, so it is very convenient that, while the ratio of (NP *) with antecedents
to those without is around two to one in English, the opposite is true of Arabic.
Wh-traces play a greater role in Arabic, with a bit less than double the relative
frequency in Arabic as in English (30% compared to 17%). Many of these are in
relative clauses with null nominal wh-words, which are vastly more common in Arabic
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(14% compared to 3.5%). Fortunately, however, null adverbial complementizers are
extremely rare in Arabic, which prevents the need to worry about determining the
type of null wh-words, which, as noted in section 7.2, is difficult in English.
Finally, topicalization patterns are very different between the two languages.
In English, nominal topicalization is very rare, but topicalization of S and SBAR
(almost always in reporting direct or indirect speech) is quite common. In Arabic,
the opposite is true.
4.1.1 Linguistic Facts Regarding Relative Clauses
Arabic verbal relative clauses can be divided into two classes depending on whether
the noun they are modifying is definite or indefinite.2 In the case of indefinite relative
clauses, a trace in verbal or prepositional object position must be indicated by the
presence of a marker called a resumptive pronoun, while such a pronoun is forbidden
in subject position. In the treebank, this is indicated by adjoining the trace to the
resumptive pronoun to form (NP (NP (PRP h)) (NP *T*)).
In definite relative clauses, resumptive pronouns may optionally occur in direct
object positions and obligatorily in other non-subject positions. Examining the
distribution of nominal traces in relative clauses in Arabic in table 4.2, we see that
the obligatory resumptive pronoun cases account for about a quarter of all wh-traces.
4.2 Previous Work
Unsurprisingly, there has not been as much work on null elements in other languages
as in English. To our knowledge, the only such instance within the phrase structure
paradigm outside Arabic is the application by Levy and Manning (2004) of their
2This paragraph is derived from the grammatical descriptions of Ryding (2005) and Hamdallah
and Tushyeh (1998).
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Definite Indefinite
Subject 17.9 47.1
Verbal Object 6.3 10.3
PP Object 4.5 10.3
Topic 0.1 0.2
Predicative 0.1 1.4
Adjunct 0.3 0.8
Adjective 0.04 0.3
Other 0.02 0.02
Table 4.2: The distribution of nominal wh-traces by type of relative clause in the
Arabic Treebank training section (each cell indicates a percentage of all relative
clauses, definite and indefinite). The obligatory resumptive pronoun cases are bolded.
system to German.3
As the work described in this chapter was being concluded, another empty cat-
egory system for Arabic was published (Bakr et al., 2009). This system, like the
finite-state tagger of Dienes and Dubey (2003b), inserts null elements into the sur-
face string. This system tags each word as with a tag indicating the null element
which follows it or the tag NO, indicating that there is no following null element,
and then train support-vector-machine-based tagger which has access to the reduced
part-of-speech tag (see section 4.3) and chunk parsing information for features (the
exact feature set they generate from this information is not discussed). This system
will be discussed further in section 4.9.2.
4.3 Data Set
We use divide the contents of the ATB into training, development, and test sections
according to the “Johns Hopkins Workshop Split.”4 As is common in much Arabic
parsing work at the moment, we use gold part-of-speech tags and the unvocalized
forms of words. We reduce the POS tags using the mapping supplied with the ATB
3There has been some work with stronger linguistic formalisms like LFG, HPSG, etc. in other
languages, e.g. Guo et al. (2007).
4http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/parser-arabic-data-splits.shtml
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release. Our automatically parsed data is obtained from a version of the Bikel parser
with a few modifications by Seth Kulick.
4.4 Model: Motivation
The variation in word-order in Arabic motivates the creation of a new model. As
previously mentioned, the subject of an Arabic sentence can either precede or follow
the verb; the VSO word order is taken to be the basic order and SVO is analyzed as
the subject having been moved by topicalization to somewhere earlier in the sentence
(typically but by no means always immediately before the verb).
Now consider the case in which the verb is followed by a single noun phrase. How
should this noun phrase be interpreted? In English, it would clearly be an object,
since it follows the verb. In Arabic, it could be either the subject or an object,
since both may follow the verb. If another noun phrase immediately precedes the
verb, it is likely that this noun phrase is the topicalized subject and the post-verbal
noun phrase is the direct object, solving the ambiguity. However, if there is no noun
phrase immediately preceding the verb, the ambiguity remains, since the subject
could well have been topicalized further up in the sentence. Given this ambiguity,
decisions concerning the subjects and objects of Arabic verbs must, in some cases at
least, be made jointly.
Our original system for English (chapter 3) consisted of a pipeline of maximum
entropy classifiers; the new model we apply to Arabic essentially ‘wires together’
all of these classifiers to make their decisions jointly, making a conditional random
field (Lafferty et al., 2001) (although one with a more general graph structure than
the familiar linear–chain CRFs which generalize Hidden Markov Models). This will
allow us to efficiently search the entire space of possible null element assignments.
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4.5 Model: ‘Declarative’ Description
We will first describe the structure of the model in general terms and then give the
graph building algorithm in detail. To construct the CRF we need two things: a
set of variables and a set of factors. The variables represent the decisions to be
made: in this case, things like “is the object of this verb non-existent, an (NP *),
or a wh-trace?” or “where should the wh-trace associated with this wh-word be
placed?” The factors are are functions which take the values of these variables (or
some relevant subset of these variables) as input and produce features which are used
to score possible assignments to the variables.
Our model has two different types of variables:
• Slot variables represent unfilled positions in the tree which could potentially
be filled by something. We have two types of slot variables:
– Nominal slot variables represent unfilled positions in the tree which could
potentially be filled by noun phrases, e.g. arguments of verbs, objects of
prepositions, etc. The possible values of a nominal slot variable represent
those things (e.g. null elements, displaced noun phrases, nothing) which
could fill these positions.
– Adverbial slot variables represent places there could possibly be an ad-
verbial wh-trace.
• Every wh-word has a wh-variable associated with it representing the decision
of where to put the corresponding trace. Its possible values are the slots it
could fill, as defined by the appropriate kind of slot variable.
The model has the following types of factors:
• Between each wh-variable and each of its values (which are slot variables), we
create a path factor. This will be used to enforce that the placement of the
wh-trace is legal and to contribute to the score information about the relative
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location of a trace and its antecedent. See section 4.5.1 for a more detailed
explanation of this.
• For every slot variable, we create a slot factor which produces features based
on that slot variable alone. This scores possible ways of filling a slot based on
the local context (e.g. how many noun phrases the verb associated with the
slot dominates, etc.).
• Between the two nominal slot variables of a verb, we create a subcategorization
factor including both of these variables in order to model how ‘happy’ the verb
is with the proposed way of filling its subcategorization frame (e.g. a known
intransitive verb assigned two noun phrases as arguments will result in features
indicating this problem).
An example of a graph for a portion of a sentence (the one in figure 4.1) is given
in figures 4.3 and 4.4 (key in figure 4.2).
4.5.1 Wh-trace placement in detail
Since the placement of wh-traces is the most potentially confusing part of the model,
we will describe this aspect in detail here. The variables relate to wh-trace placement
as follows:
• There is a slot variable associated with every empty argument position of each
verb. Among the other values of these slot variables are all the wh-variables
which represent wh-words which could have been extracted from that argument
position.
• Associated with each wh-word is a wh-variable whose values are the slot vari-
ables the wh-word this variable represents could have been extracted from.
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(SBAR-NOM (WHNP-0 (WP mA))
(S (VP (VBD qAl)
(NP-SBJ (DT+NN AlAmyrAl)
(NNP kwygly))
(NP-OBJ-0 (-NONE- *T*)))))))))))
Figure 4.1: A simple Arabic relative clause.
Several factors relate to wh-trace placement, but we will focus on the the wh-
factors which are are created between each wh-variable and the slot variables repre-
senting possible extraction sites.
These play a particularly important role. Some mechanism is needed to prevent
nonsensical variable assignments. In particular, while each wh-variable by construc-
tion can choose only one slot variable as its value, any number of slot variables may
choose that wh-variable as their value. This is normally uninterpretable. We could
avoid this case explicitly in inference, but it is much simpler to indicate it with a
feature which will then receive a large negative weight. In particular, the wh-factor
between a wh-variable w and a slot variable s adds a feature WHMismatch if w’s
value is s but s’s is not w, or vice-versa.
Because every wh-variable must have a value, there is at least one slot variable
associated with each wh-variable. Because of the WHMismatch features, there is
at most one such association. Therefore, as desired, we have a unique slot for each
wh-trace.
4.6 Model: ‘Procedural’ Description
This section describes in detail how the graph is constructed from an input tree.
Readers interested in only the general structure of the system should feel free to
proceed to the next section.
The formal algorithm for creating a graph from an Arabic Treebank tree is as
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Variables (nodes) Factors (edges)
WH 
Variable
Slot 
Variable
Slot 
Factor
Subcat 
Factor
Wh-path 
Factor
Figure 4.2: Key for explanatory figures for graph creation. Boxes represent variables
and circles represent factors.
qAl/OBJ
null
(NP *)
(WH mA)
qAl/SBJ
null
(NP *)
(WH mA)
(WH mA)
qAl/SBJ
qAl/OBJ
Figure 4.3: A slot factor is added for each slot variable, and a subcategorization
factor is added joining all slots of the same verb. In each box, the name of the
variable is in bold at the top and its possible values are listed in italics below it. A
value of null indicates that a slot is left empty.
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qAl/OBJ
null
(NP *)
(WH mA)
qAl/SBJ
null
(NP *)
(WH mA)
(WH mA)
qAl/SBJ
qAl/OBJ
Figure 4.4: Wh-path factors are added between the wh-variable and each slot vari-
able. In each box, the name of the variable is in bold at the top and its possible
values are listed in italics below it. A value of null indicates that a slot is left empty.
stp A$xAS byn hm vlAv nsA’
six people among pronoun three women
(NP-OBJ (NP (CD stp) (NP (NN A$xAS)))
(SBAR (WHNP-0 (-NONE- *0*))
(S (NP-PRD (NN byn)
(NP (NP (PRP hm))
(NP-0 (-NONE- *T*))))
(NP-SBJ (CD vlAv) (NP (NN nsA’))))))
Figure 4.5: An example of a trace with a resumptive pronoun within a -PRD.
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follows:
• At each node t of the tree, insert a null complementizer (0) below it if:
– t is an SBAR.
– t does not immediately dominate a WHNP, a WHADJP, a WHADVP, a WHPP or
an IN.
– t does immediately dominate an S or a FRAG.
The 0 should be marked as a WHNP if t is not the child the of PP.
• The tree is processed by pre-order traversal depth-first search. At each node t:
– If t is a VP whose immediate head is a verb or a modal which lacks a
verbal sister,
∗ Create two sets sbjvals and objvals to represent the possible values
of the verb’s subject and object slot variables, respectively. Add to
each null (indicating that the slot should be empty) and (NP *).
∗ Add candidate topicalization traces to sbjvals by adding any c-
commanding NP which is marked as an argument and has at most
one SBAR intervening between it and the verb.
∗ Search recursively from parent to parent up the tree from t. Whenever
you come across an S, SBAR, or SBARQ which dominates a WHNP, add
that wh-node to sbjvals and objvals. As you go along, also note any
WHADVPs you encounter in the set whadvps, which will contain the
possible values of the adverbial slot variable associated with the verb.
Break off the search after you have seen two SBARs.
∗ Create a slot variable for the subject slot with possible values sbjvals.
∗ Create a slot variable for the object slot with possible values objvals.
∗ if the set whadvps is non-empty, create an adverbial slot variable with
possible values whadvps.
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– otherwise, if t bears the function tag -PRD,5 t has no overt, non-resumptive-
pronoun sister nodes, and t is not an argument of a VP, create a set vals
and add (NP *) and null to it. Search for and add wh-word possibili-
ties as done above for verbs. Create a new predicative slot variable with
possible values vals.
Sometimes the -PRD can itself contain a trace attached to a resumptive
pronoun (as in figure 4.5). Handling this is slightly complicated: if t is a
-PRD but has an overt, non-resumptive-pronoun sister node, we check if
the -PRD constituent itself is a resumptive pronoun or contains one in an
immediately dominated PP or ADJP. If this is the case, we create the -PRD
variable as above. During inference, if a trace is assigned to this variable,
it is inserted as attached to the -PRD internal resumptive pronoun.
– if t is a prepositional phrase with no overt, non-resumptive pronoun object
and no SBAR intervenes between the PP and the closest WHNP , create a set
vals and add null and (NP *) to it. Gather and add wh-word values as
above. Create a new prepositional slot variable with possible values vals.
• Do a depth-first search by pre-order traversal over the tree. Whenever you
encounter a WHNP or WHADVP node, attempt to create a wh-variable. The pro-
cedure for creating a wh-variable from a wh-node t is as follows:
– for each slot variable, if the wh-word c-commands it with at most one
intervening SBAR node, then
∗ If the wh-variable is not adverbial, add the slot variable as a possible
value for it.
∗ If the wh-variable is adverbial or of unknown type and the slot variable
is adverbial, add the slot variable as a possible value for it.
5That is, a predicative phrase, such as an NP or ADJP which would typically be use together with
a form of the copula be in English.
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– If no possible values are found, abort creation of the wh-variable.
• For each slot variable, create a slot factor of the correct type (verbal, predica-
tive, prepositional).
• For each wh-variable, for each of its values, create a wh-factor for the pair.
• For every verb with associated slot variables, create a subcategorization factor
containing all those variables.
4.7 Features
In this section, we will describe the features generated by each type of factor.
• The features added by slot factors are:
– if the slot is associated with a verb, we add features indicating how many
NP arguments it has, whether it has a subject, its part-of-speech tag,
the presence of VP and SBAR complements, and features concerning the
presence of resumptive pronouns. For values concerning topicalization
both path features and features concerning the displaced NP are used:
whether it is a resumptive pronoun, a child of a VP under an SBAR, or a
child of a VP under another VP, as well as features concerning the path
between the trace and antecedent. Values concerning wh-movement add
path features as well.
– if the slot is associated with a -PRD, it simply has a feature noting this.
– if the slot is associated with a preposition, it has features noting this, and
in the case of wh-trace assignments, it has features noting whether the
object of the preposition is a resumptive pronoun.
• The features added by wh-path factors are:
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– a set of features constraining the graph to legal assignments regarding
wh-placement. See section 5.1.3 for a discussion of this in the context of
English.
– The following features, conjoined with the type of the wh-word (nominal
or adverbial):
∗ the sequence of non-terminal symbols along the path between the
trace and its antecedent. Sequences of multiple NPs are collapsed and
non-terminals present due to conjunction are ignored.
∗ the number of of categories on the path (any length greater than eight
is treated as eight).
∗ whether a PRN is present on the path.
∗ whether a FRAG is present on the path.
• The features added by subcategorization factors are:
– a feature which is the conjunction of the number of arguments the verb
is being given with the class of the verb, where the class is obtained by
five-way bucketing of all the verbs in the training set according to how
many arguments they are observed to take.
4.8 Training and Inference
Once constructed, inference was done using the junction tree algorithm (as imple-
mented by Graphical Models in Mallet (Sutton, 2006)). Learning was done using
the maximum entropy technique with L2 regularization as implemented by Mallet
(McCallum, 2009). At runtime, translation from an assignment to the variables back
trees is largely straightforward. The only subtlety concerns resumptive pronouns.
These are annotated in the treebank as being grouped in a noun phrase with their
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None TPC Arg PRD NonArg P R F1
None 5911 25 86 8 26
TPC 22 265 2 0 2 85.8 91.1 88.3
Arg 110 7 1172 17 6 89.3 89.3 89.3
PRD 18 2 14 91 11 71.1 67.0 68.9
NonArg 67 10 38 12 368 89.1 74.3 81.1
Table 4.3: Function tagging confusion matrix and dev-test accuracy on the ATB
dev-test section. TPC indicates topicalized constituents and PRD indicates predicative
constituents. Arg collapses together -SBJ and -OBJ. NotArg consists primarily of
adjunct tags like -TMP. Data from Seth Kulick
associated trace. Therefore, when adding a trace, if a resumptive pronoun is present,
it is grouped appropriately.
Several of the features above make reference to the presence of function tags like
-PRD and to concepts dependent upon function tags, like argumentness. The Bikel
parser for Arabic has generally been used with some of these function tags kept on
non-terminals (so that, for example, NP-SBJ is treated as an atomic non-terminal).
For these experiments we used output from a version of the parser modified by Seth
Kulick (in a manner similar to Gabbard et al. (2006)) to include other additional
tags like -TPC as well. The accuracy of the parser on the function tags is given in
table 4.3.
4.9 Results
4.9.1 System Performance
In our evaluation, we use the typed dependency metric discussed in section A.3.1.
The coarsest way to measure this task is to evaluate the parser for all dependencies,
including those related to null elements. This results in the parser’s dependency score
dropping from 85.7 (not counting null elements) to 81.6 (counting null elements) due
to a sharp drop in recall (table 4.4). Evaluating the output again after using this
system to restore null elements improves the score to 83.8, trading a small decrease
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System P R F
Ignoring NEs 85.7 85.8 85.7
Parser 85.7 77.9 81.6
Pres 84.2 83.4 83.8
Table 4.4: Overall dependency evaluation of the parser output (Parser) and the
parser output with null elements restored (Pres). The parser output is also provided
ignoring null element dependencies for comparison.
in precision for a large increase in recall.
We can get a more detailed look at system performance by breaking dependencies
down by type (table 4.5). Performance on *0* and WHNP *0* are very high, which is
not surprising since they are largely deterministically derivable from the parse tree
itself. Performance on (NP *T*) (an aggregate of topicalization and wh-movement) is
fairly good, though lagging somewhat behind English. Most troublesome, however,
is (NP *). As in English, there is a significant drop-off (107% increase in error)
between the accuracy of simply finding (NP *)s and resolving their antecedents as
well. However, scores in Arabic are depressed due to greater difficulty in the initial
placement of (NP *). This is in part not terribly surprising, since Campbell (2004)
showed that on gold standard parses many cases of (NP *) can be restored in English
by a simple rule with extremely high accuracy, in large part because passives are easy
to spot by their part-of-speech tag. In the standard tagset mapping we used, at least,
this was not the case in Arabic: there is not POS tag which uniformly indicates the
presence of an (NP *). It is possible however that using the full POS tags provided
by a diacritization system could help here (Habash and Rambow, 2005).
Moving to automatically parsed data, it is unsurprising that we see a consider-
able drop in performance. The sharpest dropoff comes for *0*s, WHNP *0*s, and (NP
*T*)s. This largely reflects difficulties by the parser in determining clause structure.
Especially troublesome is the sharp dropoff in (WHNP *0*), which is in turn respon-
sible for most of the drop off on (NP *T*). This occurs in English as well (although
for somewhat different reasons), but it has a much greater impact in Arabic since so
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Type Gold F1 Parsed F1
WHNP *0* 98.3 73.1
NP * ??? ???
NP * (na) 83.0 74.7
ADVP *T* 64.4 54.2
NP *T* 86.8 70.4
NP *T* (na) 87.4 76.9
*0* 96.3 80.9
Table 4.5: Performance on gold standard and automatic parses by the typed depen-
dency metric. “(na)” indicates ignoring antecedents.
The output result from YFC utility for Empty-Category 
training process is shown in Table 3. 
Token  POS  Chunk  Empty Flag  
w  CC  O  NO  
qAl  VBD  B-VP  *  
"  PUNC  O  NO  
tlqynA  VBD  B-VP  *  
Al  DT  B-NP  NO  
>mr  NN  I-NP  *T*  
End  IN  B-PP  NO  
Al  DT  B-NP  NO  
sAEp  NN  I-NP  NO  
22:15  CD  I-NP  NO  
mn  IN  B-PP  NO  
Table 2. Training file format for detecting Empty-
Category 
Evaluation 
The proposed Empty-Category detection tool is trained 
and evaluated on the LDC’s Arabic Treebank of 
diacritized news stories – Part 2 v2.0: catalog number 
LDC2004T02 and 1-58563-282-1. The corpus includes 
complete vocalization, i.e. diacritic marks are attached to 
all letters. We introduce here a clearly defined and 
replicable split of the corpus, so that the reproduction of 
the results or future investigations can accurately and 
correctly be established. This corpus includes 501 stories 
from the Ummah Arabic news text. There are a total of 
144,199 words (counting non-Arabic tokens such as 
numbers and punctuation) in the entire 501 files – with 
one story per file. We divided the corpus into two sets: 
training data and the development/test (devtest) data. The 
devtest data are the files ended by character “7” like 
“UMAAH_UM.ARB_20020120-a.0007.tree” and its 
count was 38 files. The remaining 463 files were used for 
training about 90% of the total corpus. Hence, the devtest 
data represents about 10% of the total corpus. It is used to 
conduct an evaluation experiment that demonstrates the 
capability of our methodology in determining the Empty-
Category and its position within an Arabic sentence. For 
determining the position of Empty-Category for Arabic, 
we used a standard SVM with a polynomial kernel, of 
degree 2 and C=1.0. Evaluation of the system is done by 
calculating the accuracy in detecting the Empty-Category.  
Results 
The results demonstrated that the accuracy for detecting 
the position of the Empty-Category of the system 
assuming gold tokenization, POS and BP-chunk has 
achieved 98.59% of accuracy. 
 
 
 
Table 3. Some Detail results for some categories 
Table 3 presents some detailed results for some Empty-
Categories. The accuracy of results shows a perfect results 
but actually because the high accuracy of detecting the 
"NO class". The Empty-Category detection show 
acceptable results, but from 80% and 85%, because the 
number of Empty-Category position in the test sample 
was very rare (614 and 131) but the "NO class" was about 
15138. 
 Conclusion 
This paper addresses the problem of detecting the Empty-
Category that is important when parsing the Arabic 
sentence. A statistical approach is proposed for detecting 
the position of Empty-Category. The Arabic Treebank is 
used for training and testing the implementation of this 
approach. The evaluation results demonstrated the 
capability of the approach in detecting Empty-Category 
such as the elliptic personnel pronoun and dropped words.  
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Table 4.6: Arabic null element performance for the system of Bakr et al. (2009) (on
a different test set, with gold-standard chunk parsing). NO indicates their accuracy
at determining a word is followed by no null element. Table from their paper.
many more of its nominal relative clauses have null complementizers (half as opposed
to about a fifth). Inspection of errors on the development test set reveals consistent
confusion (in both directions) between sentences with topicalized subjects and nouns
modified by relative clauses with null complementizers. Close attention to this sort
of error seems to be called for, and any techniqu for fixing it could yield significant
improvement for both null element recovery and overall Arabic parsing performance.
4.9.2 Difficulties in Comparison to Bakr et al. (2009)
Comparison of our system to that of Bakr et al. (2009) is difficult (their results are
give in table 4.6) for several reasons:
• they report only results assuming gold-standard chunk parsing.
• they do not report results for (NP *).
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• their technique cannot account for cases where multiple null elements follow
a single word, which occurs for 5.7% of all words followed by null elements.
Their evaluation does not count these missing multiple elements.6
• They do not attempt to find antecedents for null elements.
• Their training/test split differs from ours.7
Although we cannot make a rigorous comparison, we can ‘impressionistically’
observe that our results for *0* look much higher (upper 90s F-measure for us
compared to 74.3 for them) while our *T* results are at least about the same, without
taking into account that our evaluation is much more stringent.
4.10 Conclusion
We have presented the first system for null element recovery with antecedents on
Arabic (and on any non-Germanic language). It presents reasonably good perfor-
mance on gold-standard data but is hobbled on automatically parsed data by the
poor overall parsing performance in Arabic. Perhaps more interestingly, the partic-
ular structure of Arabic, especially its varying word-order, motivated the creation of
a new joint inference model for the null element task. In the next chapter, we will
revist English using this model.
For future work, there is a need to investigate ways to improve the construction of
relative clauses with null complementizers, either inside the parser or by allowing the
post-processor to modify the parse trees it gets as input, rather than simply adding
to them. There is also room for improvement by making better use of morphological
information.
6One of the authors, in personal communication, notes that they tried a variant where they had
special labels for the double null element cases, but obtained poor results (Bakr, 2009). He notes
that in one case, 0 followed by *T*, they do use a special tag which is then converted to simply
*T* in the output.
7It would be possible to rerun our experiment using their training/test split, but since the other
factors render meaningful comparison impossible, it does not seem worthwhile.
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Chapter 5
English Revisited
Having created a joint model for Arabic, we now apply it to English to see if it
produces any improvement. First we will discuss three possible areas of improvement
over the original model. We will then present the joint model for English and discuss
its performance.
5.1 Changes in the Model for English
5.1.1 Slot Competition
It sometimes happens that a given slot could plausibly be filled by more than one
type of null element. Most commonly this competition is between an (NP *) and a
(NP *T*), as in figures 5.1 and 5.2.
However, the original model for English dealt with such competition poorly. Sep-
arate models are trained for each null element and these models are applied in an
ordered pipeline. If a mistake is made by a classifier early in the pipeline, the later
classifiers will not have the opportunity to correctly insert their own elements. Ap-
proximately a third of the false positive NP *T*s ought to be NP *, and about 4% of
the false positive NP *s ought to be NP *T*s.
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( (S (CC But) (, ,)
(PP-LOC (IN in)
(NP (DT this) (NN context)))
(, ,)
(NP-SBJ (DT that))
(VP (VBZ ’s)
(NP-PRD (NP (DT the) (JJ smart) (NN thing))
(SBAR (WHNP-1 (-NONE- 0))
(S (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *))
(VP (TO to)
(VP (VB do)
(NP (-NONE- *T*-1))))))))
(. .) (’’ ’’)))
Figure 5.1: The gold standard analysis for a case (from section 24) where the original
model erroneously assigns NP *T* where NP * should be.
( (S (CC But) (, ,)
(PP-LOC (IN in)
(NP-A (DT this) (NN context)))
(, ,)
(NP-SBJ (DT that))
(VP (VBZ ’s)
(NP-PRD (NP (DT the) (JJ smart) (NN thing))
(SBAR (WHNP-0 (-NONE- 0))
(S (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *T*-0))
(VP (TO to)
(VP (VB do)))))))
(. .) (’’ ’’)))
Figure 5.2: The erroneous original system analysis which assigns NP *T* where NP
* should be. The system thought this was a case like that in figure 5.3.
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(NP
(NP (NNS Slides) )
(SBAR
(WHNP-1 (-NONE- 0) )
(S
(NP-SBJ (-NONE- *T*-1) )
(VP (TO to)
(VP (VB illustrate)
(NP (NNP Shostakovich) (NNS quartets) ))))))
(. ?) )
Figure 5.3: In this case from the training corpus, the sort of analysis the system did
in figure 5.2 is correct.
5.1.2 Wh-type variables
A similar situation holds with null wh-words. In the original system, when a relative
clause has no overt complementizer, the WHXPInsert classifier inserts a 0. Then
a second classifier, WHXPDiscern is consulted to determine whether this 0 should
be marked as nominal ((WHNP 0)) or adverbial ((WHADVP 0)).
Later on, wh-trace insertion is triggered by the presence of WHNPs and WHADVPs.
Both the type of wh-trace to be inserted and the model used to insert it are chosen
based on the type of the wh-word, so errors by WHXPDiscern can be another
source of cascading errors. While most of the decision about the correct type of a
null wh-word is determined by the preceding word, in unclear cases it can be useful
to use information from, for example, the slot factors (e.g. if none of the verbs in
the clause appear to be missing arguments, an adverbial analysis is more likely).
Since null complementizers can be effectively restored in a simple way, incorpo-
rating the them into the joint model would be quite complicated for little benefit,
so we simply insert them by the following rules:
• for a non-terminal node t, if t is an SBAR, t dominates an S, and t dominates
neither a WHNP, WHADVP, WHADVP, WHPP, nor a word with part-of-speech tag IN,
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insert null complementizer below it.
• If a null complementizer was inserted by the above rule, mark it as a (WH 0)
if any of the following hold:
– t’s parent is an NP and it dominates a single S child.
– t has children, then first of which is for and the second of which is an S.
The WH category we assign above is of course not a proper Penn Treebank non-
terminal label; rather, it serves as a signal to the main stage of the system that
a null complementizer of unknown type is present. When constructing the factor
graph, a null wh-type factor is generated for every wh-variable attached to a (WH 0)
appearing in the tree. This factor will add the following features:
• the proposed wh-type
• the conjunction of the proposed wh-type and the stemmed1 head of the pre-
ceding constituent.
5.1.3 Conjunction
The original model had no direct knowledge of conjunction. This was most problem-
atic for wh-traces because the correct placement was decided by scoring the possible
placements and choosing the best without provision for the possibility that it may be
best to choose more than one option. The new system models conjunction primarily
as it applies to this case.
Recall that in our discussion of wh-trace placement in the joint model in section
4.5.1 we showed that each wh-word is associated with a single unique placement of
its associated wh-trace. While this is usually desirable, in the case of conjunction,
this is precisely what we do not want.
1We used the Porter Stemmer. (Porter, 1980; Keyes, 1998)
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To deal with this, we revise the WHMismatch rule. First, we must define
formally what we mean by being “in conjunction with.” Two slot variables s1 and s2
are considered to be in conjunction with one another if all the following conditions
hold:
• the slot of both matches (that is, both are subjects or both are objects).
• the paths between each slot node and the closest common ancestor of the nodes
in the potential conjunction do not contain an SBAR.
• among the children of their closest common ancestor is a conjunction, a comma,
or a parenthetical which dominates one of the slot nodes.
We now revise the WHMismatch rule for a wh-variable w and a slot variable s
as follows:
• if neither w nor s has the other as a value, do nothing.
• if w has s for its value and s has w for its value, do nothing.
• if w has s for its value, but s does not have w for its value, add WHMismatch.
• if s has w for its value, but w has some other slot variable t for its value, then
– if s and t are not in conjunction, add WHMismatch.
– if s and t are in conjunction, then
∗ if t if to the left of s, add WHConjToTheLeft.
∗ if t is to the right of s, add WHConjToTheRight.
The purpose of the WHConjToTheLeft and WHConjToTheRight fea-
tures is to enforce a canonical form for wh-traces in conjunctions, namely, that the
wh-variable should always point to the leftmost trace. We do this because our train-
ing procedure requires a particular single correct answer, so we must choose between
the multiple graph representations which represent the same syntactic reality.
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Variables (nodes) Factors (edges)
Wh-type
Variable
WH 
Variable
Slot 
Variable
Slot 
Factor
Wh-type 
Factor
Wh-path 
Factor
Figure 5.4: Key for explanatory figures for graph creation. Boxes represent variables
and circles represent factors.
5.2 Model: ‘Declarative’ Description
The model is essentially the same as the one used for Arabic, with the following
notable differences:
• The English model lacks the subcategorization factors because English’s SVO
word order (nearly) always makes it clear whether a noun phrase occupies a
subject or an object argument slot.
• The English model includes the wh-type variables discussed in section 5.1.2.
A graphical example for a simple sentence can be found in Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7
(key in 5.4).
5.3 Model: ‘Procedural’ Description
The formal algorithm for creating a graph from a Penn Treebank tree is as follows:
• At each node t of the tree, insert a null complementizer (0) below it if:
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That is the book I tried to sell
That is the book (WH 0) I tried to sell
(WH 0) I tried                           to selltried/OBJ sell/SBJ sell/OBJtried/ADV sell/ADV
Locate open 
slots
Insert 0s
Figure 5.5: First, 0s are added by rule, then all open argument and adjunct slots
are found.
– t is an SBAR.
– t does not immediately dominate a WHNP, a WHADJP, a WHADVP, a WHPP or
an IN.
– t does immediately dominate an S.
Mark the 0 as a WH if either of the following hold:
– t’s parent is an NP, and t has a single S child.
– t has two children, the first of which is for and the second of which is an
S.
• The tree is processed by pre-order traversal depth-first search. At each node t:
– If t is a VP whose immediate head is a verb or a modal which lacks a
verbal sister,
∗ examine each child node of t.
∗ Create a set vals which will be the set of values for the slot variable
when it is created. Add to it null, representing that the slot is filled
by nothing, and (NP *).
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tried/OBJ
null
(NP *)
(WH 0)
sell/ADV
null
(WH 0)
sell/OBJ
null
(NP *)
(WH 0)
(WH 0)
tried/OBJ
sell/SBJ
sell/OBJ
type of (WH 0)
nominal
adverbial
Figure 5.6: A slot factor is created for each slot variable, and a wh-type factor is
created including the wh-variable and the wh-type variable. The variables for the
subject slot of sell and adverbial slot for tried have been omitted to reduce clutter.
In each box, the name of the variable is in bold at the top and its possible values
are listed in italics below. A value of null indicates that a slot is left empty.
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tried/OBJ
null
(NP *)
(WH 0)
sell/ADV
null
(WH 0)
sell/OBJ
null
(NP *)
(WH 0)
(WH 0)
tried/OBJ
sell/SBJ
sell/OBJ
type of (WH 0)
nominal
adverbial
Figure 5.7: Between each wh-variable and each slot variable a wh-path factor is
created. The variables for the subject slot of sell and adverbial slot for tried have
been omitted to reduce clutter.
In each box, the name of the variable is in bold at the top and its possible values
are listed in italics below. A value of null indicates that a slot is left empty.
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∗ Search recursively from parent to parent up the tree from t. Whenever
an S, SBAR, or SBARQ which dominates a WH2 or a WHNP is encountered,
add that wh-node to vals. Note any WHADVPs seen in a set whadvps,
which will be the possible values of the adverbial slot variable. Break
off the search after two SBARs have been seen.
∗ If t has no VP argument, create slot variables as follows:
· If the verb lacks a subject, create a slot variable for the subject
slot with possible values vals.
· If the verb has no object, create a slot variable for the object slot
with possible values vals.
· If the verb has one overt object, create a slot variable for the
second object slot with possible values vals.
∗ if the set whadvps is non-empty, create an adverbial slot variable with
possible values whadvps.
– otherwise, if t bears the function tag -PRD (that is, is is a predicative
phrase) and t has no sister nodes, create a variable vals and add (NP *)
and null to it. Search for and add wh-word possibilities as done above for
verbs. Create a new predicative slot variable with possible values vals.
– if t is a prepositional phrase with no object, create a set vals and add null
and (NP *) to it. Gather and add wh-word values as above. Create a
new prepositional slot variable with possible values vals.
• Do a depth-first search by pre-order traversal over the tree. Whenever an WHNP
or WHADVP node is encountered, attempt to create a wh-variable. The procedure
for creating a wh-variable from a wh-node t is as follows:
– for each slot variable, if the wh-word c-commands it with at most one
intervening SBAR node, then
2See section 5.1.2.
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∗ If the wh-variable is not adverbial, add the slot variable as a possible
value for it.
∗ If the wh-variable is adverbial or of unknown type and the slot variable
is adverbial, add the slot variable as a possible value for it.
– If no possible values are found, abort creation of the wh-variable.
• For each slot variable, create a slot factor of the correct type (verbal, predica-
tive, prepositional).
• For each wh-variable, for each of its values, create a wh-factor for the pair.
• For each wh-variable of undetermined type (that is, whose wh-variable is of
type WH), add a wh-type factor.
5.4 (NP *) antecedent model
The very common null element (NP *) has a wide variety of uses. Some of them,
such as control constructions and passivization, are entirely syntactic in nature. In
other cases, however, it has a more pronomial character.
Concerning the coindexation of (NP *), the treebank guidelines (Bies et al., 1995)
state that:
(NP *) bears a reference index whenever it is fairly clear what nomi-
nal it is controlled by, corresponding roughly to controlled PRO and the
passive trace. However, indexing also reflects pragmatic coreference in
addition to syntactic relations. . .
For the most part, with a few exceptions noted in the guidelines, (NP *) in non-
syntactically-controlled cases are coindexed with whatever NP in the sentence the
annotator takes to be coreferent on the basis of pragmatic judgement.
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One could therefore plausibly ask whether the antecedents of (NP *) in these
cases should properly be resolved in the context of a more general coreference res-
olution system. While this would be possible, there is no strong motivation for
it. First, the coindexed antecedent will always be within the sentence, making the
document-level scope of a coreference resolution system unnecessary. Second, the
coreference behavior of (NP *) is not identical to an ordinary pronoun (e.g. local
cues can indicate the lack of coindexation), so special handling is necessary for them
regardless of what system handles them.
Therefore it seems to us there is no compelling reason not to simply handle
their coindexation as part of our system rather than a coreference resolution system.
However, given their partially non–syntactic nature, we use an additional separate
post-processing step for this. This post-processing system works as follows:
• (NP *)s in reduced relative clauses are never coindexed.
• Other (NP *)s which do not bear a -SBJ function tag are coindexed by search-
ing up the tree to the first NP, S, or SQ encountered. If it has a -SBJ child,
coindex with that child. Otherwise, if it has an NP child immediately preceding
a VP, coindex with that child. Otherwise, do not coindex.
• If the (NP *) bears a -SBJ function tag, each NP node which c-commands it is a
candidate for coindexation, as well as a special virtual ‘null’ node indicating no
co-indexation (similar to the approach of Levy and Manning (2004); see section
2.4). These candidates are scored according to features described below and
the highest scoring option is used to determine the coindexation of the (NP *).
The features used for scoring candidate NPs for coindexation in this last case are:
• the sequence of non-terminal symbols on the path between the (NP *) and the
proposed node.
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• If at any point along the path there is an S argument of a VP and a constituent
intervenes between the verb and the S, its non-terminal or terminal symbol is
added as a feature.
• The head word and part-of-speech tag of the proposed antecedent. Head words
not seen more than once during training are mapped to a special token un-
known.
• for every non-terminal symbol seen along the path, a feature indicating this is
added (e.g. sawnp, sawvp, etc.).
• the number of nodes along the path (capped at eight)
The features used to score the null case are:
• a feature null which indicates this is a null case
• the head word and part-of-speech tag of what the (NP *) depends on (typically
a verb). If the head word is to another version of this feature is added which
uses the infinitive as the head word.
• whether the (NP *) lies within an ADJP-PRD (e.g. Figure 5.8). If so, the
ADJP-PRD’s headword is added as a feature.
5.5 Training and Inference
Training and inference were performed identically to the Arabic model (see section
4.8). The training set was sections 2-21 of the Penn Treebank WSJ corpus, and the
development and test sets were sections 24 and 23, respectively. Function tags were
obtained from Seth Kulick’s modified version of the Collins-Bikel parser (see section
3.2.1).
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(S
(NP-SBJ
(NP (PRP it) )
(S (-NONE- *EXP*-2) ))
(VP (VBZ is)
(ADJP-PRD (JJ difficult) )
(S-2
(NP-SBJ (-NONE- *) )
(VP (TO to)
(VP (VB criticize)
(NP (PRP it) )))))))))
Figure 5.8: A case of an (NP *) where the head word of the nearby ADJP-PRD
indicates there is no coindexation.
Type Gold Parsed
Old New Old New
NP *T* 92.8 96.5 85.9 87.9
ADVP *T* 79.2 86.7 77.7 79.8
NP * 78.6 82.7 72.2 71.6
NP * (na) 95.8 96.6 88.3 88.0
WHNP 0 92.0 90.2 61.5 59.6
WHADVP 0 71.0 66.7 68.9 61.8
Table 5.1: Gold standard and automatically-parsed test set results (F-measure) for
the new and old English models by the typed-dependency metric. (na) indicates
ignoring antecedents.
5.6 Results
Results for the new system are evaluated according to the typed-dependency metric
(see section A.3.1). Results are summarized in table 5.1.
On gold standard data, error on nominal wh-traces is reduced by a bit over half
and error on adverbial traces decreases by over a third. Surprisingly, discernment
of the types and locations of relative clauses with null wh-words decreases slighly.
precision recall tradeoff. Error is reduced by 15% on the placement of (NP *)
and by 20% on placement combined with coindexation.
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On automatically-parsed data, the improvement is more modest. Most signifi-
cantly, error drops on nominal traces by 14% and on adverbial traces by 9%. On the
other hand, performance actually drops slightly for the placement and coindexation
of (NP *) (a bit over a 2% increase in error).
5.7 Comparison to Shen (2006)
As promised in section 2.5.4, in this section we will make a comparison, to the degree
possible, with the LTAG-Spinal parser of Shen (2006).
5.7.1 Difficulties in Comparing Results
However, making this comparison is not easy. The LTAG-Spinal parser exists in two
versions, a left-to-right incremental parser and a bidirectional incremental parser
(hereafter ‘binc’). Since the latter has better parsing performance, we will compare
to it. We immediately run into our first problem for comparison, however: binc’s
output does not include the full information necessary to reconstruct the derived
tree, but rather includes only unlabeled dependencies, making it impossible to tell if
a null element is being attached in subject, object, or adverbial position. Subject and
object confusion is rarely a problem (though it sometimes can be, as in figure 5.9),
but properly making the distinction between nominal and adverbial traces for relative
clauses with null wh-words is both important and difficult. Since that information is
not present, in our evaluation we suppress these distinctions for our system as well.
Apart from this, evaluating relative clauses with overt wh-words is fairly straight-
forward since both systems will place the wh-words as dependencies on the verb of
the relative clause in the same way. For consistent comparison, we modify our sys-
tem to follow binc’s practice of treating the the first conjunct of a conjunction as
the head. We also modify our head-finding rules to make auxiliary verbs depend on
their main verbs.
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#1 They
pos: PRP
#2 have
pos: VBP
att #1
att #4
#3 a
pos: DT
#4 lot
pos: NN
att #3
att #6
#5 to
pos: TO
#6 do
pos: VB
att #5
att #8
att #10
#7 these
pos: DT
#8 days
pos: NNS
att #7
Figure 5.9: A sample output tree from binc (from the dev-test section). For each
word, the other words that depend on it are indicated by entries prefixed with att.
Notice that since the dependencies are unlabelled, we do not know whether the
relative clause indicated by the dependency of do on lot is nominal or adverbial, or
if nominal, which argument slot it occupies.
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System Precision Recall F-Measure
Pres 83.6 84.8 84.2
LTAG/Binc 84.0 82.0 83.0
Table 5.2: Performance on wh-traces with overt wh-words (nominal and adverbial
together) compared to binc.
Evaluating relative clauses without overt wh-words is trickier. Relative clauses
are not the only thing binc marks with the dependency of a verb on a noun, and
since there is no overt wh-word present, the relevant cases cannot be picked out for
comparison. We therefore evaluate binc’s performance by finding each occurrence
of a nominal or adverbial wh-trace with no overt wh-word in the gold standard and
examining binc’s analysis of the sentence by hand. This, of course, only allows us to
compare on the basis of recall and not of precision.
5.7.2 Results
Performance of our system compared to binc is presented in tables 5.2 and 5.3 for
wh-traces with overt and hidden wh-words, respectively. On overt cases, we lag binc
very slightly on precision but gain considerably on recall, so our overall performance
has 7% less error (measured by F-measure).
On covert wh-traces the gap is wider, with our error being 20% lower. This
appears to be largely due to the Collins-Bikel parser being better at detecting the
presence of relative clauses with null wh-words, which binc seems more likely to
attempt to analyze in other ways.
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System Recall
Pres 65.2
LTAG/Binc 56.5
(LTAG Multiplaced) 1.5
Table 5.3: Performance on wh-traces with empty wh-words (nominal and adverbial
combined) compared to binc. “LTAG Multiplaced” refers to cases which are difficult
to classify as correct or incorrect because binc places the trace in two places, one of
which is right and one of which is wrong.
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Chapter 6
System Analysis
6.1 Error Analysis
For future work, it is useful to know what the remaining sources of error are. There-
fore in this section we will examine all1 mistakes made by the core system of the
previous chapter on automatic parses of the development test section.
6.1.1 Nominal null wh-words
The development test section contained 29 sentences involving errors with respect to
nominal null complementizers. Excepting the determination of whether an instance
is nominal or adverbial, placement of this category is largely deterministic given the
parser output. It is therefor unsurprising that most of the system errors are a direct
consequence of parser errors.
Eighteen of the twenty-nine errors result from confusion involving infinitival rel-
atives. Either another sort of clause was misanalyzed as a relative clause (ten cases
for purpose clauses, one for verbal complements, and four for nominal and adjecti-
val complements), or, in the other direction, a relative clause was misanalyzed as a
purpose clause (one case) or nominal/adjectival complement (three cases). Clearly
1For the very numerous (NP *)s, we sampled instead.
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(S (NP-SBJ (NP (JJ Last) (NNP April))
(, ,)
(NP (NP (CD one))
(SBAR (WHNP-0 (-NONE- 0))
(S (NP-SBJ (NNP Steven) (NNP B.) (NNP Iken))
(VP (VBD visited)
(NP (NNP Justin) (NNPS Products) (NNP Inc.))
(ADVP-LOC (RB here))
(NP (-NONE- *T*-0)))))))
(, ,)
(VP (VP (VBD identified)
(NP (PRP himself))
(PP-CLR (IN as)
(NP-A-A (DT a) (JJ potential) (NN customer))))
. . .
Figure 6.1: An example of an error classed as “significant parser failure.”
the mislabeling is not symmetrical; the parser tends to favor the creation of relative
clauses. These cases will be discussed in more detail in section 7.3.
For the remaining cases, the largest cause (six cases) was when the parser made
larger scale errors which made recovery impossible (for example, figure 6.1; this in-
cludes one null parse). There were two more cases of misparsed infinitival relatives
that did not fit into the above categories. Once the system mislabeled a WHADVP as
a WHNP (“a series of steps to soften big stock drops”), and once the parser inserted a
relative clause, but the system inserted no null complementizer (“a much easier stan-
dard for a state to satisfy”; the system tends to avoid inserting null complementizers
in SBARs headed by for).
6.1.2 Adverbial null wh-words
On the development test set the system makes ten erroneous predictions concerning
(WHADVP 0). In two of these cases, the gold standard was wrong and the system was
right (see figure 6.1.2). Of the remaining eight true errors, one was the WHNP/WHADVP
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2
6
15
4
Inf. Rel. False Negative
Inf. Rel. False Positive
Parser Error
Other
Figure 6.2: Chart showing distribution of errors for nominal null wh-words
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((S (NP-SBJ (EX There))
(VP (VBD were)
(ADVP (RB also))
(VP (NNS calls)
(S (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *-0))
(VP (TO to)
(VP (VB strip)
(NP (NP (DT the) (NN stock) (NNS markets))
( (S (NP-SBJ (EX There))
(VP (VBD were)
(ADVP (RB also))
(NP-PRD (NP (VBZ calls))
(SBAR (WHADVP-2 (-NONE- 0))
(S (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *))
(VP (TO to)
(VP (VB strip)
(NP (NP (DT the) (NN stock) (NNS markets))
Figure 6.3: An example where the parser analysis (above) appears superior to the
analysis of the gold standard (below). The gold-standard analysis would imply that
the calls were instrumental in stripping the stock markets.
confusion mentioned in the previous section. In six cases the parser introduced a
relative clause where none was present in the gold standard, and in one case the
opposite occurred. Almost every time the parser erroneously inserted a relative
clause, it was was triggered by the presence of a word like time, day, or way which
is frequently modified by relative clauses in the corpus (see figure 6.1.2). Many of
these cases were in expressions like from time to time and in time for.
6.1.3 Nominal wh-traces
There are sixty-three errors related to nominal wh-traces in the development test
set. Twenty-nine of these errors are a direct consequence of the nominal null wh-
word errors which have already been discussed. Of the remaining errors, for one the
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1
6
1
2
GS Wrong
WH type confusion
Spurious Clause
Clause Omitted
Figure 6.4: Chart showing distribution of errors for adverbial null wh-words
(VP (VBP flare)
(ADVP (RB up)
(PP (IN from)
(NP (NP (NN time))
(SBAR (WHADVP-0 (-NONE- 0))
(S (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *))
(VP (TO to)
(VP (NN time) (, ,)
(VP-A (VB depress)...
Figure 6.5: A case of the parser erroneously inserting a relative clause due to the
presence of time. Note that the tendency to place a relative clause after time is so
strong it even outweighs the cost of using a rare VP → NN VP rule.
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( (PRN (-LRB- -LRB-)
(SBAR (WHNP-0 (WP Who))
(S-A-A (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *T*-0))
(VP (MD will)
(VP-A-A (VB throw)...
( (SBARQ (-LRB- -LRB-)
(WHNP-1 (WP Who))
(SQ (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *T*-1))
(MD will)
(VP (VB throw)...
Figure 6.6: A case in which the trace placement is correct, but the metric counts it
wrong because the parser was mistaken about the parent symbol. The parser/system
output is above and the gold standard is below.
system output is defensible and for three the system trace placement is correct, but
the parser got the parent symbol wrong, so the evaluation metric counted it wrong
(all of these are confusions between S and SQ, e.g. figure 6.6).
Of the true errors, by far the leading cause is the parser either erroneously mark-
ing SBARs as relative clauses (eight cases) or failing to do so (ten cases). The false
negatives fall into two main classes. The largest are those relative clauses headed by
that where the parser marked that as IN rather than WHNP (seven cases, e.g. figure
6.7). The second class are those cases where either the WHNP is complex and therefore
misparsed (figure 6.8), or the WHNP is parsed as something complex when in fact it is
simple (figure 6.9). The false positives show a similar split, with five of them being
due to marking that as a WHNP when it should have been IN and the other three
being due to miscellaneous causes (e.g. 6.11).
The next most common type of error (four cases) involves when verbs take S
complements (especially S complements whose immediate heads are NP-PRDs) in the
gold standard which are missed in the parser output, leading to incorrect placement
of the trace (see figure 6.12). Rounding out the list are three cases of difficulties
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(S (NP-SBJ (NNP Axa-Midi) (NNP Group))
(VP (VBZ has)
(NP (NP (QP ($ $) (CD 2.5) (CD billion))
(PP (IN of)
(NP (NP (JJ non-strategic) (NNS assets))
(SBAR (IN that)
(S (NP-SBJ (PRP we))
(VP (MD can) (CC and) (MD will)
(VP (VB sell) ...
Figure 6.7: A case where the parser erroneously analyzes that as IN rather than
WHNP.
(S (ADVP-TMP (RB Now))
(NP-SBJ (NP (NNP Sony))
(, ,)
(SBAR (WHNP-0 (WP$ whose) (JJ innovative))
(, ,)
(S (NP-SBJ (JJ premium-priced) (NNS products))
(VP (VBP are)
(NP (-NONE- *T*-0))
(PP-LOC-PRD (IN among)
(NP (DT the) (JJS most)))
(ADJP-PRD (VBN admired)
(PP (IN in)
(NP (NN consumer) (NNS electronics)))))))
Figure 6.8: A case where the parser fails to properly analyze a complex WHNP.
(ADJP-PRD (JJ aware)
(SBAR (WHPP (IN of)
(WHNP (WDT which)))
(S (NP-SBJ (JJ other) (NNS companies))
(VP (MD would)
(VP (VB be)
(VP (VBG competing)...
Figure 6.9: A case where a simple WHNP is incorrectly analyzed as if it were a more
complex WHPP.
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(S (PP (IN Despite)
(NP (DT the)
(ADJP (RB relatively) (JJ strong))
(NN economy))
(, ,)
(NP-SBJ (NN junk) (NN bond) (NNS prices))
(VP (VBD did)
(NP (NP (NN nothing))
(SBAR (WHNP-0 (IN except))
(S (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *T*-0))
(VP (VBP go) (PRT (RP down)) ...
Figure 6.10: One of the few “miscellaneous” errors.
( (SBAR (WHNP-0 (WDT Whatever))
(S-A-A (NP-TMP (PRP$ its) (NNS merits))
(, ,)
(NP-SBJ (NP (NNP Sony) (POS ’s))
(JJ aggressive) (NN defense))
(VP (VBZ is)
(NP (-NONE- *T*-0))
(ADJP-PRD (JJ debilitating)
(PP (IN for)
(NP (NNP Justin))))))
(. .)))
( (S (SBAR-ADV (WHNP (WDT Whatever))
(FRAG (NP (PRP$ its) (NNS merits))))
(, ,)
(NP-SBJ (NP (NNP Sony) (POS ’s))
(JJ aggressive) (NN defense))
(VP (VBZ is)
(ADJP-PRD (JJ debilitating)
(PP (IN for)
(NP (NNP Justin)))))
(. .)))
Figure 6.11: Here the parser erroneously creates a relative clause where none should
be. The system output is above and the gold standard analysis is below.
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(SBAR-NOM (WHNP-0 (WP what))
(S (NP-SBJ (NP (CD one) (NN writer))
(ADVP-LOC (RB here)))
(VP (VBZ calls)
(NP (NP (DT the) (‘‘ ‘‘) (NNP Dark) (NNPS Ages))
(PP (IN of)
(NP (DT the) (JJ 20th) (NNP Century))))
(NP (-NONE- *T*-0)))))
(SBAR-NOM (WHNP-1 (WP what))
(S (NP-SBJ (NP (CD one) (NN writer))
(ADVP-LOC (RB here)))
(VP (VBZ calls)
(S (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *T*-1))
(NP-PRD (NP (DT the) (‘‘ ‘‘) (NNP Dark) (NNPS Ages))
(PP (IN of)
(NP (DT the) (JJ 20th) (NN Century))))))))
Figure 6.12: Here call should have been parsed as having an S complement. The
parser/system analysis is above and the gold standard is below.
parsing questions (figure 6.13), two cases where the system does not attempt to
place a trace in a relative clause at all for reasons that are unclear, two cases where
the parser’s function and argument labeling misleads the system (figure 6.14), two
cases where there are other parsing problems with the sentence, and one case in
which the system places a trace where a (NP *) ought to be (figure 6.15).
6.1.4 Adverbial Trace (ADVP *T*)
There are forty-three errors related to adverbial traces in the development test set.
In nine of these cases, the system is right and the gold standard is wrong (e.g. figure
6.17) and in seven more the system output is at least defensible (e.g. figure 6.18.) In
two cases the system output is basically correct but evaluated as incorrect (see figure
6.19 for an explanation). Four more cases are due to large scale parser errors and
two are obscured by the presence of topicalization and gapping (which are beyond
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( (SBARQ (WHNP-1 (WP What) (NN real-estate) (NN strategy))
(SQ (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *T*-1))
(VP (MD should)
(NP-TMP (NN one))
(VP-A-A (VB follow)
(PP-LOC (IN in)...
( (SBARQ (WHNP-2 (WDT What) (NN real-estate) (NN strategy))
(SQ (MD should)
(NP-SBJ (NN one))
(VP (VB follow)
(NP (-NONE- *T*-2))
(PP-LOC (IN in)
Figure 6.13: Here the parser pulls should and one down into a VP. The system has
such a strong inclination against allowing subjectless VPs that it incorrectly places
the trace. The parser/system analysis is above and the gold standard is below.
( (SINV (S-TPC-0 (NP-SBJ (‘‘ ‘‘) (PRP They))
(VP (VBP have)
(NP (NP (DT a) (NN lot))
(SBAR (WHNP-2 (-NONE- 0))
(S (NP-SBJ-1 (-NONE- *T*-2))
(VP (TO to)
(VP (VB do)
(NP-A (DT these) (NNS days))
(S-PRP (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *-1))
(VP (TO to)
(VP (VB compete)
Figure 6.14: Here the parser marks these days as an argument when it should be an
adjunct with a -TMP function tag. Therefore the system sees do’s subcategorization
frame as filled and falls back to placing the trace in subject position.
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(NP (NP (NN bank) (NNS loans))
(SBAR (WHNP-0 (-NONE- 0))
(S (NP-SBJ (PRP it))
(VP (VBZ needs)
(S (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *T*-0))
(VP (TO to)
(VP-A-A (VB buy)
Figure 6.15: This is the only remaining case of (NP *T*)/(NP *) confusion in the
development test section.
the scope of the system for English), respectively.
Of the remaining classes of errors, only two occur more than twice. The most
common problem (seven cases) concerns spurious or omitted relative clauses with
empty wh-words; these are very similar to the analagous cases for nominal wh-traces.
The other problem (five cases) is when our system attempts to place a trace for an
overt wh-word which the gold standard leaves uncoindexed (figures 6.20 and 6.21).
The remaining problems are due to not placing a trace at all for a wh-word
(twice; both appear to be due to programming bugs), a conjunction error by the
parser (once), trace placement on only one branch of a conjunction (once), and one
case with an overt wh-word where the parser failed to create a relative clause.
6.2 Feature Ablation
In this section, we briefly examine the effect of removing feature classes (table 6.1)
on the performance of the core null element system. We do this in two ways.
First, we begin with a minimal base system and add feature classes one by one,
in order roughly from the least complicated to the most (table 6.2). As expected,
the relatively complicated (either in complexity or size of the feature class) feature
classes (Context and below on the table) contributed quite a bit, with the exception
of Paths. This is especially surprising because other null element systems such as
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Figure 6.16: Chart showing distribution of errors for nominal wh-traces
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( (S
(NP-SBJ
(NP (NNP Justin) (POS ’s) )
(NN plight) )
(VP (VBZ shows)
(SBAR
(WHNP-1 (WP what) )
(S
(NP-SBJ (-NONE- *T*-1) )
(VP (MD can)
(VP (VB happen)
(SBAR-TMP
(WHADVP (WRB when) )
(S
(NP-SBJ (DT a) (JJ tiny) (NN company) )
(ADVP-TMP (RB suddenly) )
(VP (VBZ faces)
(NP
(NP (DT the) (JJ full) (JJ legal) (NN might) )
(PP (IN of)
(NP (DT a) (JJ wrathful) (JJ multinational) ))
)))))))))
(. .) ))
Figure 6.17: A case where the gold standard analysis (shown) is wrong and the
system output (not shown) is correct.
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(S (NP-SBJ (DT The) (NNP Reagan) (NNP White) (NNP House))
(VP (VP (VBD held)
(NP (DT the) (NNP Brady) (NNS recommendations))
(PP (IN at)
(NP (NP (NN arm) (POS ’s))
(NN length))))
(CC and)
(VP (VBD named)
(NP (NP (DT a) (JJ second) (NN panel))
(SBAR-PRP (WHNP-0 (-NONE- 0))
(S (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *T*-0))
(VP (TO to)
(VP (VB review)
(NP (PRP$ its) (NN analysis)...
Figure 6.18: A case where the system output, though differing from the gold stan-
dard, is plausible.
Filimonov and Harper (2007) are based around such paths. We suspect that the
hard linguistic constraints on paths built into the base system combined with the
PathLength and SeenOnPath features encode most of the information present
in the full paths and also generalize better to unseen data.
A few feature classes seem to provide no value, at least when added in this
order. These include 1stLevelInf, ParCat, and SbjObjFuncTags. The last
may seem surprising given the value of function tags to the original version of the
null element system, but function tags were already been used in building the graph
and constraining the space of possibilities in the base system.
A more informative way to look at the features is to examine what happens
when each feature class is removed from the full model (table 6.3). From this view
we see somewhat different results. All three features which appeared to provide no
value before now provide some value, while PRDType and GrandParCat are
now somewhat harmful. The exact contributions and interactions of the features
remain somewhat opaque.
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(NP-SBJ (PRP she) )
(VP (VBZ has) (RB n’t)
(NP
(NP (NN time) )
(SBAR
(WHADVP-3 (-NONE- 0) )
(S
(NP-SBJ (-NONE- *) )
(VP (TO to)
(VP (VB clean) (CC or) (VB repair)
(NP (PRP it) )
(ADVP-TMP (-NONE- *T*-3) ))))))))
(S (NP-SBJ (PRP she))
(VP (VBZ has) (RB n’t)
(NP-PRD (NP (NN time))
(SBAR (WHADVP-1 (-NONE- 0))
(S (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *))
(VP (TO to)
(VP (VP (VB clean)
(ADVP (-NONE- *T*-1)))
(CC or)
(VP (VB repair)
(NP (PRP it))
(ADVP (-NONE- *T*-1))))))))))
Figure 6.19: In this case the trace dependencies in the system output (below; gold
is above) are correct, but since the parser puts clean and repair in separate VPs, our
second trace is counted as incorrect.
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( (SBARQ
(WHADVP (WRB Why) )
(SQ
(NP-SBJ (-NONE- *) )
(VP (VB call)
(S
(NP-SBJ (DT that) )
(NP-PRD (NN service) ))))
(. ?) ))
Figure 6.20: A case where the gold standard analysis (shown) does not coindex a
wh-word, but our system does.
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(SBARQ
(WHADVP (WRB Why) (RB not) )
(SQ
(SQ
(NP-SBJ (-NONE- *) )
(VP
(VP (VB keep)
(NP (-NONE- *RNR*-1) ))
(CC and)
(ADVP (RB even) )
(VP (VB expand)
(NP (-NONE- *RNR*-1) ))
(NP-1 (DT the) (NNS loans)
(CC and)
(NNS grants) ))) ...
(S (SBAR (WHADVP-1 (WRB Why) (RB not))
(S (NP-SBJ-0 (-NONE- *))
(VP (VB keep)
(S (CC and)
(NP-SBJ (-NONE- *-0))
(VP (ADVP (RB even))
(VB expand)
(NP (NP (DT the) (NNS loans))
(CC and)
(NP (NNS grants)))))
(ADVP (-NONE- *T*-1)))))
Figure 6.21: A more complicated case where the system output (below) has a trace
for a wh-word which lacks one in the gold-standard (above). Note that the system
currently does not handle right-node raising.
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SeenOnPath what non-terminals are on the path between a null element and its
antecedent or controller.
PathLength the number of non-terminals on the path between a null elements and
its antecedent or controller.
PRDType whether the null element is in a predicative phrase (e.g. NP-PRD, etc.)
1stLevelInf whether the null element is the subject of an embedded infinitive
ParCat the non-terminal immediately dominating the null element
GrandParCat the non-terminal two levels above the null element.
SubjObjFuncTags the presence of the -SBJ and -OBJ function tags in the vicinity
of the null element
AuxVBN whether the null element is in the context of an auxilliary verb followed
by a VBN.
SComp whether the verb the null element is an object of has a clausal complement.
Context describes the context of the null element up to the dominating VP above
ther one the element is attached to.
Conj features controlling conjunction
PrevHd the head of the noun phrase preceding a relative clause.
Paths the sequence of non-terminals between a null element and its antecedent.
Lex lexicalization of verbs and their subcategorization information.
Table 6.1: Descriptions of the feature classes
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Features Used WHNP 0 WHADVP 0 NP *T* ADVP *T* NP *
base 51.3 13.8 68.5 46.7 68.2
+ SeenOnPath 70.6 44.3 68.8
+ PathLength 76.3 54.7 70.1
+ PRDType 77.3 54.4 70.3
+ 1stLevelInf 76.4 54.3 70.1
+ ParCat 75.7 53.7 70.2
+ GrandParCat 75.9 56.1 70.1
+ SbjObjFuncTags 52.4
+ AuxVBN 75.6 54.4 70.0
+ SComp 76.2 54.3
+ Context 78.4 63.2 85.6
+ Conj 52.5 19.4 78.9 64.0 85.7
+ PrevHd 65.2 81.5 82.0 71.3 86.2
+ Paths 65.9 80.0 82.2 70.2 86.3
+ Lex 67.4 81.5 83.2 71.9 86.4
Table 6.2: This table shows how, beginning from a minimal base system, the perfor-
mance (F-measure) increases as feature classes are added in an order (roughly) from
least complex to most complex.
Feature Class Removed WHNP 0 WHADVP 0 NP *T* ADVP *T* NP *
Full System 67.4 81.5 83.2 71.9 86.4
-SeenOnPath -0.3
-PathLength -3.5 -8.0 -1.0 -7.6 +0.1
-PRDType +0.7
-1stLevelInf -1.5 -1.5 +0.1 -1.0 +0.1
-ParCat -3.7 -0.1 -0.2
-GrandParCat +0.7
-SbjObjFuncTags -2.2 -3.7 -1.6 +0.1
-AuxVBN +0.4 -0.1
-SComp -2.6
-Context -7.8 -20.0 -3.6 -11.5 -1.8
-Conj -2.2 -7.4 -1.0 -1.2 -0.2
-PrevHd -16.5 -62.8 -3.7 -7.5 -0.7
-Paths +0.7 -1.5 +0.1 -1.2
-Lex -1.5 -1.5 -1.0 -0.3 -0.1
Table 6.3: This table shows how performance (F-measure) changes if each class of
feature is removed from the full system.
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Chapter 7
Parsing With Google
In this chapter we will examine whether unsupervised learning from large amounts
of data can be useful for null element restoration. The data used for this experiment
is the Google Web 1T 5-gram Corpus (henceforth Web 1T) (Google, Inc., 2006),
which has been shown to be useful in other applications (Lin et al., 2010; Nulty and
Costello, 2009).
7.1 The Google Web 1T Corpus
The Web 1T corpus consists of all one through five-grams extracted from roughly a
trillion words of text sampled from the World Wide Web.1 Automatic identification
was used to remove non-English data as much as possible and filtering was applied
to try to get rid of non-useful tokens.
For the most part Google’s tokenization procedures follow those of the Penn Tree-
bank, which is very convenient for using it for parsing experiments. One somewhat
troublesome exception is that hyphenated words are always separated, which is not
the case for the standard release of the Penn Treebank (Bies et al., 1995). Sentence
boundaries are treated as words and marked as <S> and </S>.
1This section is based on the readme.txt included with the corpus.
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4 NULL ELEMENTS 63
(ADVP-PRP *T*-54)))
?)
4.2.2 Relative clauses
Relative clauses are adjoined to the head noun phrase. The relative pronoun is given the appropriate WH-
label, put inside the SBAR level, and coindexed with a *T* in the position of the gap. (Note that relative
clauses di!er from (direct) wh-questions in that they contain an SBAR rather than an SBARQ.)
wh- and “that” relative clauses. Relative clauses introduced by that are annotated just as relative
clauses introduced by a wh-word: that is given the appropriate WH-label, put inside an SBAR level, and
coindexed with the *T* in the position of the gap.
• NP trace
(NP (NP answers)
(SBAR (WHNP-6 that/which)
(S (NP-SBJ-3 we)
(VP ’d
(VP like
(S (NP-SBJ *-3)
(VP to
(VP have
(NP *T*-6)))))))))
• ADVP trace
(NP (NP the place)
(SBAR (WHADVP-2 that/where)
(S (NP-SBJ I)
(VP put
(NP the book)
(ADVP-PUT *T*-2)))))
Zero relatives. Relative clauses introduced by a null complementizer are annotated in a similar fashion,
this time with a null complementizer ‘0’ inside SBAR labeled with the appropriate wh-category and coindexed
with a *T* in the position of the gap.
• NP trace
(NP (NP answers)
(SBAR (WHNP-3 0)
(S (NP-SBJ-4 we)
(VP ’d
(VP like
(S (NP-SBJ *-4)
(VP to
(VP have
(NP *T*-3)))))))))
Figure 7.1: An example relative clause.
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• ADVP trace
(NP (NP the place)
(SBAR (WHADVP-2 0)
(S (NP-SBJ I)
(VP put
(NP the book)
(ADVP-PUT *T*-2)))))
Infinitival relatives. See section 14 [Infinitives] for more information.
• trace as object
(NP (NP a movie)
(SBAR (WHNP-1 0)
(S (NP-SBJ *)
(VP to
(VP see
(NP *T*-1))))))
• trace as subject
(NP (NP bloodhounds)
(SBAR (WHNP-4 0)
(S (NP-SBJ *T*-4)
(VP to
(VP trail
(NP the assassins))))))
• trace as adjunct
(NP (NP time)
(SBAR (WHADVP-1 0)
(S (NP-SBJ *)
(VP to
(VP go
(ADVP-TMP *T*-1))))))
4.2.3 Fronted elements
Fronted elements are placed inside the top clause level (e.g. S, SINV, SQ, SBAR). (Only certain fronted
elements are tagged -TPC: (i) constituents associated with a *T* in the position of the gap and (ii) left-
dislocated constituents (those associated with a resumptive pronoun in the position of the gap).) (See
section 1 [Overview of Basic Clause Structure] for more details on the treatment of fronted elements.)
Figure 7.2: An example relative clause with a null wh-word.
Not all tokens are kept. First, any word not occurring at least 200 times is
mapped to an unknown word token <UNK>. Then any n-gram not appearing at least
forty times is pruned.
Processing this immense corpus (approximately 25 GB compressed) is quite a
challenge. For the following experiments, a combination of custom-written code and
the Get 1T tools (Hawker et al., 2007) were used for data extraction.
7.2 Null wh-word types
Wh-trace performance suffers substantially on au om tically parsed data in our sys-
tems (see 3.4.2). As previously discussed in section 1.1.4, every relative clause re-
quires a node of type WHNP, WHADVP, WHADJP, or WHPP as a child of the top SBAR
(see Figure 7.1), representing the displaced wh-word. However, in many cases this
wh-word may be omitted in the sentence, in which case the treebank fills it by a
0 under a non-terminal of type WHNP, etc (Figure 7.2). The presence of these null
complementizers is largely implicit in the parser output, and they are inserted by
rule (see appendix 5.3).
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Type % Overt % Covert
WHNP 74.5 75.3
WHADVP 20.9 24.6
WHPP 4.0 0.04
WHADJP 0.6 0.0
Table 7.1: Distribution of wh-word type, overt and covert.
However, error analysis reveals that a large portion of wh-trace errors are concen-
trated in relative clauses with null wh-words, and these errors in turn seem to come
from problems with the null wh-words themselves (our original system, for example,
has F-measures of 61.5 and 69.0 for null WHNPs and WHADVPs, respectively). There
are two possible problems with the null wh-words: either they may have the wrong
type assigned, guaranteeing an incorrect trace placement, or the parser may not have
created a relative clause structure at all (recall that the placement of 0s is implicit
in the parser output). We will examine the first source of error in this section and
the second in the next.
Since WHNP and WHADVP are by far the most common null wh-word types (see table
7.2), we restrict out attention to distinguishing them. We attempt this by means
of a simple intuition: if we look at the head word of the phrase preceding the null
wh-word, that word’s correlation with overt wh-words should give us a clue to the
null element’s type.
7.2.1 Approach
To decide the type of a particular null wh-word, we look at the headword w of the
phrase immediately preceding it. If this word was seen preceding a null wh-word in
the training data, whatever labeling it was given there is used. Otherwise, we assign
it adverbial type if
max(f(“w where”), f(“w when”)
max(f(“w who”), f(“w which”)))
> α
where f(x) indicates the count in Web 1T of the bigram x and α is a constant to
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Bigram Count
man who 6,968,548
man which 93,342
man when 129,565
man where 20,812
Table 7.2: The counts used in determining the type of the null wh-word in “the man
0 I saw”
Bigram Count
time who 74,216
time which 343,509
time when 6,066,703
time where 303,480
Table 7.3: The counts used in determining the type of the null wh-word in “the time
0 I went”
be discussed below.2 If adverbial type is not assigned, we assign nominal type. For
some examples, see the counts in tables 7.2 and 7.3 for “the man 0 I saw” and “the
time I went,” respectively.
To select the value of α, we search for the one which gives the best performance
on the training data (sections 2-21); the training data accuracy for varying values of
α can be seen in Figure 7.3. The final value selected is 9.2, although performance
varies little over a wide range from around seven to around sixteen. The performance
drops sharply when the threshold goes above that range due to several very common
adverbial cases being ruled nominal.
The intuition behind this method is that we wish to compare the best evidence
seen have for a nominal labeling with the best evidence seen for an adverbial labeling.
The threshold α for the ratio is also not simply one because we have a strong prior
belief that any given instance should be nominal until good evidence convinces us
otherwise.
Note above that if the previous word was seen in the training data, we respect the
2Replacing max by
∑
in this equation is possible, though in testing a some cases by hand early
in system development, max seemed slightly better.
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Figure 7.3: The accuracy of determining null wh-word types on the training data as
a function of the threshold α
observed labeling. This is important because there are a few common words which
are consistently annotated with WHADVP in the treebank which our approach would
have difficulty getting right, e.g. way and means. It is possible that expanding the
search beyond bigrams to look for cases like “the means by which” would be effective.
7.2.2 Results
The results on the development test set (section 24) are shown in Table 7.4. We see
that the Google approach provides a small improvement, but most of the problem
remains. Given that the Google approach performed fairly well on the training data,
we can attribute the small performance gain to two factors. First, the previous word
was seen in the training data 79% of the time, limiting the number of opportunities
for the new approach to do better. Second, the fact that an oracle with access to
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Approach F-measure
Nominal baseline 40.3
Original 68.7
Google 71.6
Oracle 74.6
Table 7.4: Accuracy of the Google method on wh-type prediction.
the gold annotations performs so poorly indicates that the problem is primarily null
wh-words which are not being inserted at all rather than those being assigned an
incorrect type (that is, our problem #2).
7.3 Infinitival Relatives
In this section we investigate wh-trace placement errors due to the 0 not being
inserted at all or due to an erroneous 0 being inserted. Error analysis on the devel-
opment test data suggests that many of these errors are due to infinitival relative
constructions. These are, as the name suggests, relative clauses consisting of infini-
tives, as in figure 7.4.
In a situation where the parser sees a verb followed by a noun phrase followed by
an infinitival S constituent, it has three plausible analyses:
1. To analyze the S as an infinitival relative clause, as in figure 7.4.
2. To analyze the S as a modifier of the verb, as in figure 7.5.
3. To analyze the S as a complement of the noun, as in figure 7.6.
If either of the first two cases were incorrectly parsed as infinitival relatives,
an incorrect relative clause would be created, triggering an incorrect insertion of a
wh-trace. On the other hand, if an infinitival relative were given one of the other
analyses, no attempt would be made to insert a wh-trace when in fact there should
be one.
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• ADVP trace
(NP (NP the place)
(SBAR (WHADVP-2 0)
(S (NP-SBJ I)
(VP put
(NP the book)
(ADVP-PUT *T*-2)))))
Infinitival relatives. See section 14 [Infinitives] for more information.
• trace as object
(NP (NP a movie)
(SBAR (WHNP-1 0)
(S (NP-SBJ *)
(VP to
(VP see
(NP *T*-1))))))
• trace as subject
(NP (NP bloodhounds)
(SBAR (WHNP-4 0)
(S (NP-SBJ *T*-4)
(VP to
(VP trail
(NP the assassins))))))
• trace as adjunct
(NP (NP time)
(SBAR (WHADVP-1 0)
(S (NP-SBJ *)
(VP to
(VP go
(ADVP-TMP *T*-1))))))
4.2.3 Fronted elements
Fronted elements are placed inside the top clause level (e.g. S, SINV, SQ, SBAR). (Only certain fronted
elements are tagged -TPC: (i) constituents associated with a *T* in the position of the gap and (ii) left-
dislocated constituents (those associated with a resumptive pronoun in the position of the gap).) (See
section 1 [Overview of Basic Clause Structure] for more details on the treatment of fronted elements.)
Figure 7.4: An infinitival relative.
( (S
(NP-SBJ
(NP (DT The) (NN league) (POS ’s) )
(NNS promoters) )
(VP (VBP hope)
(SBAR (-NONE- 0)
(S
(NP-SBJ-1 (NNS retirees) )
(VP (MD will)
(VP (VB pack)
(NP (DT the) (NNS stands) )
(S-PRP
(NP-SBJ (-NONE- *-1) )
(VP (TO to)
(VP (VB see)
(NP (DT the) (NNS seniors) ))))))))))
(. .) )
Figure 7.5: An infinitive acting as an S modifier of a verb. As is typical, it expresses
the purpose of the action of the verb pack. (Adapted from the training data)
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(NP-SBJ (JJ Chinese) (NNS lawmakers) )
(VP (VBD said)
(SBAR (-NONE- 0)
(S
(NP-SBJ (DT the) (CD two) )
(VP (MD can)
(ADVP (RB only) )
(VP (VB return)
(SBAR-ADV (IN if)
(S
(NP-SBJ (PRP they) )
(VP (VBP abandon)
(NP (PRP$ their) (NN attempt)
(S
(NP-SBJ (-NONE- *) )
(VP (TO to)
(VP (VB nullify)
(NP
(NP (DT the) (NN declaration))
(PP (IN on)
(NP (NNP Hong) (NNP Kong)))))))))))))))))
Figure 7.6: An infinitive acting as the complement of the noun attempt. (Adapted
from the training data)
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The parser’s performance on this task on the standard development test section
of the Penn Treebank (section 24) is an F-measure of 53.9. It is apparent that this
is a difficult task and performance is significantly below the general accuracy of the
parser.
What information does the parser have in making this decision? We will consider
this question in the particular case of the Collins parsing model.3 Given a phrase of
the form verb NP[n] S[to] (where n is the head of the noun phrase and to is the head
of the S), the following probability distributions are used in making the attachment
decision for the S:
• The head-generation probability Ph(S|SBAR, to), which is the probability that
an SBAR headed by to will generate an S as its head child, is used in scoring
the infinitival relative option, since in this case a unary projection of S to SBAR
is created. This probability is very nearly 1 and has little value for making
attachment decisions.
• The head-generation probability Ph(NP |NP, n) measures how likely an NP
headed by the noun n will have another NP as its head, which largely occurs
in cases of postmodification. This can be caused by both the causes we are
concerned with and several other things, so it is unclear how valuable the
information it supplies is.
• The right subcategorization frame probability Prc(SC|S, V P, v) measures how
likely a verb (or more exactly, an VP with parent S and head v) is to take an S
complement. Taking an S complement is represented by a value of {NP, S} for
SC while not taking one is represented by a value of {NP} for SC. If a verb has
a high probability of taking an S complement then attachment of the S to the
verb is almost always the correct choice. However, since the verb could take
3For a description of it and further information on the probability structures mentioned below,
see chapter 7 of Collins (1999).
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an S adjunct, an NP subcategorization frame does not rule out attachment to
the verb.
• The right attachment probability Pr(S[to]|S, VP, v, distance(1), SC) scores how
likely an attachment of an infinitival S to the verb is. More exactly, it measures
how likely such an attachment is to a VP with parent S and head v (distance(1)
indicates the attachment is not immediately adjacent to the head). SC will be
either empty or S, depending on whether the S is being analyzed as an adjunct
or a complement, respectively. This does not provide a great deal of informa-
tion in the latter case since the likelihood of a verb taking an S complement
has already been modelled by the right subcategorization probability discussed
above. However, it does provide useful information about whether a verb tends
to take S adjuncts.
• The right attachment probability Pr(sym[to]|NP, NP, n, distance(0), {}) mea-
sures how likely an infinitival complement (for sym = S) or relative clause
(for sym = SBAR) is to modify an NP headed by n. distance(0) indicates that
the attachment is immediately adjacent to the head.
It is interesting to compare how the parser models an S as a complement of a
verb and of a noun differently. In the verbal case, information about attachment to
the verb is split over two probability distributions: Prc measures the probability of
attachment as an argument while Pr measures the probability of attachment as an
adjunct.4 In the nominal cases, Pr provides all the information because the parser
does not count any modifier of an NP as a complement, which causes Prc to provide
no information at all.
We see from the above that the parser has access to all the necessary information
for making the attachment decision: the likelihood of the verb taking an S as a
complement or adjunct, the likelihood of the noun taking a complement, and the
4While Pr of course still provides a score in the argument case, it is almost entirely determined
by the subcategorization frame.
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likelihood of the noun taking an infinitival relative. So why is performance so poor?
In part it may be due to an inherent difficulty in the discrimination task, but it
could also be due to having relatively few training examples of a phenomenon which
depends heavily on lexical information. In the following section we will perform an
experiment to shed some light on this question.
7.3.1 Applying Google to the Problem
In this section we will investigate whether the difficulties with the attachment of
infinitives can be alleviated to some degree by the extracting statistics from the
Web 1T corpus. However, we immediately run into difficulties, since the corpus
is derived from raw text and therefore does not annotate certain distinctions. In
particular, we cannot tell directly what the attachments are, and in the case of
nominal attachments, even if we knew the attachments we wouldn’t know if they
were as complements or as relative clauses.
Nonetheless, we put forward the following hypotheses:
• Nouns taking infinitival complements will show a tighter co-occurrence corre-
lation with the infinitive marker to than nouns which do not. For a given noun
x, we will refer to this measure of correlation as nx, which will be precisely
defined below.
• Verbs taking infinitival complements will show a tighter co-occurrence correla-
tion with the infinitive market to than verbs which do not. For a given verb
x, we will refer to this measure of correlation as vx, which will be precisely
defined below.
• For any given instance of the discrimination task with verb x and noun y, we
should be able to accurately predict the attachment as follows:
– If ny is high, the noun probably takes an infinitival complement, so predict
an attachment to the noun.
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– If vx is high, the verb either takes an infinitival complement or frequently
has an infinitival adjunct, so predict an attachment to the verb.
– If neither vx nor ny is especially high, it is unlikely either the noun or
the verb take infinitival complements or frequently occur with infinitival
adjuncts, so predict an attachment to the noun as a relative clause.
Calculating a correlation value for nx for a noun x is appears at first entirely
straightforward:
nx =
f(“x to′′)
f(“x′′)
that is, the number of occurrences of x followed by to over the total number of
occurrences of x. However, to is of course ambiguous between being the infinitive
marker and being a preposition. Therefore we revise our definition to:
nx =
f(“x to verb′′)
f(“x′′)
Calculating a correlation value for vx is more complicated because a noun phrase
of arbitrary length intervenes between the verb and the to. This would not be a
serious problem in a raw text corpus, but we have a window of at most five words
because the Web 1T corpus only goes up to five-grams. However, we can get a fair
approximation to the correlation we are interested in by considering only cases where
the NP is simply an object pronoun. This gives us:
vx =
f(“x object pronoun to verb′′)
f(“x object pronoun′′)
In all of these we use a newer version of the Web 1T corpus which includes part-of-
speech tags Lin et al. (2010).
Plotting values of n and v for all cases of this task in the training data we (figures
7.7,7.8, 7.9) we see roughly what we expected. However, there is a fairly large number
of non-infinitival relative cases which have small values for both nominal and verbal
correlation.
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Figure 7.7: Plot of all cases of infinitival Ss attaching to verbs. The horizontal axis
indicates the measure n of nominal correlation, while the vertical axis indicates the
measure v of verbal correlation. In the case of S attaching to the verb, nominal
correlation is very weak and verbal correlation is often relatively strong.
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Figure 7.8: Plot of all cases of infinitival Ss attaching as noun complements. The
horizontal axis indicates the measure n of nominal correlation, while the vertical
axis indicates the measure v of verbal correlation. In the case of noun complements,
verbal correlation is relatively weak and nominal correlation is relatively strong.
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Figure 7.9: Plot of all cases of infinitival Ss attaching to nouns as relative clauses.
The horizontal axis indicates the measure n of nominal correlation, while the vertical
axis indicates the measure v of verbal correlation. In the case of infinitival relatives,
neither nominal nor verbal correlation is particularly strong.
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7.3.2 Results
To evaluate the value of the Web-1T-derived information, we attempt to use it in
two ways. The first method, which we will call threshold, applies the algorithm
sketched in the previous section using thresholds set to optimize performance on WSJ
sections 2-21. The second, called combined, is to use a maximum entropy model
trained with the following features designed to capture other information available
to the parser when making these attachment decisions:
• the nominal ratio, the verbal ratio, and a “distance” feature which is the greater
of the two
• the head POS tag of the preceding NP
• whether there is a verb present or not
• whether or not the preceding NP is modified by anything, conjoined with the
bucketed length of the NP
• If the verb occurs more than twice, it is added as a feature. If not, a feature is
added indicating whether VP or non-VP attachment is more common for that
verb in the training data.
• If the noun occurs more than twice, it is added as a feature. If not, a feature
is added indicating whether, when the noun is present, an NP complement or
non-NP-complement attachment is more commonly seen in the training data.
A second feature is added indicating whether, when the noun is present, an
infinitival relative or non-infinitival-relative attachment is more commonly seen
in the training data.
For comparison we also include the parser output (parser) as well as a baseline
which always chooses attachment as a nominal complement. The results are given
in table 7.5. From this we see that the Web 1T information strongly outperforms
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Baseline Threshold Parser MaxEnt
Type P R F P R F P R F P R F
VP 0 0 79.1 36.5 50.0 68.5 71.2 69.8 84.4 73.1 78.4
NP 36.3 94.3 52.4 67.1 67.1 67.1 67.7 90.0 77.3 69.2 90.0 78.3
Rel 0 0 29.5 48.1 36.6 68.6 44.4 53.9 67.4 57.4 62.0
Table 7.5: Results on section 23 for the baseline, thresholding, parser, and combined
system approaches.
parser+system combined+system
P R F P R F
WHNP 0 64.8 55.1 59.6 67.0 62.6 64.7
WHADVP 0 65.6 58.3 61.8 64.7 61.1 62.9
NP * 70.5 72.8 71.6 70.7 73.1 71.9
NP *T* 90.1 85.8 87.9 89.3 86.8 88.0
ADVP *T* 81.5 78.1 79.8 81.01 78.1 79.5
Table 7.6: Change in the performance of null element placement when the
original pipeline (parser+system) is augmented with Web 1T information
(combined+system)
.
the baseline, indicating that is is provide a significant amount of information. The
thresholding lags behind the parser, most likely due to its failure on some common
words which the parser is able to memorize. Combining the threshold with other
sources of information available to the parser results in the best performance across
all three attachment possibilities. Running the null element system on trees modified
by the combined method results in some improvement, although quite small (table
7.6).
7.4 Conclusions
In this chapter we showed in two ways how using unsupervised information from
Google’s Web 1T corpus can produce modest improvements on two tasks related to
parsing relative clauses. Although the effects are small, it does indicate that some
amount of syntactic information can be extracted from Web 1T. Future investigation
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is warranted to see if there are other constructions which could benefit to a greater
degree.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Contributions
The placement of null elements in parse trees is necessary for the full representation
of syntactic structure and therefore for the creation of predicate–argument structure.
In this work we made several contributions to this problem:
• we introduced a system for the task which combined machine–learning with
linguistically–motivated features to achieve state–of–the–art results among broad–
coverage post–processing systems.
• we introduced a second system for the task which had better cross–lingual
properties. This system
– allowed the implementation of a state–of–the–art (and the first syntax–
based) null element system for Arabic.
– improved performance on wh–trace placement in English.
– is one of the first applications of a graphical model to deep syntactic
structure.
• We provided the first detailed error analysis of the problem and highlighted
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areas for improvement not previously remarked upon, such as infinitival rela-
tives.
• We investigated the application of the Google Web 1T corpus to the task,
showing that some degree of information even about subtle linguistic points
can be extracted from raw text.
8.2 Future Work
There are a number of possible directions for future work:
• Parses enhanced with null elements could be incorporated into other down-
stream systems, such as question answering and textual entailment. They could
also be useful for doing pre–translation rearrangement for machine translation
of certain language pairs (along the lines of Elming (2008); Elming and Habash
(2009)). For example, if one language is wh–in–situ and the other has overt
wh–movement, one could be “normalized” to have a syntactic form closer to
the other before translation.
• Adapting the system to other, more typologically diverse languages could
present interesting challenges.
• It would be interesting to investigate what degree of prior knowledge would be
necessary to learn trace placement in an unsupervised way.
• Finding a way to integrate null element restoration into a state-of-the-art lexi-
calized parser in a way which does not significantly damage its parsing perfor-
mance would be very valuable. A possible intermediate step would be apply-
ing a post-processing system to parser output in the context of a reranker like
Charniak and Johnson (2005) or (even better but less easily) Huang (2008).
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Appendix A
Evaluation
Settling on a common evaluation technique has proven particularly difficult for this
problem, with at least four metrics in use, none of them entirely satisfactory. Each
of the three basic methods are based on the usual practice of finding precision (the
fraction of predicted null elements which are correct) and recall (the fraction of true
null elements which are found) values for each category of empty categories and
computing an F–measure ( 2pr
p+r
, where p is precision and r is recall) from it. Where
they differ is on the question of when an empty category should be judged to be
correct.
A.1 Johnson’s metric
The first metric, proposed by Johnson (2002), is that for every null element we should
record the following facts:
• its type (e.g. (NP *T*) or (WHNP 0))
• its token position
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As he notes, this is essentially a degenerate case1 of what PARSEVAL (Black
et al., 1991) does for constituents of parse trees. If the null element has an antecedent,
we add the following information:
• for every node co–indexed with the null element, a triple of the form:
– the type of the node
– the left token position of the node
– the right token position of the node
A null element in system output is counted as correct only if it matches a corre-
sponding null element in the gold standard in all of the above respects.
A.2 Campbell’s metric
Campbell notes that Johnson’s metric is in some cases too generous and in others too
strict. It is too strict in that the exact placement of a null element is unimportant
for semantic interpretation so long as it remains within the same constituent.2 On
the other hand, he notes that in some cases like Johnson’s metric cannot distinguish
semantically significant differences in attachment level. For example, if someone asks
you “when did you decide to go to Walsingham (ADVP *T*)?” it matters whether
they want to know when you made up your mind to go to Walsingham or when you
are actually going there, but simply knowing the token position of the trace at the
end of the sentence will not disambiguate whether the trace modifies decide or go
(see figures A.1 and A.2).
As an alternative he proposes replacing the information recorded for matching in
Johnson’s metric by the following:
1PARSEVAL records for every constituent its left and right token positions. For null elements,
these are always the same.
2In fact, it is not always even clear linguistically what the notion of the token position of a null
element means. For example, in “the book you read quickly,” ought the trace go before or after
the adverb?
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(SINV
(WHADVP-1 (WRB When))
(VBD did)
(NP-SBJ-2 (PRP you))
(VP
(VBD decide)
(S
(NP-SBJ (-NONE- *-2))
(VP (TO to)
(VP (VB go)
(PP (IN to)
(NP Walsingham)))))
(ADVP (-NONE- *T*-1))))
Figure A.1: Under this interpretation, you are being asked when you made the
decision that you would be going to Walsingham. Here the null element depends on
the verb decide and its parent spans from four to eight.
(SINV
(WHADVP-1 (WRB When))
(VBD did)
(NP-SBJ-2 (PRP you))
(VP
(VBD decide)
(S
(NP-SBJ (-NONE- *-2))
(VP (TO to)
(VP (VB go)
(PP (IN to)
(NP Walsingham))
(ADVP (-NONE- *T*-1)))))))
Figure A.2: Under this interpretation, you are being asked when you are travelling
to Walsingham. Here the null element depends on the verb go and its parent spans
from six to eight.
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• the type of the null element
• its parent node’s type
• its parent node’s left token position
• its parent node’s right token position
The information added concerning antecedents is the same as for Johnson.
On gold–standard input, results by this metric seem to be (at least for Campbell’s
system) slightly higher (about 5-10%) than by Johnson’s metric. However, it is
significantly lower for parser output (about 25-30%). Since the gold–standard results
increase, it is unlikely the lower results come from the elimination of those cases
in which Johnson’s case is too generous. Rather, this metric is now much more
sensitive to errors in the parser output, which he views as possibly “an unavoidable
consequence of using a tree–based evaluation.” It is not clear that this is the case
(to this extent, at least): while certainly in some cases the parser output is so wrong
that correct recovery is impossible, sometimes simple attachment errors to either
the parent node or the antecedent which are irrelevant to the interpretation of the
null element are the cause of the metric’s disapproval. Sometimes this is due to
punctuation, which is easily ignored, but sometimes it is not, as in figure A.3.
Campbell also proposes that the task should also properly include the assignment
of function tags, and he provides results showing a drop in accuracy of about 9%
when this requirement for correctness is added.
A.3 Typed–dependency metrics
Levy and Manning (2004) notice the same difficulties with Johnson’s metric with
respect to tree position as Campbell does, but they propose an alternative solution
more in line with their way of posing the problem (see section 2.4). They do this
by taking a parse tree with null elements added and extracting its interpretation
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(S
(NP-SBJ-1
(NP (DT An) (JJ omnibus) (NN bill) )
(VP
(VP (VBN assembled)
(PP (IN by)
(NP-LGS
(NP (NNP Sen.) (NNP Edward) (NNP Kennedy) )
(PRN
(-LRB- -LRB-)
(NP
(NP (NNP D.))
(, ,)
(NP (NNP Mass.)))
(-RRB- -RRB-)))))
(, ,)
(CC and)
(VP (VBG including)
(NP (DT some) (NNP Nunn-McCurdy) (NNS provisions)))))
(ADVP (IN along)
(PP (IN with)
(NP (NP (NNS proposals))
(PP (IN by)
(NP-LGS (NP (NNP Sen.) (NNP Pell))
(CC and)
(NP (NNP Christopher) (NNP Dodd))))))))
(, ,)
(VP (VBZ has)
(VP (VBN been)
(VP (VBN reported)
(NP (-NONE- *-1) )
(PP-CLR (IN out)
(PP (IN of)
(NP (DT the) (NN committee))))))) (. .)) )
Figure A.3: In this sentence from the development set, along with proposals by Sen.s
Pell, Barbara Mikulski, and Christopher Dodd has here been analyzed by the Collins–
Bikel parser as an adverb phrase at the top level of the sentence rather than correctly
as a prepositional phrase modifying including. Because of this, the token span for
the noun phrase headed by bill which is the antecedent of the null element has been
shortened, causing Campbell’s metric to count it wrong. (Figure adapted from the
development test data))
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as dependency relations.3 For non–co–indexed parts of the tree, this can be done
by straightforward head percolation. For null elements which are co–indexed, the
co–indexed material is interpreted at the location of the null element. The system
is then evaluated by comparing typed dependency relations, where every relation
includes:
• the head word
• the depending word
• the category of the mother node
This metric seems superior to that of Campbell in that it more directly models
the needs of the predicate–argument recovery task null element recovery is intended
to serve. Most importantly, it fixes the issues with Johnson’s metric, but unlike
Campbell’s metric, it doesn’t make the evaluation sensitive to errors in the parser
output which are irrelevant to the role of the null elements in determining predicate–
argument structure.
A.3.1 Towards an Ideal Evaluation
Unfortunately, the metric as employed by Levy and Manning has its own problems.
It works very well when comparing post–processing systems applied to the same
parser output. However, it is difficult to use to compare systems using different
parser output because differences in parser accuracy on dependencies unrelated to
null elements will obscure differences in null element performance. This is a minor
shortcoming for post–processing systems, since optimally you want to use the same
parser for both systems anyway.
When comparing to null element systems which are integrated inside parsers, the
problem is more serious. For example, by this metric the post–processing system of
3Johnson mentions experimenting with a similar metric and finding its results to be approxi-
mately the same. However, this could in part be due to Johnson’s pattern–matching being more
likely to fail anyway in the case of parser errors.
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Levy and Manning (running on the output of the Charniak parser) outperforms the
parser–integrated system of Dienes and Dubey, but it is unclear to what degree this
is due to the parser–integrated system (which is based on the lower–performance
Collins model) having lower performance than Charniak’s parser on dependencies
unrelated to null elements.
To some extent this is justifiable since lowered general parsing performance is
a possible argument against using parser–integrated approaches (see section 2.2.3).
However, it would still be useful to be able to distinguish this side–effect of such
approaches from their performance on the null element task considered in isolation.
In a recent paper on recovering a particular type of null element, Filimonov and
Harper (2007) employ a variant of the typed–dependency metric in which only those
dependencies related to null elements are counted. This reduces the potential for
differences in the dependency accuracy of the underlying parsers to overwhelm dif-
ferences in the performance of null element systems, although it does not eliminate
it completely. Using this metric together with the overall typed–dependency score
should give the fullest picture of null element system performance, so we adopted it
for our final evaluations.
A.4 Typed Dependency Metric Implementation
In this section, we will describe exactly how we derive the typed dependence eval-
uation scores used in chapters 4 and 5. As mentioned above, this is essentially the
method of Filimonov and Harper (2007).
The first task is, for a given sentence, to extract all dependencies relevant to
null elements. For each of these dependencies, we must determine the head and the
modifier. We choose as the head the head word of the constituent the null element
is located in (determined using the same head rules as the parser). To find the
modifier, we do as follows:
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• if the null element is a wh–trace, adverbial trace, or (NP *) with an antecedent,
we choose as the modifier the head word of the antecedent or controller. If the
head word is itself an empty category with an antecedent or controller, we keep
following the coindexation chain until we encounter either an overt word or a
null element without an antecedent or controller.
• if the null element has no antecedent or controller, the null element itself is
chosen as the modifier.
We represent a dependency by the zero–based token positions of the head and
modifier, where the token position of a null element is assigned to be −1. To this
we add the type of the null element involved in the dependency. This, however, is
not quite sufficient, because it cannot, for example, distinguish between placing a
trace in the subject versus the object position of the same verb, since in both cases
the modifier token position is not determined by the null element location and the
head for both is the verb. We therefore also add as our final piece of information the
non–terminal symbol immediately dominating the null element, which will be S for
null elements in subject position and VP for those in object position.
More formally, for each dependency involving a null element we have a four–tuple
(t, p,m, h) where:
• t is the type of the null element
• p is the non–terminal symbol of the head’s parent node
• m is the token position of the modifier
• h is the token position of the head
For an example of the null element dependencies extracted from a tree, see figure
A.4.
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(SINV (WHNP-1 (WDT What)
(VBD did)
(NP-SBJ (PRP you))
(VP (VB persuade)
(NP-OBJ-2 (PRP him))
(S (NP-SBJ (-NONE- *-2))
(VP (TO to)
(VP (VB do)
(NP-OBJ (-NONE- *T*-1))))))))
Figure A.4: The above has dependencies {(NP *, S, 4, 5), (NP *T*, VP, 0, 6)}.
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